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Abst rac t - - In  Part I, a notation called Matrix-Tensor Notation was introduced for rectilinear 
orthogonal coordinates. 
Part II discusses how the same notation is equally efficient for vectors and 2 nd order tensors in 
skew bases and skew curved coordinates. 
Without considering coordinates first, vectors and 2 nd order tensors are described in skew bases, 
covariant and contravariant descriptions being distinguished similar to tensor notation. A consistent 
interpretation of deformation and strain in terms of skew bases is given. 
The use of the transpose symbol complicates the matrix algebra, but integrates it with tensor 
algebra which makes it possible to interpret customary tensor equations as relations in space with 
all the advantages that an isomorphism with Euclidean space has. It is demonstrated how different 
metrics can be assigned arbitrarily to define higher-dimensional orthogonal vectors in abstract higher- 
dimensional space. 
A consistent notation is given to distinguish between subspace and subbase. 
To write higher order tensors as matrices, or 2 nd order tensors as vectors, partial transpose is 
introduced, which is a formal stretching operation to write any higher order tensor product operation 
as matrix-vector product. 
The description of the variable bases in generally curved coordinates is given in this notation, 
together with the corresponding notation for the partial differentiation rules. The vector operations 
grad, div and curl are discussed and an almost-physical notation for the Christoffel symbols is given. 
However, the replacement of tensor notation for higher than second order tensors by Matrix Tensor 
Notation is not feasible. 
A version of Matrix Tensor Notation that merges with the customary printed form is presented in 
an Appendix. 
Further applications are deferred to Part III, applying the new notation to curved coordinates in 
function space, and the equations of mechanics projected on finite-dimensional subspaces. 
Keywords - -Mechan ics ,  Tensors, Continuum mechanics, Vector spaces. 
14. INTRODUCTION 
The Mat r ix -Tensor  Notat ion ,  Par t  I I ,  is the  cont inuat ion  of  Mat r ix -Tensor  Notat ion ,  Par t  I, [24], 
app l ied  to skew bases and curved coordinates.  For ease of cont inuat ion,  sect ions,  equat ions ,  
f igures, and references are numbered  cont inu ing from Par t  I. 
The  same equat ions  of  t rans format ions  and rotat ion  as for Car tes ian  base are genera l ized 
to inc lude the  wel l -known re lat ions for skew bases, inc luding deformat ion ,  in Mat r ix  Tensor  
Notat ion .  
15. SKEW BASE 
15.1 .  Posed  Skew Base  
To descr ibe a skew base, it must  be assumed that  the metr ic  of the  space is known,  which  in 
Euc l idean  space is ax iomat ic ,  otherwise the  te rm skew makes no sense. I f  the  base is d rawn on a 
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piece of paper, then the paper supplies the implied orthonormal space. Alternatively the angles 
between all the base vectors may be given. If a base is used to describe the motion of a part of 
a machine, then the machine supplies the orthonormal space. These are geometric or graphical 
descriptions. 
The graphical description of a skew base is shown in Fig.8(a), in which only two dimensions 
are shown, which is sufficient o see all the necessary features. The base with the name q, chosen 
for its phonetic similarity with the word skew, is denoted by 
/ > E = eql eq2 eql 15.1 --q 
corresponding to eqn.(9) in Part I. The skew directions that may have been given in a practical 
situation are described mathematically b  the direction vectors eql, Ca2, eq3, which are now used 
as a base and collected to the mathematical quantity E according to eqn.(15.1). Let us also --q 
assume that no coordinates are used, and therefore, the base vectors are simply chosen as unit 
magnitude. Note that we avoid the term "length" for base vectors because they are assumed to 
be physically dimensionless direction vectors. 
--~ --4 
eql 
(a) Skew Unit Base ~q, ~rq  
---4 
ep2 __ .  , 
epl 
~ - -Tp  
(C) Skew Base Ep, E 
- -q  ---4 
(b) Reciprocal Base E E --~ 7 - -Tq  
e " ' ' - .  "U 
llllllll 
(d) Reciprocal Unit Base N,, E - -Tp  
Figure 8. Skew bases. 
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The skew components of a vector v are shown in Fig.8(a), and are described by the vector 
array _ Iv 
Y = Y q2 , (15.2) 
V q3 
corresponding to eqn.(10); however, in skew base the superscripts may not be replaced by sub- 
scripts as will be shown subsequently. The fundamental equation corresponding to eqn.(l l) is 
v=E -v (15.3) - -q  
--'-- eq l  v ql  "Jr- 2 vq2 Jr- eq3 v q3, 
where v q~ are the scalar components, and eqi v q~ are the vector components (no tensor addition 
intended). In addition to the definitions of Part I, we now also introduce the notation for vector 
components 
eq 1 v ql  z vq l~ eq 2 v q2 ~ vq2~ . . .  
written in short as 
. ---+ 
eq~ v q~ = vq i (15.4) 
(for i = 1, 2, 3, no tensor summation intended or possible). In customary Cartesian base, we 
might write them vx ,  vy ,  vz  • While the result of the multiplication i  eqn.(15.4) is not consistent 
with either our notation rules or tensor notation rules, the symbol vq i is rather like a generalization 
of the scalar component symbol vqt  Note also that the vector component can be written as a 
result of a tensor operation, 
vqi  ~ eqi 0 z eq i . vq i • v .  
Seeing that the comfortable rules of notation are apparently violated by eqn.(15.4), there are 
two questions to be answered. One is, why the rules are violated, the other is, do we need these 
expressions that violate the rules. The answer to the first question is rather an explanation than 
an answer. Apparently there are some quantities, like the vector component here, that don't 
make sense in the general concept of vector and tensor relations. We have the same appearance 
in tensor notation. Some quantities just cannot be expressed by the tensor rules because they 
make no sense. An example is the sum of the squares of the diagonals of a tensor, which is not 
an invariant. Apparently, we must see the vector component also as a variant rather than an 
invariant, and accept he fact that therefore it cannot be expressed by proper notation rules. The 
answer to the second question is that we want a symbol to distinguish the scalar component from 
the vector component, and there may be other cases where such a vector is needed. We might 
perhaps express the idea better by saying that the product on the LHS of eqn.(15.4) leads to a 
vector, and write symbolically 
eqi v qz ~ vq i. 
Once the vector on the RHS is created, it is a vector with a new name, and the rules are only 
violated because we don't give this vector a complete new name but a combination of the terms 
that created it. Once we have passed the stumbling block of eqn.(15.4), we can carry on with the 
new vector name vq i like any other, accepting of course that a vector name may consist of more 
than one letter. Then we may even transform the space symbol of the vector component to the 
base q, and obtain the quantity 
_ _  ---~ yq l .  
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This is not the scalar component v ql, but rather a vector array Iv ql 0 0 ]. This is a special case 
of a partial vector, introduced in Section 19. But once we come to the names of the individual 
components of this partial vector, there must be a distinction between ame and subscript, e.g., 
like 
Vql = Vql q2 . 
Vql q3 
Such a notation allows for the scalar components of a vector component in the inverse base, 
vq l  [ vqlq I vqlq 2 vqlq 3 ]. --q 
The fact that we distiguish between vectors and matrices by small and capital etters, respectively, 
also helps. 
Obviously, we cannot take this method too far, because we can never include the complete 
chain of events in a name which is produced by these events. Somewhere along the line, we must 
make a completely new name of a freshly produced variable. 
To be able to invert eqn.(15.3), we need the inverse base E,q defined by 
Eq.  E = 7, (15.5) ---+ - -q  -- 
where eqn.(15.5) corresponds to eqn.(15). Let us postpone, for the moment, the question of how 
to construct or compute this inverse base. But according to symbolic rules, the notation of the 
product is 
= (15.6) 
which corresponds to eqn.(17). Therefore, 
Eq =L  - -q  - -  
corresponding to eqn.(18), as well as 
(15.7) 
"--+ .~q --'+ 
E E (15.8) - -q  --+ --+ 
This gives the interesting result that the direction vector arrays is also true in skew base. 
~q ~q --q 
eql , eq2 , eq3 are also unit column vectors as in Cartesian base. 
The inverse of eqn.(15.3) is now 
- -q  ~ ~q.  "-+ 
v --, v, (15.9) 
corresponding to eqn.(13). 
The inverse base E_,q that was produced by the definition of eqn.(15.5) is shown in Fig.8(b). 
The corresponding direction vectors are denoted according to 
(15.10) 
e_~ql 
E_+q~ e~ q2 , 
. - -}  
corresponding to eqn. (16). It is a skew base physically different from E q, with different directions 
of the direction vectors which is clear from the fact that the vector e qi is normal to all vectors 
eq(j#i). The direction vectors are also not unit magnitude any more, since 
e2 ' .  = I 'I cosCe  ) I = ' cos(e  ) • I = 1. 
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It is well known that it is not possible to have original and inverse base with both unit base 
vectors. Nevertheless, we may express the same physical vector v in terms of the inverse base 
- "4 
'V :~ "Eq  - -q  --+ 
= Vql e_~ ql + Vq2 e_~ q2 + Vq3 e_, q3' 
(i5.ii) 
where eqn. (15.11) corresponds to eqn.(24), with the row vector 
v = [Vql vq2 Vq3]. (15.12) --q 
The vector components vql e..~ ql, Vq2 e_+ q2' Vq3 e qs  are shown in Fig.8(b), summing up to the 
vector v according to the parallelogram law of vectors. Note that e is used for base vectors even 
if nonunit, to be consistent with unit tensor symbol E .  
The inverse of eqn. (15.11) is 
---4 
V = V" Eq ,  (15.13) - -q  --4 - -  
corresponding to eqn.(21). We also introduce the symbols for the reciprocal vector components 
Vqi e_~ q  = ~vqL (15.14) 
Seeing that the physical base _Eq, which was named base q, is different from the physical 
~q --* 
base ~,  we may only attach the name q to the base according to the form E . To distinguish - -q  
the two bases with the base symbol q, we call the base posed base E column base q and the - -q  
inverse or reciprocal base Eq the row base q. Because a vector cannot be inverted, we cannot 
---4 
- -q  ~ ~q 
call v an inverse vector, rather v and v are reciprocal vector arrays, just like E and - -q  ~q ~q 4-4 
are reciprocal bases, and v q is the column vector, v the row vector, using the term "vector" - -q  
here for "vector array." Both are arrays of the same physical vector, as in tensor notation where 
"contravariant vector" and "covariant vector" refers to the vector arrays, not to the physical 
vectors. 
In skew nonunit base E_,q, we define the quantities Vqi as the scalar components of the vector v. 
---4 
However, from the magnitude relation 
it is clear that the scalar components are not equal to the magnitudes of the vector components, 
as in Cartesian base. We have therefore an additional problem with definitions of components  in 
skew nonunit base that there is no term for the magnitude of the vector components. If this is a 
concern, then additional skew bases with unit direction vectors can be introduced, like bases h 
and g in Section 21.2 and 21.3. 
It is now clear that the superscripts and subscripts are necessary to distinguish the inequalities 
in general, 
e q~ ~ eqi , or # (15.15) 
---4 - -~  q ' 
or -qv T (15.16) 
Eq We may define a reciprocal base EPwith the directions as but with unit base vectors, and 
---4 
the original base Ep = will then have the same directions as Eq but with nonunit base 
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vectors. These two bases are shown in Fig.8(c) and (d), in which the vector components of the 
vector v are also indicated. All the equations in base q are then still the same in base p. These are 
two specific alternatives for particular skew directions. In the end not one of the two alternative 
bases will have to have unit base vectors. All the equations in the above can be read again for 
the general case of all nonunit base vectors and found to be valid, as well as the inequalities. 
From eqns.(15.3) and (15.11) it follows that the scalar product of two vectors is 
--~ __q 
f . v = _f  q . E q.  - -q  " v q = __f q " V 
• " " V , v = 
using eqn.(15.5). It seems, therefore, that once a necessity has arisen to use skew base, some 
vectors, like v, should be expressed in original base as columns, and some vectors, like~, should 
be expressed in the inverse base as rows. Then the matrix tensor algebra is the same whether in 
Cartesian or skew base, and whether any one of the bases has unit vectors is then immaterial. 
The graphical method of normal projection on the different axis to obtain scalar components v q* 
and vq~, e.g., [23], is only valid for unit base vectors of the original base; in the general case, there 
is no such direct method. 
The distinction between superscripted and subscripted quantities corresponds to the same 
distinction in tensor analysis, for the same reasons, where 
- -q  
v = column vector ~ contravariant vector v i 
v = row vector => covariant vector v j  - -q  
E = row base ~ covariant base gj - -q  
Eq : column base ~ contravariant base g~ 
---4 
except hat, in Matrix Tensor Notation, indices stand for base names while, in Tensor Notation, 
they stand for running counters. Here, the meaning of the symbol ~ is taken from [25]. But 
the tensor symbols on the RHS are not as complete as the Matrix Tensor symbols on the LHS 
because they don't distinguish between the base q and many possible others--one of the very 
reasons for introducing Matrix Tensor Notation. The terms vector and tensor in tensor analysis 
correspond to vector array and tensor matrix, respectively, and we will use the default terms 
vector or tensor in the same sense as in tensor analysis. 
Because of the treatment by matrix algebra, the transpose symbol is also required, which is 
absent in tensor notation. 
The notations and rules in skew base are the same as derived for Cartesian base, particularly 
that the unit tensor symbol E is treated as a unit, even if skew nonunit base vectors are used; the 
exception is that the transpose and reciprocal bases and vectors are not the same as borne out by 
the inequalities (15.15) and (15.16), instead of eqns.(22) and (23), Part I, with the consequences 
that the transpose symbol actually denotes a different array as shown in the next section. 
15.2. T ransposed  Skew Base 
In Part I, the transpose base symbol was introduced which we now also use for skew base 
= 
The bases E and ~Tq are physically the same, the difference is only mathematical to be able 
- -q  ---4 
to use matrix algebra for all required operations. In eqn.(15.17), the transpose acts only on the 
base symbol because the transpose of the space symbol is the same space symbol. Similarly, 
T 
= E . (15.18) - -Tq  
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Mathematically, the two new reciprocal bases E Tq and E have been produced. They are also - -Tq  
inverses of each other which follows from eqns.(15.5), (15.17) and (15.18) 
: [ z ]  : : 
The symbol Tq qualifies therefore as a base name in the same way as any other skew base name. 
But the physical reciprocal base q is the same as the base Tq. From the inverse of eqn.(15.19), it
also follows that 
E .~vq= E .  (15.20) - -Tq  --~ --4 
At this stage, let us now turn to the question of finding the inverse base. This depends very 
much on the way the skew base is given as well as on the way the inverse base is described. In 
---4 
the graphical description of Fig.8, we assume the base E given with respect o a space, and all - -q  
the magnitudes and angles between the base vectors are known, which means that the symmetric 
matrix 
• E = E .E  =E (15.21) q - -q  --~ - -q  - -q  
is known. Consider the two bases shown in Fig.8(a) and (b) as two different physical bases with 
names q and Tq, respectively, then one base may be expressed in terms of the other. Let the 
inverse base be described in terms of the original base vectors as 
= E .A, (15.22) - -q  - -  
which substituted in eqn.(15.5) becomes 
A ~- .E  = Ar .E  =7.  (15.23) q - -q  - -q  -- 
The known matrix ~vq can be inverted numerically, for which an appropriate symbol must be - -q  
found that complies with the previous rules. To do this, we first define, similar to eqn.(15.21), 
according to our symbolic rules 
--+ ~ q  
Eq.  E . (15.24) ---+ - -Tq  - -Tq  
From the definitions of eqn.(15.19), it is cleat" that eqn.(15.24) is the inverse of eqn.(15.21), and 
therefore, the symbolic rules for the inverse apply also to the transpose base 
[~;q] - - i  = ~q - -Tq"  (15.25) 
Eqn.(15.23) can now be inverted with the result that A ---v = A = Eq • therefore, eqn.(15.22) 
_ _  - -  - -Tqt  
becomes 
___, .._., ~q  
= = E • . (15.26) 
- -  - - q  - - T q  
This is the equation that corresponds to the familiar tensor notation 
gJ = gi • g~J. 
The inverse of eqn.(15.26) is 
~Tq= ~Tq. ~q (15.27) 
---4 - -q  
corresponding to the tensor equation 
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g~ = 9~j • gJ. 
Eqn.(15.26) must be understood to prove that the symbol algebra rules I I  and IV 
~. • =E E .E  = E - -  q - -Tq '  
give the intended physical meaning of base E q as defined by eqn.(15.18). 
The base vector relations for transpose base Tq can be derived again in the same manner as 
the posed relations, and found to be equal to the transpose of the previous relations, 
E = eTq l  eTq2 - -Tq  
vTq l  
- -Tq  VTq2 V = 
yTq3 
----4 - -Tq  
v=E .v  - -Tq  
[ Tq 1_1 = ETq , 
E _- ql  eTq2 q3 __> 
V = [VTql VTq2 VTq3] - -Tq  
- -Tq  
V ---- • Vmq E , 
- -mq ~ 
V =E "V.  - -Tq  --~ 
eTq3 , 15.28) 
(15.29) 
(15.30) 
(15.31) 
(15.32) 
(15.33) 
(15.34) 
(15.35) 
(15.36) 
(15.37) 
From the one sytem of skew directions, there are 4 different specific bases that are produced, E- -q  
and E in the skew directions, ~q and EP in  the reciprocal skew directions. Besides those, there - -p  --+ --+ 
- -Tq  - -Tp  ~ 
are the 4 other physically equal but mathematically different bases E , E , E Tq and E . 
- -  - -mp 
The transpose is a matrix operation that doesn't change the values of the array; therefore, 
- - lq  , 
a column v is still a covariant vector and a row v is still a contravariant vector, if both - -Tq  
----4 
are referred to base q. However we may consider base E a different base with the name Tq, - - -Fq 
and then we find that a column is always a contravariant vector in the indicated base, and a 
row is always a covariant vector in the indicated base, and therefore, consistency between Tensor 
Notation and Matrix Tensor Notation is preserved. 
T 
Using the definition [ v ]  = ~ eqn.(12), arid eqns.(15.18) and (15.31), 
[T = (15.38) T 
vq  = v (15.39) 
In eqns.(15.38) and (15.39), the transpose acts only on the base symbol because the transpose of 
the vector symbol is the same vector symbol. 
On the other hand, because the transpose operation doesn't change values, some redundancy 
of component names, as in matrix algebra, is introduced while the values of the vector array and 
its transpose are the same, only arranged ifferently. 
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[vTq'] [ ] tl Vq 1 T - -Tq  vTq2 V ~ ~ Vq2 ~ ~___.q , 
V Tq2 Vq3 
= = 
- -Tq  
We note also that the transpose operation on 
which means that ~-rq must be symmetric, which is indeed the case. - -q  
To summarize, we have the following 4 bases: 
a matrix changes both bases, so that 
E = baseq = posed baseq = column baseq - -q  
Eq = inverse base q = reciprocal base q = row base q 
~___rq = transpose baseq = reciprocal basemq = row basemq 
E = transpose inverse base q = posed base rq = column base mq 
- -Tq  
(15.40) 
(15.41) 
where inverse refers to the mathematical nd reciprocal to the physical base. 
It  is well advised to point out at this stage that all relations for skew base are equally valid for 
abstract higher-dimensional skew space, even though its creation may be difficult; an example 
of an infinite higher-dimensional base was given in Section 12.1. We will also use the term 
"Cartesian" for an abstract orthonormal base. 
15.3. The  Met r i c  
The matrix ~Tq is the single important numerical quantity in skew base q. Its elements - -q  
are the elements of the quantity gij of tensor analysis, and the elements of its inverse Eq 
- -Tq  
are the elements of the quantity gij. Fliigge [2] calls gij the metric tensor and the individual 
elements gij its covariant components. Eisele [23] calls g the metric tensor, although g is usually 
reserved for the determinant detlg~jl, and also gij and g,3 the metric tensors. Chung [26] calls 
gij and g~3 covariant and contravariant metric tensors. All of the above must be interpreted in 
terms of the customary practice in tensor notation that tensor means tensor-components. It is 
clear that the metric tensor and the unit tensor are the same physical quantities, but metric 
tensor condradicts this practice. Malvern [3], perhaps more physically minded, calls 1 the unit 
tensor or fundamental tensor or identity tensor, and gij the covariant and g~3 the contravariant 
components, which corresponds with our terminology, where his 1 is the same as our E_4 In our 
notation, we call the matr ix  ~Tq the metric, corresponding to the posed skew space, meaning - -q  
that particular epresentation f the unit tensor. It is a measure for the skewness of the base. So 
is the inverse matrix Eq which we will call the inverse or reciprocal metric, because it is the - -Tq '  
- -Tq  
same metric applied to the reciprocal skew base Eq. But E remain the components of the unit 
tensor, not of the metric. On the other hand, we may talk of the elements of a matrix, and in 
this sense of the elements of the metric. 
In tensor notation, the metric is always denoted by the letter g. Some authors, therefore, 
use the consistent letter g for the base vectors [2,26], deviating from the familiar e of Cartesian 
base. Others use the letter e [12], corresponding to the base vector symbol in Cartesian base, 
deviating now from the name for the metric. Still others use e for unit base vectors derived from 
the unitary base vectors [23,27], but rather inconsistent names for the unitary base vectors. Our 
notation uses e for base vectors and consistent the other way round, E for the metric, with which 
we emphasize its symbolic action like a unit, not its numeric unit value. Our distinction between 
CAMI~ 29-1 ].-B 
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unit and unitary base vectors is carried through to defining also a new metric for each system of 
unit base vectors, i.e., the metric for base p is ~Tp. This method of notation is also applied to - -p  
bases derived from skew curved coordinates, ee Section 21. 
For a finite-dimensional base we define a rank of skewness as follows. The generally skew base 
may contain some direction vectors which are orthogonal to each other. The symmetric matrix 
from eqn.(15.21) has altogether n(n - 1)/2 different elements in the upper or lower off-diagonal 
triangular matrix, which are the scalar products ezq J  • eqi. These will be zero if any of the different 
base vectors are orthogonal to each other, and non-zero if they are skew. We define the rank of  
- -7"q 
skewness as the number of non-zero elements in the off-diagonal triangular matrix E to the - -q  
number n(n - 1)/2. That is, rank of skewness is given in terms of two numbers. The rank as 
defined above is independent of the actual value of these numbers, which would rather indicate 
the degree of skewness. 
- -  Tq 
The matrix E may be interpreted simply as a transformation matrix according to eqn.(15.27). - -q  
--* E Similarly, the Its columns represent the base vectors of base qE expressed in terms of base _ Tq" 
columns of__E Tq represent the base vectors of base --~qE expressed in terms of base --qE. Another 
interpretation is that it represents the unit tensor in mixed bases Tq and q, as can be seen from 
- -Tq  ---+ ---~ 
the tensor transformation E -- E ~q. E .  E . - -q  --+ - - ,  - -q  
The metric is used to transform contravariant vectors into covariant vectors, which in our 
notation, means transformation from base q to base Tq, and the inverse operation to transform 
covariant vectors into contravariant vectors, as follows from eqns.(15.30), (15.31), (15.26) and 
(15.27), as well as the inverse operation 
- -Tq  Tq 
13 =_~q .v  q, (15.42) 
- -q  ~q - -Tq  
13 -~-__Tq" V (15.43) 
The actual transformation from column vectors to row vectors and vice versa must be done by 
the additional transpose operation 
v = • v , (15.44) - -q  
v =- -Tq  Vq (15.45) 
The extra transpose compared to tensor analysis is necessary because with a matrix operation 
it is not possible to obtain a row vector from a multiplication of a tensor matrix with a column 
vector, which corresponds to a multiplication of a covariant ensor with a contravariant vector 
to produce a covariant vector in tensor analysis. 
15.4. Transformat ions  in Skew Base 
- -+  
Another way that the skew base E may be defined, is in terms of a known Cartesian base E 
- -q  - -8  
- -8  
by means of a transformation matrix E_q, 
E = E .E  . (15.46) 
- -q  - -8  - -q  
It can now easily be shown that the following equations are consistent in skew base 
~q = ~q.  2 8 (15.47-a) 
- -8  - - -4 '  
---O - -8  
E = E • E_rq, (15.47-c) 
- -Tq  - -8  - -  
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--Tq --s~rq ~_s, (15.47-d) E = • 
( ) E = 15.47-e - -S  q 
IT : (15 4 -f) 
- -8  ~.  g.  g = E . (15.47-g) 
The vector transformations follow from 
(Part  I) and (15.11) 
the definitions by eqns.(11) (Part  I), and (15.3), and (24) 
-q  ~q -s  (15 ) v = • v , .48-a 
- -8  
--Tq ~Tq --~ (15 b) v : • v , .48- 
- -8  
- -8  
v = v .E  (15.48-c) - -q  - - s  - -q~ 
- -8  
v = v .E  . (15.48-d) 
- -Tq  - - s  - -Tq  
Consider eqn.(15.46) as a transformation of eqn.(15.1), then it is clear that  the columns of the 
transformat ion matr ix  E s are the skew base vectors of E measured in Cartesian base 
- -q  - -q  - - s  
[ i 
I I 
- - s  - - s  I - - s  I - - s  
E : eq l  eq2 eq3 
~q I I 
I I 
s l  s l  s l  
eql  eq2 eq3 
82 s2 82 
eql  eq2 eq3 
s3 s3 s3 
eq l  eq2 eq3 
(15.49) 
- -8  
At the same t ime E is the unit tensor in mixed Cartesian and skew bases. - -q  
Similarly, from the base transformation eqn.(15.47-c), it can be seen that  the columns of the 
transformat ion matr ix  --Tq are the skew base vectors of the reciprocal base E measured in 
- -Tq  
Cartesian base E 
I I 
- -  - -8  
E : eTq  I eTq  2 eTq 3 . 
- -n-q I I 
I I 
15.5. Trans format ions  f rom Skew Base  to  Skew Base  
Applying the same symbolic algebra to any two different nonunit skew bases E = eal Ca2 ca3 - -a  
---¢ - -o  
and _E b = ebl eb2 eb3 by means of transformation matrices --aE and E__b, respectively, from 
Cartesian base E__s, the transformation of one into the other is easily accomplished by the rela- 
tions 
--"> - -a  
Eb : --aE .E  b, (15.51-a) 
---+ --* - -b  
E = E b • E a '  (15 .51-b)  
E = E_b" ETa,  (15.51-c) 
- -Ta  
---Eb = ---aE "___E b , (15.51-d) 
where 
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- -b  - -b  - - s  
E =E .E 
- -Ta  - -8  - -Ta '  
T 
__'E:a : [E : ]  , 
]-1 
Eb a " 
Without use of Cartesian base, but more symbolically, 
(15.51-e) 
(15.51-f) 
(15.51-g) 
(15.51-h) 
(15.51-i) 
(15.51-j) 
From the base transformation equation (15.51-a), it can be seen that the columns of the 
- -a  ~ -----) 
transformation matrix E b are the skew base vectors of _E b measured in skew base E 
- -a  
[''1 - -a  - -a  - -a  I - -a  I eb2 Eb  ~ eb l  I eb2 I D I I (~5.54) 
The numerous possibilities of combinations as given above prove that the symbolic algebra of 
skew bases are just as valid as the ones for Cartesian base, with the addition of a consistent use 
of the transpose symbol T. The symbolic manipulation would of course be useless if the meaning 
of the combination of symbols is not made clear. We repeat hese in summary for generally skew 
bases: 
~ ~ ----+ --.., 
The reference base E is the collection of the Cartesian base vectors e~l,es2,...es,~ in
- -8  
n-dimensional Euclidean or abstract orthonormal space according to eqn.(9) (Part I). E is 
- -a  
the collection of the base vectors eal, e~2,.., e~n which may be generally skew and nonunit, also 
in n-dimensional Euclidean or abstract orthonormal space according to eqn.(15.1) and Fig.8(a). 
E~ is the collection of reciprocal base vectors e a le  a2 e an  according to eqn.(15.10) and 
Fig.8(b). The columns of the matrix E are the scalar components of the base vectors of E 
- -a  - -a  
in terms of Cartesian base __E. Similarly, there may be a second generally skew base E b. The 
- -a  - -8  
matrix E b may be obtained by the physical product Ea.  --~ - -~  E b or by the matrix product E • __E b. 
The columns of the matrix E b are the scalar components of the base vectors of __E b in terms of 
base E . The column v a is the vector array of the scalar components of vector v in  base E . 
- -a  - -a  
The row v is the vector array of the scalar components of vector v in inverse base E'a. In all - -a  ----+ ~ 
The vector transformations can easily be shown to be 
- -a  - -a  - -b  
v =__E b -v  , (15.53-a) 
- -b  
v = v b • E a ,  (15.53-b) - -a  - -  
- -Ta  - -Ta  - -b  
v = E__ b • v , (15.53-c) 
- -b  
vTa  = _v b • __ETa (15.aa-d) 
(15.52) 
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cases, the scalar components are not generally equal to the magnitude of the vector components. 
Base E is physically the same as the inverse base ~a but written in transposed form. As such, 
- -Ta  ---4 
- -o  
it represents a mathematically different base than E ,  and the symbol Ta is used like any other 
- -Ta  
skew base symbol q. v is the same vector array as the row v but written in transposed form, 
- -a  
i.e., as column, and vT~ is the same vector array as the column v but written in transposed 
form, i.e., as row. Column vectors are contravariant vectors and row vectors are covariant vectors 
- -a  
in the indicated base. Also the columns of the matrix _E b are the scalar components of base 
- -~  ---4 - -a  
vectors of ETb in terms of base --~E. The rows of the matrix __E b are the scalar components of 
- -b  
the base vectors of inverse base ~__a in terms of inverse base E ,  but this interpretation is rather 
distracting from the posed form, in contrast o Cartesian bases. It is recommended to use only 
the column interpretation as long as possible as the best way to get used to the meaning of the 
symbols. It is also useful to connect he transformation symbols trictly to the matrix rule to use 
the superscript as first index and the subscript as second index for the position in the matrix. 
The symbolic system as presented here is rather complicated. But it is no more complicated 
than the entities it represents, which may be easily overlooked in a simpler notation. Man uses 
several thousand symbols to distinguish between all he wants to communicate. The new symbols 
are words in the communication from writer to reader, often from writer to the same writer. 
15.6. The Transpose  Symbol  
Now that we have chosen to use the symbol m in conjunction with a base name, we don't have 
the choice of writing E T any more because the name E T between the base symbols would mean - -q  
that there is a different ensor E ~- = which in our notation is not so. 
At this stage, it has to be made clear that the meaning of the transpose symbol T next to a 
base or vector or tensor name in Part I (pp. 86, 87) was changed, and has a different meaning 
from the last equations in Part I (p. 87) onwards. 
The transpose symbol T is an addition to tensor algebra to convert it to matrix algebra. The 
transpose operation m converts the tensor into a mathematically different ensor generally, and 
the symbol m becomes part of its name, e.g., v T ~ m = = K T. On the vector, 
the 7- is redundant, and therefore, left out, v ~ = v. On the tensor, it is not redundant if the 
tensor is unsymmetric. The transformation rules now require that the tensor name including the 
m remains unchanged so that the tensor matrix and its transpose are distinguished. For example, 
- -8  8 
even in orthonormal base K is different from K T if the tensor is not symmetric. In tensor - -$  8 
notation, no such distinction is possible, because index symbols can be changed arbitrarily; Ki j  
and Kji stand for the same tensor array, being the array for the same physical tensor. Only when 
both tensor symbols appear in the same tensor expression, e.g., t£ij ~- I4]ji , then the one is the 
transpose of the other. In Matrix Tensor Notation, the matrix algebra is carried through right to 
the same physical tensor, indicating the posed or transposed form, once any one form is defined. 
The particular reason for the new meaning of m is that we don't always deal with a total 
- -Tq  - -Tq  
transpose of E q to E T q' but also do a transpose of each base separately, as in E which would - -q  - -  - -q  
not be possible with the old meaning of T. The separation of T into each base separately allows 
the required distinction between all possibilities. 
15.7. Tensor  Mat r ix  in Skew Base  
Applying the vector transformations eqns.(15.3) and (15.9) to the definition of eqn,(26), Part I, 
of a tensor (of second order), a tensor K can be written in skew base as 
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gq Eq .  -4  = K .Eq ,  (15.55-a) 
~Tq ~Tq ---> "'"4 
= .K .Eq ,  (15.55-b) - -q  --4 - -  
~q ~q.  -4 _ - ,  
= K.  E (15.55-c) - -Tq  ---:, ---~ - -Tq  ~ 
~Tq = ~Tq. K .  E (15.55-d) 
- -Tq  -4  ---> - -Tq '  
but the numerical values may be found rather by transformation from the base in which the 
tensor matrix of K was defined, e.g., from Cartesian base 
8 
_q  ~ = -~" --~ .~,_ (15.56-a) 
- -  - -  - - 8  KTq = ---~Tq. K 8 • Eq,  (15.56-b) 
- -q  - - s  - -8  - -  
~q =~q ~ --8 (15.56-c) 
- -Tq  - -8  " - -  " ETq~ 
- -Tq  .--~s - -s  
K = ~ Tq .E  ~_q, (15.56-d) - -Tq  - -8  - -8  
and K in mixed bases becomes 
g b -~ -4K'E b, (15.56-e) 
- -a  - -a  - -b  - -a  - -a  
___K b =E b .K  b = K .Eb ,  (15.56-f) 
--~ --~ ~ - -b  
= K-  E b = _E b "Eb,  (15.56-g) Kb __,
and numerous other combinations that satisfy the algebra of superscripts and subscripts. 
However if K is not symmetric, then 
but rather r - -8  r 
- -8  - -~q- R -e8 • E =E 
- - 8  s - -Tq  
- -wq 
= K T . (15.58) 
Tq 
The rules above show that the transpose symbol on the base and the transpose symbol on the 
tensor have different meanings in skew base. The base transpose comes about from switching the 
base. The tensor transpose comes about from transposing the tensor, which actually creates a 
new tensor. We can never get a transpose on the tensor by base transformations only; there must 
be a tensor transpose operation involved. To clarify this point, consider the new tensor K T that 
may have to be created from a skew tensor K, e.g., when the sum of a tensor and its transpose 
is used to define a new symmetric tensor. The tensor in skew base is denoted by Kq  and the - -q  
transpose tensor by K ~- q . Using the fact that the transpose is correctly obtained in Cartesian - -q  
base, the transpose tensor in skew base is 
KT =Eq--s " KTS  "Eq  - -  
=E "Eq, - -8 
- -  _r:] • . . - - °  ~ 
- -  s - -  -,- q - -  s - -  
_~q .Eq  , (15.59) 
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which cannot be done without the metric. Note that the same result follows from eqn.(15.58) by 
the transformation 
~q . ~--fTq. ~Tq = ~-~q. (15.60) - -Tq  - -Tq  - -q  q 
It is clear then that, to obtain the transpose tensor, we cannot just transpose in skew base 
# (15.61) 
15.8. The Vector Cross  P roduct  
The vector cross product is written in space notation in Section 7 (Part I), 
k}X ?'--~V (15.62) 
using the angular velocity as example. This form is only possible in 3-dimensional space, while 
in (n # 3)-dimensional space the tensor form must be used 
W.  r = v. (15 63) 
In skew base, the rules of the Cartesian cross product are not valid any more, and we will have 
to decide what symbolic notation will be useful for the corresponding rules in skew base. 
- -8  
In Cartesian base, the 3 elements of the vector array w are obtained from the antisymmetric 
- -8  
tensor W 8 by the simple operation of extracting the vector components from the 3 different 
tensor components. It  seems that a similar operation in skew base may be possible if only one 
physical base is used because a vector is expressed in only one base, and therefore, we start with 
the eqn.(15.63) transformed to skew base q in the form 
~Tq rq  - -Tq  
- -q  • = v (15.64) 
It turns out that the tensor matrix W Tq is also antisymmetric, because symmetry and antisym- - -q  
metry of a tensor are preserved under this form of apparent mixed bases which is shown later in 
Section 18. If the 3 different ensor elements are extracted and put into a form of a vector -~ as 
in Cartesian base, then the vector c~ is not the transformed vector 
Eqn.(15.65) can be written in the form 
-~  ~q-8  ( 65) = "w . 15. - -8  
' 
= (15.66) 
By multiplying out the RHS of eqn.(15.65), and also multiplying out the terms of the transfor- 
mation equation 
- -  - -8  
WTq -.~ .~Tq W s " E (15.67) 
- -q  - - s  - - s  - -q  
and comparing terms, we find that the extracted vector 
-q  
-~ = det -~q = v~ ~ , (15.68) 
where g is the customary symbol for the determinant of the metric E Tq. If we define the cross 
multiplication symbol x to be the same operation on elements as in ~artesian base, Section 7 
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--q --q --q then the operation of eqn.(15.64) gives (Part I), with the unit direction vectors e l , e 2 , e 3 , 
- -  - -q  
the same result as the operation a x r 
Therefore, we can write the vector cross product in skew base as 
( ) q x r = v , 15.69 
in which the form of Cartesian base is embedded. This formula corresponds to the tensor notation 
formula ei jkwir  j = vk [2], where the non-zero elements of eijk are -t-v@ Eqn.(15.69) is the 
3-dimensional equivalent of the n-dimensional eqn.(15.64). 
---+ --4 
If now the cross product of any other 3-dimensional vectors a x b is required in skew base, then 
without forming the tensor as for eqn.(15.62) by the operation described in Section 7 (Part I), 
the cross product can be computed irectly as in eqn.(15.69). If any of the vectors are in bases 
posed other than in in eqn.(15.69), then a transformation with the metric must be done on each 
vector separately to the form of eqn.(15.69). 
By the same method, the relation between transposed vectors are found to be 
~ q  - -Tq  - -q  
• r ~V , 
- -Tq  
-fl det (E ~)w Tq - -  Tq = _ = (1 /v~)w , 
(15.70) 
(15.71) 
(15.72) 
- -  - -Tq  - -q  
J~X r ~-V  , 
- -Tq  - -q  
× r = v , (15.73) 
where -ff is the vector from the extracted elements ofW q by the same pattern as before. Because 
- -Tq  
the cross product is so exceptionally defined, we may just as well let the vectors be row vectors 
on whose elements the same operation is carried out, so that eqn.(15.73) can be written 
- -q  
(1/x/~)~ q ×_qr = v . (15.74) 
15.9. H inge Rotat ions  
In this section, one of the customary methods to obtain the elements of the transformation 
- -S  
matrix E between two Cartesian bases is carried out applying the present Matrix Tensor No- 
- - r  
- -8  
tation. To obtain the elements of the transformation matrix E between two Cartesian bases, 
- - r  
a rigid frame is considered coinciding with Es  which is rotated to the position of the new base 
E . The rotation may or may not represent an actual mechanical rotation of a rigid body. 
- - r  
A rigid body rotation can be described by the well known different versions of Euler angles, 
less precisely called orientation angles [16], but they are all merely different assignments of axes 
to two orthogonal hinges by which the rotating body is imagined to be connected to fixed space, 
and therefore called "hinge angles" [28]. In this section we consider the motion of a rigid body 
in real hinges, as well as the rotation of the two intermediate hinges, which may be gimbals, or 
a sequence of two crosses of a Hooke or Cardan joint. 
The original and all intermediate positions of the rotated axes are shown in Fig.9, starting 
from a fixed Cartesian base E s = Er (0  ) as shown in Fig.9(a). 
The first rotation about the fixed hinge axis, which is esl, by the angle 81 rotates the body to 
--.+ 
the position Eb, shown in Fig.9(b). This rotation is described by the transformation equation 
E b (15.75) 
where  the transformation matr ix o] 
Eb= 0 cosO1 --sin01 , 
0 sin01 cosO1 
(15.76) 
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which with some practice is usually read directly from the figure [29-31], but can be facilitated 
by drawing the orthogonal projections [15]. The next rotation of 02 about the axis e-~2, shown 
in Fig.9(c), is the rotation of the second hinge in the first and rotates the body from E b to --cE. 
The transformation and transformation matrices are, respectively, 
---* ---* - -b  
_E c = E b "E  c, (15.77/ 
where [cos,. 0 sin.2] 
= o 1 o . (15 .78)  
-s in82 0 cos 02 
The last rotation of 03 about the axis ec3, shown in Fig.9(d), is the rotation of the body in the 
- -4  - - -4  
second hinge and rotates the body from E to the final position E . The transformation and - -C  - - I "  
transformation matrices are, respectively, 
- - -4  - - -~  - -C  
E = E .E r ,  
cos 0a 
where ~ = sin03 
0 
- sin 83 0 ] 
COS ~3 0 J . 
0 1 
(15.79) 
(15 .80)  
- -4  
The final rotated base E is shown in Fig.9(e). 
b2 eb2 
- .+  
ecl~' 
(a) E = E* (0) (b) E s rotated to (e)_Eb rotated to E 
- - s  - - r  b - - c  
- -~  _ .+ 
_.~ er ic  __, er2 
v3 . - *  ' " *  
£ / /  Ol 
7st  - = es l  
(d) E rotated to (e) Rotated Base E (f) Skew Base E 
- - c  - - r  - - r  - -q  
Figure 9. Hinge rotations. 
Note that in this notation some intermediate axes have two names. We consider esx as space 
- -4  - -~  - -+  - -4  
fixed axis, ebl and eb2 the orthogonal axes of the first hinge, ec2 and ec3 the orthogonal axes of 
the second hinge and er3 the body axis. While an axis cannot rotate mathematically in its own 
axis, physically the different axes in the same directions rotate with different angular velocities. 
We prefer this mathematical redundancy to avoid having a direction vector with the same name 
in two different bases, which would destroy the symbolic algebra of base symbols. As it turns 
29-1 | -C  
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out, it also points to a difference in physical meaning of the same mathematical direction. Each 
of the 4 mechanical parts has a different base according to 
fixed base = _Es, first hinge = Eb,  second hinge = _E c, rotating body = --~E. 
The well-known results of the multiplications oftransformation matrices are, now in our notation, ssb[c20s2] 
E = E b " E = sls2 cl - s l  c2 , 
- -C  - -C  
- c l s2  sl c lc2 
--s --s --~ F c2c3 -c2s3  s2 ] 
E =E .E  = [ s l s2c3+c ls3  - s l s2s3+c lc3  - s l c2  ] - - r  - - c  - - r  - c l  s2 c3 + sl s3 cl s2 s3 + sl c3 cl c2 
(15.81) 
(15.82) 
where the customary abbreviations cl = cos01, ... s3 = sin03 have been used [16], which is 
also suitable for computer programming in a subroutine. In a main program, the slightly more 
descriptive abbreviations cos 1 = cos 01, .. • sin 3 = sin 8 3 may be better. Reference [29] uses the 
abbreviations COl = cos01,.., sO3 = sin 8 3 which cannot be written in present alphanumerical 
computer language. The eqn.(15.82) is obviously the last step of the complete transformation 
equation 
- - s  - - s  - -b  - - c  
E :E  b .E  .E  . (15.83) 
- - r  - -  - - r  
- -b  
We also note that the detailed notation allows the intermediate transformation matrix E = 
- - r  
- -b  - - c  
E .E ,  or any inverses if they may be required uring detailed engineering design of the hinges. 
- -8  
In a numerical application the matrix E r does not have to be programmed explicitly from 
- -8  - -b  - -a  
eqn.(15.82), but rather from all the direct intermediate transformations Eb, Ec, E r ,  from 
which all desired combinations of products can be done by numerical matrix multiplication. 
To prove that the transformation matrix is orthogonal is rather complicated if the final form 
of eqn.(15.82) is used, but the individual transformation matrices can easily be shown to be 
orthogonal by the multiplication of the analytic forms 
T _8=7 , • =7,  =7,  
• Eb  - -  - - c  - -  - -  - -  
and therefore, we may obtain the inverses by transposing, which in our notation becomes 
E = , E b = - -8  
Then from the product of eqn.(15.83) it follows that 
- - r  - - c  - -b  - - s  - -b  - - c  
=E c .Eb .E  8._E b -E  .E  r 
- - r  - - c .Nb .N~ 
=E_~.__E b _~ --~ 
- - ' r '  - -C  
=E .E  
=7.  
, E = . 15.84 
- -C  
- - s  - -b  - - c  
• E_b .E  .E  
- -C  - -T  
- - s  - -b  - - c  
• Eb .E  .E  
The physical hinge axes which were originally in the position esl , es2 for the first hinge and 
es2 , es3 for the second hinge, in Fig.9(a), are in the final position esl, eb2 for the first hinge and 
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-'-4 ---4 
eb2, er3 for the second hinge. We can define a new skew base consisting of these rotated direction 
vectors e81, eb2, er3 which can be picked from the repective columns of _E 8, E__ b, -E s._r Formally 
in Matrix Tensor Notation 
__q eq l  2 3 es l  eb2 er3  - - s  - -q~ 
so that we can pick out the columns from the individual transformation matrices to compile 
- "  [ - ' - '  1 - "  E = es l  eb2 er3 , 15 .  - -q  
- -8  - -4  
where of course es1 is well defined. This skew base E is shown in Fig.9(f). - -q  
The rigid right angles ~1 and 52 of the hinges as shown in Fig.9(a) remain orthogonal as shown 
in Fig.9(f), only the angle between axes 1 and 3, a in E has changed to ~ in E The skewness 
__s  ~ __q"  
of the rotated hinge axes is given by the metric of the skew base 
_____qq= 0 1 (15.87) 
c~ 0 1 
with ~ the skew angle, which means that the rank of skewness is 1 out of 3. 
The angular velocity ~8 _--~ can be found by differentiating the expression for E in eqn.(15.82), 
- -8  d - -8  
__w r = r ,  
but this is quite cumbersome, specially because we must still multiply by ~r  to obtain either 
- -S  
W 8 or W.  It is easier to use the customary method to realize that w is the sum of the individual 
rotations 01, 02, 0a about their current rotated axes e81, eb2, era, respectively, which are the 
direction vectors of the skew base E . Therefore the angular velocity can be expressed by - -q  
where we have denoted 
--'0"2 ~-s --s ~ + + er3 =-- E w , (15.88) es l  1 eb2 3 " - -q  
- -q  
02 ~ ~2 (15.89) 
The question is now whether we are allowed to use the notation in eqn.(15.89) above. On the one 
hand, it must be checked that eqn.(15.88) is a proper transformation equation. This is certainly 
true because the 0i are the skew components in the base E added by the parallelogram law, - -q  
which is the definition of a transformation equation. On the other hand, we may consider the 
derivative of E . It can be seen that such a tensor cannot represent a rigid body rotational - -q  
velocity because E is deforming all the time. In fact, the change of E does not contain the - -q  - -q  
component 03 at all. The only other problem may be to find out whether ~-8 from eqn.(15.88) is 
the same as derived from the derivative of E according to equations in Section 10 (Part I). By 
- - r  
careful observation it is clear that all 0i are relative angular velocities, which are appropriately 
denoted according to Section 10.1 by 
- - s  - -b  - -q  
1 = wB = wu = alB, (15.90-a) 
~'2 - -b  - - c  - -q  
= Wc/B  = Wc/s  = ~C/B ,  (15.90-b) 
- - c  - - r  - -q  
03 = aJR/C = wR/C  = a;R/c .  (15.90-C) 
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Here the subscripts B, C, R refer not to points as in Section 10.1 (obviously a point cannot 
have a rotation), but to the rigid bases b, c, r, where the "relative subscripts" have been made 
capital letters so that they are not confused with base component symbols. The subscripts of 
relative angular velocity vectors follow the rules of relative vectors of Section 10.1 (p. 81, Part I) 
---~ ---4 ---0 
WC/B ~- 02 c -- OgB. (15.91) 
Such a consistent method of subscripts of angular velocities is often used [15,16,22], but sometimes 
incompletely applied, leading to difficulty in remembering the proper meaning of symbols if they 
cannot be recognized from their notation [16]. 
From eqns.(15.90) follows 
- -q  - -q  - -q  - -q  - -q  (15.92) OJ ==- OJ R -~ OJ B -F- OJ C /B  -J- aY R /C .  
Using the tensor relations corresponding to the vector eqn.(15.92), 
_- -rw 8 : w_: + + 
- - s  - -b  - - c  - -8  - -b  - - c  - - s  - -b  - - c  
• E .E  + Eb 'W c/s'E_~ + Eb 'Ec 'W n/c, W bB - -c  - - r  
which compared to the derivative of eqn.(15.83) 
---'8 ---" s - -b  - - c  - - s  - Lb  - - c  - -8  - -b  ---" c 
E =E__b.E .E  +E b. E .E  +Eb.E  • Er, 
- - r  - -C  - - r  - -  - -C  - - r  - -  - -C  - -  
results in a more generalized version of eqn.(52) (Part I), 
--1-" s - - s  
E b - -  WbB ~ 
(15.93) 
(15.94-a) 
(15.94-5) 
(15.94-c) 
To come back to the validity of eqn.(15.88), we may transform eqn.(15.93) to 
[~-~8 - -  - - s  - -b  - -b  - -~  
- -  - - c  - - r  C /B  - - c  - - r  
w_: w_ . . . . . .  • .E  + E -W .E  
= B q- bC/B  - -8  - - r  - - r  - -8 '  
which is eqn.(15.88) expressed in tensors. 
and using the rules for relative velocities 
- -b  
- -WsB ~- 
mb mb 
-W - -sB/S = W---sS/B' 
-W_ c . = 
- - r  - - r  
--WcR/C = W___cc/R. 
(15.97-d) 
(15.97-e) 
(15.97-f) 
+ _E b.Ec.E r. .E  
to apply the negative sign according to Section I0 (p. 81, 
- -b  - -b  
E = -W B, (15.96-a) 
- Lc  - - c  
E b : - -Wbc/B  , (15 .96-b)  
. .L r  - - r  
E = -W (15.96-c) 
- - c  - - cR /C '  
"---b mb 
E =W 
- - c  - - cC /B '  
"-tc - - c  
E =W 
- - r  - - rR /C '  
where the relative subscripted angular velocity tensors correspond to the relative angular veloci- 
ties 
WC/B = WC - WB -- ~C/B  = ~C -- ~B.  (15.951 
The inverse is also true if we remember 
Part I) 
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15.10. Rotat ion  Tensors 
The same generalization to relative angular velocity tensors applies to the corresponding rota- 
tion tensors, which must be distinguished by subscripts o that 
Rc IB  = rotation from base __E b to E c (15.98) 
(perhaps remembered better as "to E c from __E b") according to the equations 
E_ b = Re  .E  8, 
Ec = &c/~ "Eb, 
~ = & ~lC" E__c, 
(15.99-a) 
(15.99-b) 
(15.99-c) 
which is the generalization of eqn.(44) 
related by 
- -+  
RC/B  : 
(Part I). The forward and backward rotation tensors are 
-1  ..~ T 
= 
If we use the term "relative" for rotations, obviously in a different mathematical context han 
for vectors, then corresponding to the sequence of relative angular velocity vectors, R C/B  is the 
rotation of base c relative to base b. 
Other notations for the relative rotations can be found in [15] and [16]. 
Applying now the sequence of rotations tensor-rule 
- -8  ~8 - -8  
R =R 8 .R  8 - - sC  - -  C /B  - -  B 
to eqn.(15.99) 
-~  --sc/B" E---b 
- -8  - -b  - -b  - - s  
= E b "R_bc/B" E__, "E__b 
- -8  - -b  
= Eb" R---b c/B' 
and using the transformation 
_cR - -c  - -b  . ~b  
-~  c /s  = E---b " R--b c /8  - - c  
=Eb --c = E ,  
therefore, applied to all 3 rotations 
- -8  - -b  - -8  
_RsB =_RbB = E b, 
- -b  - - c  ~b 
R bc/B =R_~c/B = E ,  
- -C  - -T  - -C  
__R c R/c = R---r R/c = E,  
(15.101-a) 
(15.101-b) 
(15.101-c) 
which is the generalization of eqn.(45) (Part I). The total rotation matrix is 
- -8  - -7"  ~ 8  ~ 8  - -8  
R = R =R .R_ .R 
- - s  - - r  - - s  R /C  sC /B  - - s  B 
- -8  
=E 
(15.102) 
which is the same product as eqn.(15.83) but expressed in terms of the relative rotation matrices. 
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Taking derivatives, we obtain the eqns.(15.94) in terms of rotation matrices 
- - s  - -b  s - - s  
R =RbB = W "R  s - - sB  - - sB  - -  B 
- -b  "-:-c - -b  - -b  
R--bC/B = R--~C/B = ~bC/z  " ~bC/B  
"-:-c "~r  - - c  - - c  
R - -~R/C = R--~R/c = W~R/c 'R- - -cR/c 
--b - -b 
= RbB "WbB'  (15.103-a) 
- - c  - - c  
= RcC/B .Wcc /B ,  (15.103-b) 
- - r  - - r  
= RTR/c 'W R/c '  (15.103-c) 
which are the equations corresponding to the equations of derivatives in Section 10 (p. 81, Part I). 
It is just as well to point out the inequality for relative motion 
# we/.. 
The rotated bases and angular velocity tensor matrices in this section are all variables with the 
parameters 0~(t), which are the three basic variables of the motion, representing real physically 
measurable quantities of the hinge system. If the rotating motion of an unattached rigid body 
is studied, one may choose to use imaginary hinges as aid to obtain three basic parameters, but 
that is then a choice not corresponding to the physical situation. 
The sequence of the real hinges is mechanically fixed, but the rotated position of the body does 
not depend on the sequence of rotations that have ocurred. In fact if the derivation is been made 
with the sequence of rotations 03, 02, 01 about the corresponding positions of the hinge axes, the 
transformation matrix E will have the same analytic form, and the skew base E will be the 
- - r  - -q  
same. But other auxiliary intermediate bases will occur. Contrary to Euler angles, the sequence 
of hinge rotations does not affect the result [28]. 
15.11. Delta Hinges 
In this section, we develop the rotation matrix of a rigid body which is connected to a fixed 
base by two hinges with skew axes, in Matrix Tensor Notation. A typical application is the use 
of 5-hinges by which helicopter blades are attached to the rotor to produce favourable motion 
characteristics [32]. 
The two hinges in their original position before the rotational displacement are shown in 
Fig.10(a), where direction vector ehl is the axis of the first hinge in the fixed base, eh2 is the axis 
----4 
between the two hinges, and eh3 is the body axis on the second hinge. The first hinge consists of 
----4 
the axes ehl and eh2, with the rigid angle 51 between the axes. The second hinge consists of the 
- -o  ---4 
axes eh2 and eh3, with the rigid angle 52 between the axes. The rigid body is attached to the 3 rd 
hinge axis. The hinge direction vectors are of unit magnitude. The original position between the 
outer hinge axes is given by the angle c~. In contrast o the hinges in Section 15.9, we assume 
that none of the angles 51,52, a, is a right angle. 
eh3 
0 eh2 
(a) Hinges E h = q(0) 
-.... 
~ 8 2  '-* eq2 
(b) Hinges E (1) 
- -q  
eq3 ~ '~ 
(c) Hinges E (2) 
- -q  
eq2 
Figure 10. Skew hinge rotations. 
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A fixed Cartesian base E s is used as reference. Let the reference original position of the hinge 
and body axes be given by 
-'-'> - -8  
E__ h = ehl eh2 eh3 = --BE "__E h. (15.104) 
We are not going to use the quantity E h as a base, and therefore, E h has the meaning of 
hing.e axis vectors measured in Cartesian base rather than a transformation matrix. The values 
of E h are computed according to the way the design is given, perhaps by direction cosines or by 
Euler angles on the design drawing. The original position of the rigid body is given by the fixed 
Cartesian base E 8. Three hinge rotations 01, 02, 03, about the three hinge axes, respectively, 
. . . .+ 
rotate the rigid body to the new position, described by a rotated base E .  The purpose of this 
analysis is to find the rotation tensor R(01,02, 03), whose meaning is given by the equation 
E = R .  E (15.105) 
- - r  ~ - -8  
or in base s, 
- -8  mS 
E = R (15.106) 
- -7 '  - -8  
by means of Matrix Tensor Notation. 
In this problem, there are no natural Cartesian bases that can be used for the intermediate 
rotations, and therefore, rotation tensors seem to be a better aproach to this problem analysis 
.__+ 
than transformation matrices. It is not useful to use the skew base Eh;  in fact, it may be too 
skew to be a 3-dimensional base. We also want to include the possibility of one skew hinge 
only, or even more hinges in the sequence. For the purpose of analysis the rotations have been 
taken in the sequence 01,02 and 03. For the corresponding intermediate positions of the rotated 
- -+  
body we may still imagine the same auxiliary bases __E b and E as in Fig.10, hence the rotated 
- -C  
positions are referred to B, C and R as in Section 15.9, but we must remember that they are 
not real positions of the rigid body in its path from E to E as the real rotations don't occur 
- -8  - - r  
in sequence. The corresponding consecutive positions of the hinge axes are shown in Fig.10(b) 
and (c), and are described by Eq, considered as a variable such that E___q(S) = E h, Eq(B)  after 
rotation by 01, and final position E = E (C) after rotation by 02. The final position of the - -q  - -q  
hinge axes is not affected by the last rotation 03 which rotates the rigid body to position E r. 
Because the rotation is not about any axes of a Cartesian base, the rotation matrix cannot be 
compiled easily as in Section 15.9. Instead, the form based on the rotation angle vector 
01 : 01 ehl  (15.107) 
must be used. This vector is called Argyris vector [28], and its components in any Cartesian 
base the Argyris angles, which are different from Euler angles. Previousl_,y this vector was given 
different names [33,34]. It has been pointed out [28], that the quantity 0 is a "vector" but not 
- -+  
a "rotation." Rather a "rotation" is a tensor R ,  which is a function of the vector O, such that 
- -4  . - .+ 
"rotation" = R( 0 ). 
Different compact forms of the rotation matrix are available [16,33,35], of which the expanded 
form may be written [33,35], 
1 -s2(@~ +0~) 
slOz+s20~O v 
-- 810y @ S2OxOz 
--SlOz-["820xOy 
1 - s2(o  +oD 
s10~+s20yOz 
slOy + s2O~Oz 
-slOx + s20~Oz (15.108) 
sin 0 1 - cos  0 
Sl =--- 0 ' 82 ~ 02 , 0 101. 
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Eqn.(15.108) serves as a definition of the function [__R (8)]. 
Since _.E s was chosen as reference for the description of the rotation tensor, the components 
of 81 must also be given in this base, 
s l  
81 eq l  
s2 
g~ = 01%1 
s3 
81 eql 
so that the first rotation matrix is 
With this rotation matrix the rotated position of the next hinge axis, Fig.10(b), can be found as 
[ ~(B)  e~3(B =--Rs B" eh2 eh3 • (15.109) 
-.--) 
Still in the same base E s the next rotation angle vector is 
s l  
82 %2 (B) 
- - s  s2 
82 = 82 eq2 (B) 
s3 
82 %2 (B) 
with which the next rotation matrix is computed 
R ---- . 
--s C /B  
With this rotation matrix the rotated position of the last hinge axes, Fig.10(c), can be found as 
The last rotation angle vector is 
- -8  - -8  - -8  
%a(c)  = R 8 c /B"  %3(B). (15.110) 
8 s l  3 %3 (c) 
s2 ~ = 83 %3 (C) 
s3 
83 %3 (c) 
and the last rotation matrix is then computed 
R 8 R /c  = 
The total rotation matrix is as in Section 9 (Part I) 
- -8  
= Z  . 
- - r  
In fact, the only difference between the analysis of this section and Section 15.9 is that the 
analytic form of the relative rotation matrices for orthogonal hinges could be written down easily 
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and explicitly, which for the skew hinge directions are more complicated, and we will not attempt 
- -8  
here to give the analytic form of R 8" 
Besides this, all the equations of Section 15.9 are equally true for this section, including 
eqn.(15.88) expressing the angular velocity in skew base. This is true even if the transformation 
- -8  
matrix E is singular. Therefore, also for skew hinges, the angular velocity need not be obtained - -q  
- -8  
from the derivative of a rotation matrix, and we may never need the analytic form of R . On the - -$  
- -8  
other hand, if the transformation matrix E is not singular, we may even transform the rotation - -q  
matrix to skew base, Rq = Eq • ~8.  ~8.  
- -q  - -8  - - s  - -q  
In the final position of the hinge axes, Fig.10(c), the angle between the first axis, eql, and the 
third, eq3, has changed to ~, but the rigid hinge angles 51 and 52 are the same as initially. The 
deformation of the hinge base from ~h to E is, therefore, quite limited. - -q  
The equations of this section are valid for any skew angle c~, including 0 and 180 deg, which 
are the initial positions for a group of orientation angles [16]. 
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16. D IFFERENT FORMS 
It is obvious that with our notation concentrating on transformations between bases, that the 
equations in terms of the transformation matrices are much easier to read/interpret than the 
equations in terms of rotation matrices, where much of the index algebra is lost. In some cases, it 
will be more convenient o work with a rotation matrix rather than a base transformation matrix. 
- -~ ---+ 
In the example of Section 15.9, we could easily leave out the bases  Z b and E c and work with a 
- -8  - -S  
single rotated base E or a single relative rotation matrix Rs, which change their values after 
- - r  
- -8  - -8  
every step. The final hinge directions in E must be extracted from E at the correct rotated 
- -q  - - r  
step. 
We will show now that the different approaches are strictly coupled to different interpretations. 
The primary transformation equation of Section 6 (Part I) 1 is 
-"+ ~ - -8  
E =E .E  . (16.1) 
- - ? "  - -S  - - r  
But consider a position vector s in base E s,  expressed as The corresponding rotated vector in 
base E r cannot be transformed with the transformation equation (16.1) of the bases, because the 
vector hasn't got a subscript. If we attempted to introduce a subscript like s8 rotates to st, then 
there is no way a similar rotation s~ = s8 • E can be arranged. The only possible arrangement, 
- -7"  
- - r  - - r  - -8  
s = _E 8 " s , is a transformation of the same vector s. For the physical rotation of the vector 
in baseless tensor notation we must apply the rotationtensor, and to distinguish the rotated 
vector from the original we have chosen the new name r as explained in Section 9 (Part I). The 
rotation is then, expressed in either base, 
r : R ' s ,  
r - -7~ - -T  
r =R "s  , 
- -T  
- -8  - -S  - -8  
r : R  "8  , 
- -8  
- -8  - -8  
where we have derived that _R s = --~E. But the simplest way to obtain the rotated vector array is 
obtained by expressing the fact that the rotated vector has the same components in the rotated 
base as the original vector has in the original base, as 
~?*  - -8  
S , 
which by transformation from one of the rotation equations assumes the complicated from 
-~-r  - -T  - -8  - -8  
=E .R  . s  . 
- -8  - -8  
It turns out that we can consider basically 3 types of equations that lead to the different forms 
that may occur. 
1. Names and Base symbols are compatible, as in 
--~ ~ - -a  - -b  
E = E .E  .E  
- - s  - -a  - -b  - -8 '  
(16.2) 
- -b  - -b  - -a  
S ~-- E - s  - -a  
2. Names are different but base symbols are compatible, as in 
E b = R .  Eo ,  
- -8  - -8  - -8  
E_ = R .E  
b - - s  - -a '  
T 8 = -~S.s8"  
- -8  
1Not given in this form in that section. 
(16.3) 
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3. Base symbols are not compatible, and therefore, names must be different (see Section 2.4 
and 8), as in 
- -a  - -8  - -a  
R = _E -E  
- -a  b - - s '  
- -~"  - - s  
r ----- B . 
(16.4) 
The differences in appearance are connected to the following different interpretations. 
In group 1, we consider bases which are different and relate their orientations to fixed space 
which in turn we expresss by the fixed Cartesian base E__ s' The equations from group 1 are trans- 
formations in Euler coordinates of the same vectors or tensors in different bases. Consequently, 
we must primarily interpret eqn.(16.1) as ___~ is the base b expressed in base s, rather than an 
equation of rotation. All equations in that group are transformations. The base symbolic algebra 
of our Matrix Tensor Notation dictates the validity of equations from this group. Their form in 
space notation is trivial, e.g., the examples in group 1 become 
---+ - -+ ---> _-+ 
E=E.E -E ,  
---> ---> 
s=E 's .  ___> 
Equations of this group cannot be expressed in customary Tensor Notation. The rather clumsy 
distinction between bases (or coordinates), which is not a standard in Tensor Notation, cannot 
be used to to distinguish between more than 2 bases. 
In group 2, we consider changes of a system of fixed identity, such as a rigid body or a po- 
sition vector of a moving particle, where a tensor operates on a vector or a tensor to produce 
another vector or tensor which must, therefore, also have another name. For position vectors 
and orientation of bases this is the Lagrange description inasmuch as the result is related to an 
original position in space. Group 2 expresses laws like rotations or deformations in geometry, or 
dynamic relations like force and displacement, but not transformations. All laws of mechanics 
are originally stated in this form. The base symbolic algebra of our Matrix Tensor Notation does 
not bring any simplification in group 2, they are written in the customary matrix form, for which 
the space notation with arrows -~ is merely a facility for handwriting. These are the equations 
that are expressed in customary Tensor Notation. The usefulness of Matrix Tensor Notation 
comes in when transformations of these laws occur for which the symbol algebra of group 1 is 
applied, then the type of equation is of the type of both groups, e.g., as in 
yr  - - r  S 
- -K  .u  
- -8  
Finally in group 3, we have all the incompatible symbol equations where the symbolic algebra 
of our notation is of no use. They occur because of the equality between quantities that occurs 
if a transformation can be used to cancel a rotation or perhaps deformation. The link between 
the 2 groups of equations may be used here to establish numerical magnitude relations. They are 
derived strictly from a series of equations and the symbolic algebra of base notation cannot be 
used to verify their validity. These equations are neither transformations or rotations or other 
laws, they are equalities. 
Whenever incompatible base symbols appear in our notation, the equation is an equality, e.g., 
as in eqn.(16.4). In these equations, base notation cannot be replaced by space notation, viz. 
S,  
- -4  ---+ 
R# .E .  
Therefore, these equations can also not be expressed in customary Tensor Notation. 
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----> - -b  
We can apply the distinction to express our intentions, like in the equation E b = E a .Ea ,  
we want to express the transformation of one base in terms of base vectors of the other in the 
- -b  
same space, and we regard E a primarily as transformation matrix. The fact that it is also a 
representation of the space tensor E in mixed bases is only used in the original derivation of 
the transformation equation, to establish its correctness. On the other hand, in the__eaquation 
E = R • E a, although never written that way, we consider the rotation of the base E to the 
- -a  ~ - -a  
- -a  - -a  - -a  
new position E b in space, although the numbers of --aR and E b are the same. 
To make full use of the different possibilities, we use the term "transformation" mathemati-  
cally, not physically. In tensor analysis it is clearly stated that transformation means to change 
components of the same tensor, which in our notation is written as change of base, e.g., in 
v ~ = ~  r . v r v , the v is transformed to The vector v remains the same, the physical 
- -8  
vector is not  transformed. If a physical vector is changed, we don't call it a "transformation" but 
rather a rotation or deformation (see Section 17). In a base "transformation" E = E • E , 
- -T  - -S  - - r  
the notational intention is not to change base vectors of base s into base vectors of base r. 
Because of the equalities, some equations can be written in a form where our notation is least 
suitable. The advantages of algebraic base symbol manipulation are then lost, which makes 
equations more difficult to develop or read. 
The following equations contain the same magnitudes but express different intentions 
8 - -8  - -7"  
r • =E r -  r 
- -8  - -8  - -8  
7" --~ R s -  s 
8 - -8  - -8  
r =E  "s  
- - r  
- -S  - -8  - - r  
r =R 7" Q 
- -8  
(transformation) 
(rotation) 
(equality introduced) 
(equality misused or another intention). 
The first equation follows from the notation, the second expresses a physical aw in valid notation, 
the validity of the third equation must be derived and the fourth equation, although valid, is 
already confusing. The problem with the equality equations is that its intention cannot be read, 
it could mean the intention of the first or the second example. 
The fact that Matrix Tensor Notation allows many equations to be written in different forms 
should not be seen as a disadvantage but be exploited to express different intentions or descrip- 
tions. The guide that the proper use of the base symbol algebra provides, facilitates developing 
new or complicated relations as well as interpretations which would otherwise be very difficult to 
accomplish. 
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17. DEFORMING BASE 
More generally than the rotation of a rigid body, or the deformation of skew hinge axes, a base 
may deform such that all angles between axes as well as the magnitude of the direction vectors 
change. Rigid rotation is included in such a general "deformation." 
17.1. Deformat ion  f rom Car tes ian  Base  to  Skew Base  
To attach a concrete meaning to such a change, we consider a deformation of a particle of a 
continuum as shown in Fig. l l .  
e82 
z \ 
/ 
/ / .  Cql '~ 
I 
I 
e,ll 
I 
Figure 11. Deformation of E~ to E . 
- -S  - -q  
The state of deformation of the particle can be described by the change of orthonormal vectors 
esl,es2 and es3, collected to a base E ,  and attached to the undeformed shape, to skew and 
stretched vectors eql, eq2, and eq3, collected to a base Eq(t) (or any other parameter instead of 
time t), and attached to the deformed particle. The deformation is assumed to be uniform and 
linear over the particle, at least if it is infinitesimal, 
- - -4 - -~  - - -4  
E = Q.E  s, (17.1) - -q  
analog to the rigid rotation R of eqn. (44). The tensor Q~ represents a finite deformation, including 
rigid rotation, where "deformation" is taken in the sense as "deformation gradient" used in 
continuum mechanics [3,26], denoted there by F. 
The Cartesian base must also be used as a fixed reference frame in which base E can be - -q  
measured by the transformation equation 
E -E  .E  . (17.2) - -q  - - s  - -q  
The following relations are derived in detail and are completely analog to the same relations in 
rotation of a rigid body, which they become if the deformation is rigid, with the correspondences 
base q --~ base r, Tensor Q - -  Tensor R, Tensor G --~ Tensor W. 
From eqn.(17.1), 
E =E .Q .-£ 
- -q  - -8  - -8  -....-4 - -8  
=E .Q 
- -8  - -S"  
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Also, 
therefore, 
Transform 
---+ ~ - -8  
E =E .Eq;  
- -q  - - . s  
- -8  - -8  
Q~ -- E . (17.3) 
- -  - -q  
- -q  -~q - - s  - - s  
Qq = z.~__s "Qs "E - -  - -q  
= -Eq  .E--~ • -E : ,  
- - s  - -q  - -  
= -E  q . s = : ; 
- -q  - -q  
using (17.3), 
(17.4) 
therefore, 
Q_-:--Q:.  (17.5) 
It is an axiom from continuum mechanics that for a proper constitutive quation the tensor 
~ is the same in the deformation equation eqn.(17.1) for any orientation of the base --BE. A 
conclusion is that a 2osition vector s in the undeformed continuum is assumed to deform to a 
new position vector r in the deformed continuum according to the same deformation eqn. (17.1) 
of the base vectors 
----+ ~ ---+ 
r = 4"  s. (17.6) 
This interpretation means that every particle of the body changes its position linearly according 
to the corresponding transformation of a position vector in the base. 
Using the equality of eqn.(17.3) and transformation eqn.(17.2), eqn.(17.6) can be transformed to 
7 ( ) = E • s , 17.7
- -q  
---} - -S  
which can be interpreted as: A position vector in the undeformed continuum, s -- E • s , is 
- -S  
---4 ----~ - -8  
assumed to deform to a new position vector in space r = _E s • r , such that its components 
deform in proportion to the base vectors. 
Implying this assumption, the terms deformation and rigid rotation are used synonymous with 
deformation and rigid rotation of a body or of a base. 
- -4  
The rate of deformation tensor G i.e., rate of displacement gradient, is defined such that 
= G-E"  -= Gq, (17.8) 
- -q  ~ - -q  - -  
- -+  
analog to the rigid angular velocity W in eqn.(49) (Part I). From eqn.(17.8), noting that space 
notation within time derivative can be replaced by a Cartesian base, 
--:-" s - - s  - - s  - - s  - - s  q 
E =G .E  = G = E -G  (17.9) 
- -q  - - s  - -q  - -q  - -q  - -q  
which is the generalization of eqns.(51) to (53). From (17.3) and (17.9) 
--2-" S --:-" s 
Qs = __Eq, (17.10) 
--:-" S - - s  - - s  Q, =E, "Q_,, (17.11) 
~+ ---+ ---+ 
= (17.12) 
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Taking the derivative of (17.4), then substituting (17.9), 
and then again (17.4), produces 
-:-'q - - s  . ~q  
~q- -E  - -q  - -q  
--q - -q 'Gq.  (17.13) 
Note the difference between eqns.(17.13) and (17.11), considering the equality eqn.(17.5). 
By taking the derivative of the identity 
- - s  - -q  -- 
and some base transformations, we obtain the result 
E q = -G~. (17.14) 
~ 8  - -8  
It is an interesting exercise in the symbolic algebra of bases to prove the same result by taking 
the derivative of the transformation equation 
- -q  ~ '~q - - s  - - s  Qq --8"Qs"--E 
The corresponding equation to eqn.(17.14) for rigid rotation (p. 81, Part I) was obtained by 
- - 8  
using the antisymmetry of the Cartesian tensor matrix Ws, which is however not true for the 
rate of deformation tensor, 
#-a__ 8. 
Eqns.(17.11), (17.12), and (17.13) are the generalizations of the rigid body rotation of Section 10. 
In passing, we also mention that 
because the derivative and inverse cannot be interchanged, just as in the scalar case. 
It may be surprising that the equations for deformation are the same as the ones for rigid 
rotation, yet they represent something far more complicated. The same equations are easier to 
derive than in tensor notation because of the mixed base symbols s and q, which at the same 
time make the physical interpretation clear. We note also that the rotation tensor R and its 
generalized counterpart, the deformation tensor ~_~, must be strictly remembered as from original 
to rotated and deformed, respectively, while the corresponding transformation symbols E--: and 
- -8  
E contain this information explicitly, as well as lending them uniquely to denote the inverse - -q  
transformation. On the other hand, R and ~ are physical tensors distinct from E .  
The previous relations have been derived without the use of coordinates, contrary to the 
usual approach in tensor analysis. Nevertheless they are all defined and can be evaluated if 
- -8  
the single quantity Eq is given analytically. These symbolic equations often serve the purpose to 
interpret he physical meaning of the tensor quantities much better than equations derived from 
coordinates. Coordinates are introduced in Section 17.4. 
Caution must be exercised to interpret eqn.(17.8). From that definition it is clear that G is 
- -4  ----O 
the rate of deformation at the end of the deformation path from E to E . We may ask whether 
- -8  - -q  
the rate at the beginning of the path may be given a similar equation, confusing us then with 
two quantities G, where perhaps __G 8 might be equal to a quantity Es,  while there is a different 
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transformation G s = G • which is the rate tensor at the end of the deformation. The error 
- -  - -q  - - s  
in this comparison is that __E s = [0] always, because the Cartesian base is fixed. The statement 
that E is deformed to E is too simplified and strictly incorrect as soon as rates of change are - -  - -q  
concerned. What actually happens is that the base E is originally in the position of base E s, - -q  - -  
and then moves to a new final position --qE. We have the equality __Eq(0) -- _E s, but that is not 
an identity. Writing Eq, we tacidly assume that this is not __Eq(0) but E__q(t > 0). Similarly, the 
tensors ~( t )  and G(t)  are generally both functions of time. If we want to express ~ at the time 
that E is in the position E s, then we 
- -q  
- -4  
G =E - -q  - -q  ~ 
This sequence can be expressed as 
which represents a particular instant in 
can express this intention in a sequence of equations 
---4 - -4  ---~ ----4 
E = E G =G 
- -q  8 ~ - -  - -q  - -8  
a more indicative form of eqn.(17.8) 
_aq(t) = E( t ) .  
....+ - -+  
G and G are well defined as long as only one value of the parameter t is involved, otherwise 
- -q  - -8  
the distinguishing parameter statement (0) or (t), etc., should be appended. The same applies 
to Q q (0) and Q q (t), and to the special cases when ~ = R and G = W. 
F-il~ally, we note that the scalar parameter t may be any other scalar parameter, leading to a 
so-called kinetic analogy. 
17.2. Deformat ion  f rom Skew Base to Skew Base  
The most general transformation of skew nonunit base E = e~l e~2 e~3 to skew nonunit - -a  
= ebl eb2 eb3 base E b of Section 15.5, is interpreted now as deformation, expressed by 
Eb ---- 2"E  , (17.15) 
from which follows the equality 
(17.16) 
which expresses the deformation tensor ~ in  terms of the two skew bases. Similar to Section 17.1, 
it can be shown that 
- -g  - -b  - -a  
Qa=Qb = --Eb' (17.17) 
- -a  - -b  
Q--b =-Qo = 7. (17.1s) 
The deformation tensor ~ is the same as in Section 17.1, which is easy to see if we regard E - -a  
as 3 different arbitrary vectors in space transformed to the 3 vectors __E b by the deformation 
equation eqn.(17.6) of Section 17.1, using the principle of uniform deformation. This means that 
the base E is regarded as fixed as much as E . 
- -a  - -8  
--.} 
Similarly, the same rate of deformation tensor G_Gas given by eqn.(17.8), applies 
- -4  - -~  - -4  
E b = G'E_b = Gb, (17.19) 
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while 
E a = [0]. (17.20) 
~ ----4 
If it were that E ~ [0], then ~ and G_,would only be relative deformation and relative rate of 
- -y  4... 4 
deformation, respectively. This interpretation of ~. and G becomes quite clear if their equalities 
with transformation matrices of eqns.(17.15) and (17.19) are considered. 
--'4 ---+ - -a  
Transforming E b = E .E  b in eqn.(17.19) and using eqn.(17.20), and transforming, we 
obtain 
Now taking the derivative of the identity 
--~" a - -a  
E b = _G b. (17.21) 
and rate of deformation tensor G =v 
(46), (47), and (48) (Part I), become 
~b ma 
• _E b =7 
and some base transformations, we obtain the result 
~b --b 
= -G  . (17.22) 
If at this stage the deformation tensor is required in a Cartesian base, where E = E • E 
~ a  - -8  - -Q  
and E__ b = E___s • E b, the transformation can be shown to result in the relation 
8 - -a  
~:  = E__b " Es .  (17.23) 
This equality is extremely difficult to read, because it doesn't convey the information that ~ 
deforms base a to base b, and neither a or b to s. To avoid such a misleading equality--if 
possible we would choose the simpler way of using only one skew base E . 
- -q  
17.3. Rigid Rotation of Skew Base 
A particular case of "deformation" is the rigid body rotation, where a skew base E b is attached 
to a rigid body originally in a skew base E .  The deformation tensor ~ ~ rotation tensor R_4 
angular velocity tensor W. The Cartesian relations (44), 
where the rotation is from E - -a  
- -4  - -~  - -4  
E b = R-Eo ,  (17.24-a) 
- -a  - -a  
R = E_b, (17.24-5) - -a  
--a --b 
_Ro = _R b, (17.24-c) 
~ ° ~ a  - -~  
E b ~ R~ (17.24-d) 
to __E b and --aE is fixed. In contrast o the Cartesian base, the 
skew base tensor R is not orthonormal or orthogonal any more. The reverse rotation tensor - -{% 
can only be obtained by the inverse 
n-' = = Z . (17.25) - -a  
Note also that the rotation matrix is not the unit space tensor matrix, eqn.(17.24-b) is not an 
identity but an equality. The base symbols behave differently than on the transformation matrix, 
_ o  _ o _ o  
_R b = E b "_E b # 
- -b  
R =7.  - -a  - -  
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We obtain a similar difficult equality if we transform the rotation tensor to a Cartesian base s 
- -S  - -S  - -a  
R =E .E  
- -S  b - -8 '  
--"'4 
which does not convey the information that R rotates base a to base b, and neither a or b to s. 
The Cartesian relations for the angular velocity tensor, (49) and (50), become 
W __E 5 = ~ • _E b (17.26-a) 
= _W_W b (17.26-5) 
---+ - -b  
= _E b "___Wb, (17.26-C) 
- .La - -a  
__E b = Wb,  (17.26-d) 
and the corresponding equation for the reciprocal base becomes 
Eb= _~b.  w (17.27-a) 
- -b  
= -W (17.27-b) 
- -4  
- -b  - '~ 
= -_W b-Eb ,  (17.27-c) 
--1-" b - -b  
E = -W . (17.27-d) - -a  - -a  
The transformation of the angular velocity tensor between the previous Cartesian and the 
present skew base is 
- -b  - -b  - - r  - - r  
w b = E .W -_E b, (17.28) 
- -b  
but in contrast o Cartesian base, the skew base tensor matr ix  _.W_W b is not antisymmetric. 
In terms of rotation tensor, the eqns.(17.26) can be written, corresponding to the similar 
eqations for Cartesian base in Section 10 (Part I), 
- La  -:-" b - -a  - -a  
= W • R (17.29) R = --Rb - -a  - -a - -a  
- -b  - -b  
= _R b .w  b. (17.30) 
17.4. Strain 
Of the many definitions of strain, we take 2 examples, viz. Linear Strain and Green Strain, 
applied to large deformations, to demonstrate that Matrix Tensor Notation cannot be used to 
assist the physical derivation of a law, nor does any derivation in terms of components, and 
therefore the derivation is best done in space notation, not in a particular base. However, we 
then employ our notation to make some aspects much clearer as can be read from space notation. 
The application of strain is only intended with a relation to the stress tensor 
T= E s .  
Tzx Txy grzz 
of which there is no other form in mechanics, if the specialities of spin moments are not introduced. 
And to make the fundamental issue clear, only isotropic material is considered here. The definition 
---4 
of the stress tensoragain is contained in the relation of an infinitesimal force df to an infinitesimal 
surface element dA by 
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df  = T .  dA, (17.31) 
where d--f/dA is the traction vector. Also, the stress tensor is always defined as a linear function 
of the strain tensor, the linear relation being a 4 th order tensor; to be exact in the following 
discussion, we don't consider a type of strain tensor which must be altered by an addition or 
subtraction of the identity tensor before being proportional to the stress tensor. The linear 
relation is taken as symmetric, so that from the symmetry argument of the stress tensor the 
symmetry of the strain tensor is derived, with the same direction of principal axes. Any nonlinear 
relation between elongation and stress is, therefore, always expressed in the strain tensor; it would 
be rather absurd to divide the nonlinearity arbitrarily between strain-elongation a d stress-strain 
relation. 
It is found then that any nonlinearity in the many existing strain tensors is either introduced 
to express a nonlinear stress-elongation relation, of which the Hencky logarithmic strain is an 
example, or it is introduced to make its determination simpler, of which the Green strain is an 
example. 
Many different strains are derived rather theoretically in customary vector and tensor nota- 
tion [3,26], all following the more original [36], while [2] presents only the customary infinitesimal 
and Green strains. 
For the basic mechanical derivation of strain in terms of deformation or displacement, he 
different quantities are shown in Fig.12(a). 
The figure shows a particle of infinitesimal size in original undeformed and in final deformed 
- -4  
positions. The original position of the unstrained particle in given by the position vector s, which 
-- .+ ....+ 
is the Lagrange coordinate for the displaced particle at position r (s) .  These are the positions 
that are usually called in the literature X for the original and x for the deformed position, 
---+ - -k  
respectively [36]. The displacement of the particle is denoted by u (s) ,  so that 
r = s + u. (17.32) 
---4 ---4 
Any infinitesimal line d s of the unstrained block is changed to a line d r in the deformed block, by 
the deformation tensor Q~ of Section 17.1, which applies the same deformation to any arbitrary 
vector as to the base vectors, expressed by the linear relation 
from which it is clear that 
dr = Q.  ds, (17.33) 
dr 
Q~ - _~ (17.34) 
ds 
in the notation of Section 11 (Part I), which is, therefore, usually called deformation gradient. 
Such a use means that r is called deformation, which includes (rigid body) rotation. In passing 
we note that eqn.(17.34) is a descriptive notation for the deformation tensor Q~. Comparing 
eqn.(17.33) with (17.6), we can similarly write eqn.(17.7) in terms of differentials 
---9 ~ - -8  
dr=E -ds  , (17.35) 
- -q  
and therefore, express base q in terms of the derivative 
--, dr  
E - . (17.36) 
--q ds  s 
Eqns.(17.35) and (17.36) raise the interesting prospect o give the past position vector s the  
name q, with the following system: s is  the Euler position in space, independent of what occupies 
s_pace, and independent of time; q is the unstrained position of_ a particleof a continuum in space; 
r is the present and moving position of the particle, r (q, t), r (q, 0) = q. 
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Figure 12. Particle rotation and strain. 
To describe the actual deformation due to strain, we assume that the element has undergone a 
- -~ --.+ 
rigid body rotation first, where the line ds  has rotated to dl ,  apart from a rigid body translation, 
dl  = R .ds ,  (17.37) 
--, d l  
R : - -  (17 38) ----4 - - -~'  
ds  
where dl  lies somewhere in between dr  and ds ,  as yet undetermined. Let us define a linear 
--.y 
stretch tensor V which stretches the rotated vector to the final strained vector by the linear 
relation 
dr  = V .  d l ,  (17.39) 
-~ dr  
V : - -  (17 40) 
--"4 - '+  " 
dl  
The steps of deformation are then divided into parts according to 
- -+  - .¢  - .~  
-~ - ,  --, d r  d r  d l 
= K" ~R - . . . . .  ~ _~ _~. (17.411 
ds  d l  ds  
-..+ 
The actual strain displacement is the vector de shown in Fig.12(b), 
d r  de = -d l .  (17.42) 
The Linear Strain Tensor is now defined by a tensor S such that 
de = S .  d l  ; (17.43) 
there fore ,  
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--~ de  
s = - -  (17 44) 
dl  
= v-  E .  (17.45) 
Here E is the same as the identity tensor denoted by I in [3], but our notation allows a transfor- 
mation to mixed base like for every other tensor. From what was said before, the linear strain 
----4 
tensor is symmetric, and therefore, the stretch tensor V must also be symmetric. As far as our 
derivation is concerned, this symmetry provides the necessary distinction between the line d l  
and  dr .  The symmetry of V, or S ,  can be understood physically by realizing that stretch must 
have no more and no less than 6 independent parameters, viz. 3 elongations el, e2, e3 of orthogo- 
nai principal axes, and the orientation of these principal axes in terms of 3 angles ~1, j32, ~3, from 
which again a rotation tensor can be constructed. The total deformation must have an additional 
- - -4 
3 parameters 01,02, 03 to allow the rigid rotation by means of the rotation tensor R. The total 
deformation has therefore 9 independent parameters, which correspond to the 9 independent 
elements of 4"  
With this we finally arrive at the customary point of departure where the left stretch tensor is 
defined as the result of the decomposition eqn.(17.41), which is possible according to a theorem 
of matrix algebra [3]. This particular decomposition is nonlinear, the correct result being defined 
by the requirement that V is positive definite [5]. 
The important point of the discussion is that Fig.12 shows that the stress tensor acts on the 
rotated particle, therefore, has the orientation of the strain tensor V - E in space, and it is this 
orientation that will have to be used in equations of mechanics. In the application of eqn.(17.31) 
the direction of the area element is the deformed rotated area element, which we denote by dan 
- -4  
to distinguish it from the same element in its_,original_undeformed position dAs .  Whether the 
stress tensor is defined with magnitude of dAs  or dAn in eqn.(17.31) is again a problem of 
constitutive continuum mechanics, which we cannot address here. 
The right stretch tensor U, derived from ~ = R.--~U [3,36], cannot be used for a definition 
of a real strain tensor because it leads to a stress tensor with the wrong orientation. The stress 
tensor does't act on the undeformed (unrotated) particle. 
Although the decomposition of deformation i to rotation and stretch is nonlinear, the stretch 
and strain relations, eqns.(17.39) and (17.43), respectively, are linear. Linear Strain Tensor is, 
therefore, an appropriate name. It is also exact. 
There is no experimental evidence why this linear strain cannot be used for linear elastic 
materials for all strains below their practical imit of linear elasticity such as metals. Because 
strains in most engineering applications are small, there wouldn't be any significant difference 
between linear and infinitesimal strain if it wasn't for large global rotations of parts of a structure. 
Because linear strain is exact, it is not necessary to use a Cauchy-Green strain for intricate large 
deformations [37], or spaghetti type problems [38]. 
We regard the linear strain as the natural generalization of the infinitesimal strain which is its 
differential, as can be seen by taking the differential, which is an infinitesimal quantity, of the 
deformation tensor 
= dS.  R + • dR  
= dS  . R + + .dO.  , 
where dO is the skew symmetric small angle tensor corresponding to ---,Wdt of Section 10 (Part I). 
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Initially at zero deformation, & = [0], R = E ,  and therefore, 
d~t  - -~ 
d- -~= dS+ dO,  (17.46) 
ds 
where dS  and dO are separated by taking the 
finite form, 
1 d~ 
S= - -+ 
~ 2 d s  
K ~ 1 du O= 
ds Lds 
The actual tensor matrix calculations can 
symmetric and skew-symmetric parts, written in 
=2L ds KJ' 
. 
be done in any base. In Fig.12(b) are shown the 
three different bases, _E 8 , E ,_Eq attached to the particle during the three steps in the sequence 
of its deformation. The transformation sequence is 
- -~  ---O - -8  - -T  
E =E -E  .E  . (17.47) 
- -q  - - s  - - r  - -q  
Compared with the deformation eqn. (17.411, and 
E = V .E  r, (17.481 - -q  - -+  - -  
- -O  - -O  - - -4 
E = R-E  (17.491 
- - r  ~ - -8 '  
which can be written in either Cartesian base E or E ,  or even in skew base E eqn.(17.47) 
- - s  - -  - -q  ' 
leads to the equations 
M r  
V = V q = E~, (17.501 
- - q  - -  
- -8  - -8  - -8  
Q, =v .R (17.51) 
- -  - -  - -8  
- -7"  - - r  
= R • V (17.52 / 
- -7"  - - r '  
while 
- -8  - -8  - - r  - - r  
Y =E .Y  .E  (17.531 
- -8  - - r  - - r  - -8  
- - s  - -~  T*. ( 54) =R .V  .R  17. 
- -8  - - ' r  8 
The decomposition can be carried out in base s or in base r according to eqns.(17.51) or (17.52), 
respectively, but we have to note that 
- -8  - - r  
Q8 Qr, (17.551 
or it can be carried out on the base transformation 
- -8  - -8  - - r  
E = E .E  . (17.561 
- -q  ~r  - -q  
In eqn.(17.5t) the right matrix is orthonormal and in eqn.(17.52) the leN matrix is orthonormal. 
Either decomposition can be done, but must be interpreted correctly. From the definition of the 
- -S  - -8  - -7"  
right stretch tensor, _Q8 = --sR • --8 ~  [3], compared to eqn.(17.52), and noting that --8 ~s = --rR, it 
is clear that 
- - r  - -8  
v = u 8, (17.571 
- - r  - -  
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and it is easy to confuse the two if correct record of the bases is not kept. The equations above 
are part equalities and part transformations. Both will be needed in an application. None of 
them though can automatically identify the correct stretch tensor which has been found from 
mechanical analysis. 
Green strain, also called Cauchy strain or Cauchy-Green strain, is based on the observation 
that the true length differences are given independent of rotation by a form 
----) 
(dr )  2 - (ds)  2 = dr .  d r  - ds  . ds  
- -~  - -4  
IP l 
= ds .  • .ds -  ds .  E .ds  
L LdsJ 
dr --, 
= ds  • ~ - • ds ,  
LLds J ds 
(17.58) 
and on physical grounds, comparing with (1 + e) 2 - e 2, the Green strain tensor is defined as 
[p l --~ 1 dr  --. 
&c = L ds l dY 
(17.59) 
given as E = ½ [F T. F - 1] in the literature [3]. Particularly this is the Green strain tensor in 
Lagrange coordinates s. Many authors, e.g., [3], make the statement that this tensor "is referred 
to the undeformed configuration," which can be, and is, understood to mean that it is written 
in Lagrange coordinates , but it can hardly be understood that this is a rotated tensor, and 
therefore, not the correctly orientated tensor. The question of the orientation with respect o 
the deformed particle is not mentioned at all. From the vector notation used, it is obvious that 
eqn.(17.59) can be written in Cartesian base 
~s 1 dr8  7 (17.60) 
, 
where we have used --_E: = -_/for easy recognition. In [21 and [261, the derivation is given somewhat 
differently, using base vectors in original and deformed material. Written in our not_.ation, and 
simplifying by using Cartesian base s instead of two skew bases, the deformed line dr  is written 
- -8  - -8  
in Cartesian base as deformed line Q--8 " d s , and therefore, 
dr .dr -ds .ds=ds  • .Q  .ds  8 -dss .ds  . 
But using the equality eqn.(17.5) 
- -Tq  - - s  
dr .  d r -ds 'ds=ds  .E  .E  .ds  ~-ds  s .ds  s 
- - *  - -~  - - s  - - s  - -q  
=ds • - .ds  , (17.61) 
- -8  
and again using eqn.(17.3), we arrive at the same eqn.(17.59). Eqn.(17.61) is written in the form 
- -Tq  
of the metric E to which [26] refers. Fliigge [2], raises the question in which base the tensor - -q  
matrix is, since it is produced by two different bases. But he goes on to show that this mixed 
form is a tensor, and leaves the question of base unanswered as he turns to the infinitesimal strain 
after that. But it is interesting to dwell for a moment on a statement such as that from [2]. This 
question was addressed in the end of Section 8 (Part I), where it is shown that it is easy to define 
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a tensor from mixed bases. In this section, now we see that such a definition still gives no clue 
to the physical meaning, i.e., application, of such a construction. 
Let us write the Green strain in terms of the linear stretch tensor V which has been shown to 
- - -4  
be properly orientated. So will be any derived form [~]2 because it is symmetric and any power 
will preserve the principal axes. Using the decomposition i eqn.(17.41) in Cartesian base 
d ' -~8 - -8  - -8  
-V___ 8 .R  , 
d7 8 
which substituted in eqn.(17.60) produces 
_8  I _~: 
:-~ [[~: v ~ ; : ]  [;: v ~ ; : ]  - 7] 
- - 8  - - 8  - -  
1 
: ~ [[_;]. [___;] - z ] .  
(17.62) 
(17.o3) 
But this turns out to be a tensor orientated as V expressed in rotated base Er ,  e.g., a tensor 
- -T  - -8  - - r  
matrix _S r G" That means as _S s G and --rGS is confused, the strain which should have been 
orientated with the rotated particle is actually orientated with the original particle, where the 
stress doesn't act. A simple calculation of 2-dimensional rotation with angle 8 and an elongation 
in the direction of the original x-axis will show this up. Furthermore, the advantage of the Green 
strain should have been that it doesn't need the rotation which is so difficult to find from a 
deformation, but now it appears in this unknown rotated base. The Green strain has been used 
in many analysis' of large deformations, and the probable reason why it hasn't caused difficulties 
is that it was always applied after transformation to global rotated coordinates. Then the error is 
small because of small strains, yet even larger than the infinitesimal strain which at least accounts 
approximately for the rotation. 
Eqn.(17.60) has been stated in the literature [3,26,36], in the form E = ½[C - 1] = ½[U 2 - 1] 
- -+  
considering eqn.(17.57), but then U has the wrong orientation, as pointed out before. 
The Green strain tensor is used in analysis primarily because of its simple analytic structure, 
and because practically all engineering structures undergo nly small strain, the error is as neglible 
as the error of determining the elastic constants of the material. 
From eqn.(17.63) it is clear that the correct (correctly orientated) Green strain tensor is in 
base r -~ 1[[~;] [~:] ] 
S . . . .  ? , (17.64) 
- - r  Gr  2 
and the transformation to base s is accomplished by 
8 ~ 8  - - r  7" 
-~ = E . S .-E 
- - sGr  - - r  - - rGr  - - s  
[ ; : -  _~ ~ -,] 1 V 'V  - -ESE  . . . .  ° 
2 - - r  - -T  - -8  - -~  - -8  
1 Vr 'E rE  V E 7 
- -  - -  - -8  - -  ~ - - r  8 7" - - r  
_-~[_v: _v: 
] =5 8.R8 -V -7 
- -  - -  - - 8  - -  
] =5 "_Q~ - !  
(17.65) 
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T ] 
(17.66) 
where the correct orientation is clear from eqn.(17.65). 
The deduction that a scalar, eqns.(17.58) or (17.61), if brought into a quadratic form, will 
produce a constitutive correct tensor in the same base is incorrect. What we can see from 
eqn.(17.61) is that the base symbols don't match. That is because an equality has been used, 
while eqn.(17.60) is the result of the identity eqn.(17.58) in the same base. By correct use of 
transformations, which in our notation is done by correct use of base symbol algebra, still nothing 
can be deducted about what the quantity in brackets in eqn.(17.58) is. We have shown by other 
equalities that it becomes the quantity in brackets in eqn.(17.63), and still the base symbols don't 
match. The step taken to put the quantity in brackets, written in base s, equal to a new Green 
strain, is therefore again an equality, but this time based on the physical reasoning that went 
into the deduction of the tensor V, starting from Fig.12. 
Note that the opposite also happens: the new definition of a Green strain tensor, eqn.(17.66), 
doesn't satisfy the quadratic form equation any more, 
---4 
(ds) 2 - (dr) 2 ~ ds .  Sc~ " ds. (17.67) 
Also the matrix product in eqn.(17.66) is not the metric of E any more; it is its inverse. - -q  
If in eqn.(17.65) for the Green strain, linear strain tensor from eqn.(17.45) is substituted in the 
stretch tensor, the result is 
S = S + (17.68) 
- - *  G r "2 " 
This quadratic equation has no experimental basis. In fact, some metals show a softening effect, 
not a hardening. The particular gray east iron GG-30 has an elongation curve [39], that can 
be approximated by cr = E0(e - 40e2). The Green strain tensor was often quoted to be an 
exact tensor, explicitly or implicitly [40,41], simply because the eqn.(17.58) preserves the true 
elongation in a rotation. The term exact, however, has probably been interpreted incorrectly 
as if the quadratic law of eqn.(17.68) was a constitutive necessity. In some results of nonlinear 
elastic analysis [41-43], this assumption probably obscures other nonlinearities. 
By eqn.(17.68) a new "exact" Green strain tensor is defined, but it is still no more exact than 
the linear strain tensor because the quadratic term is only justfied if it is neglible. 
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18. SPECIAL  PROPERTIES  
Some special properties of vectors and tensors are given by relations that are expressed in 
Cartesian coordinates 
1. Orthogonality: 
, 
2. Symmetry: 
If [__~:]T 
3. Rigid Rotation: 
- -q  
don't have the metric ~Tq as - -q  
- -8  ---+ 
• u = 0 thenv isor thogona l tou .  - -+  
3. Rigid Rotation: 
2. Symmetry: 
1. Orthogonality: 
[VTq]  T --qu V --qu 
• ~ • = O, ( )18 .1  - -q  
[Kqq]T  = -KTq__q , (18•2) 
• _Qq = ! .  (18.3) 
- -+  
That is to say if we have certain vectors u given in posed skew base and certain other vectors v 
given in inverse skew base, we can test orthogonality. If a tensor K is given in only the one 
physical skew base E q, then an apparent mixed form with two different base symbols is produced 
- . .+ 
from which symmetry can be tested. Orthogonality however of vectors, or of a tensor ~,  cannot 
be tested if given in one base and its inverse, producing a form with only one base symbol, because 
- -Tq  - -q  - -Tq  - -q  
there is no way that we can get the form v from v , or the form ---QTq from Qq,  respectively, 
without the metric. 
Rather, we can state the opposite conclusions for a skew base E with a metric ~rq  ¢ ] - -q  - -q  -- 
If [vq] T --q • u = 0 then v is not orthogonal to u. (18.4) 
[~]  7- ---- ~q  then K is not symmetric• (18.5) If - - -~ 
If .Q__q = _ then ~ is not orthonormal, (18.6) 
which means that the metric, or skewness, of bases --aE and __E b in a transformation 
---Eb = 2"  E ,  is not the same. 
If "Q--s = -I then the tensor ~_, is orthonormal, which means that the metric, 
----+ - -+  ~ ---+ - - .+ 
or skewness, o fE  a and E b in a t rans format ion  E b --~ ~_.. Ea,  is the same• 
The opposite conclusions are drawn if the equality, = , is replaced by the inequality, ¢ . 
In a skew base E these three special relations can be written in our notation, assuming we 
- - s  - -+  
= Ks  then K is symmetric. 
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Having quantities in only one particular posed form in skew base, the special relations can only 
be written with aid of the metric, which in our notation become 
1. Orthogonality: 
2. Symmetry: 
i f  [vq]T -~rq --q --Tq --q ---* 
• . u  --- v "E  "u = 0 thenv isor thogona l tou .  (18.7) - -q  - -Tq  - -q  
3. Rigid Rotation: 
If . ~Tq  ---~ ~mq then K is symmetric. (18.8) - -q  - -q  - -q  --~ 
If --qETq" T . E__qTq .Q__q = _I then ~ is orthonormal, (18.9) 
which means that the metric, or skewness, of bases E and E b in a transformation 
__E b = ~'__Ea, is the same. 
- -b  
The relations are easier to read if they are written in terms of transformation matrix E as 
- -a  
follows: 
- -b  - -b  - -a  ~ --+ - -a  
In the transformation v = E • v the corresponding base transformation is E b = E • _E b - -a  ' - -a  ' 
where the following 4 cases can occur, which can only be tested if at least one of the bases' metric 
is known: 
1. E a is Cartesian, E b is Cartesian, and the transformation is a rotation, then __N b is ortho- 
normal. 
- - -~ - - -4 - -a  
2. E is skew, E b is  skew, and the transformation is a rotation, then E__ b is skew. 
. E is skew, E b is skew, 
- -a  
deformation. 
- -a  
and _E b is orthonormal, then the transformation is a (skew) 
4. E a is Cartesian, E b is skew, the transformation is a (skew) deformation, then E_b is not 
orthogonal, and the inverse: 
If ~ is not orthonormal, then not both bases can be Cartesian. In this case, we would 
name the Cartesian base E ~, the skew base E , and state that the condition for a tensor - -  - -q  
to be orthonormal, is
• -..~-.~s ~q --q 
QTT 0 = !, (18.10) 
- -S  - -8  
which becomes an identity if Q~ = E . _ - -q  
It  is obvious that the combinations of the transpose symbol presented in this section produce 
a complicated notation, and the question is whether this is really necessary and useful. In the 
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following list, the notations are compared in skew base. 
Matrix Tensor Notation Tensor Notation 
- -  q u i  
U , _UTq  
- -Tq  
f , fq  fJ 
--q K] 
-K -- q Ki~ - -q  
-K q K~j - -Tq  
- -Tq  Tq 
K +-K-T Kij +Kj i  
- -q  q 
-'~q + -K-W q Kij + K ji 
- -~-q  - -Tq  
Kq + K --eq (not possible) 
- -q  q 
There has been an attempt to distinguish the posed and transpose in tensor notation by a 
dot symbol [2,3], i.e., K~ j is the transpose of K~.j. This is equivalent o our introduction of 
the transpose-name symbol but it is a matrix transpose, not a tensor transpose, and therefore, 
works only in some bases, definitely not for Kij. Because symmetry is lost in mixed tensors, 
the transformed transpose of a tensor is not the transpose of the transformed tensor any more. 
In our notation, the transposed tensor symbol is necessary, after all the transposed tensor is a 
different physical tensor and deserves a different name. 
Note also that the transpose base symbol falls away for Cartesian bases, and the transposed 
matrix sign falls away for symmetric tensors, whether the tensor matrix is symmetric or not. 
In conclusion, it can therefore be said that our complicated symbols take care of all the compli- 
cated forms that may occur in tensor calculations that cannot be expressed in customary tensor 
notation, and that most of them can be avoided by suitable bases. We believe that that it is an 
advantage that a complicated symbol draws attention to a complicated form. 
18.1. Abst rac t  Space  
The well-known linear structural dynamic equation of forced motion in the customary matrix 
form is, e.g., [44,45], 
t ( .  u + M u -- f ,  (18.11) 
where f and u are the force and displacement vectors of dimension m, K and M are the 
symmetric stiffness and mass matrices of dimension m x m, with m degrees of freedom. Assume 
--~ ---4 
now an abstract m-dimensional Euclidean space with force f ,  displacement vector u, stiffness 
tensor K,  mass tensor M, and in this space assume the base base m in which the structural 
eqn.(18.11) is written as 
-m - -m"m 
K • + M u = (18.12) 
With this notation, we have carried the analogy of abstract space and real 3-dimensional 
Euclidean space further than customary, and write eqn.(18.12) in baseless notation, as introduced 
for functions in Section 12.1, 
---+ ~ Z.~ ----4 
K.  u + M u = f. (18.13) ---4 
One well-known method of analysis is to find the m eigenvectors of the system, which we will 
- -m 
write uei and collect into the matrix 
uel ,ue2 . . . .  Uem =__U e (18.14) 
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which compared with dW 
eqn.(18.15) becomes 
in the form of a base (it should not be confusing that we use the dimension number m also as 
base symbol). The most employed method of normalization of the eigenvectors i  
• M -U =7 (18.15) 
- -m - -e  7- 
using the property that the eigenvectors are "orthogonal with respect to the mass matrix." 
Considering the space, it is obvious that the eigenvectors can be used as a base, which we have 
given the mnemonic name e. As soon as this choice is taken, the symbol U stands for the unit 
- -4  __+ 
space tensor. The abstract bases are therefore denoted by Um and U . 
- -e  
To write the RHS. of eqn.(18.15) in terms of appropriate base symbols depends on whether the 
bases are orthonormal. We will investigate whether we are free to choose the metric of the bases. 
A first choice may be that base m is Cartesian (in the abstract sense of Section 15.2). Comparing 
eqn.(18.15) with the transformation condition eqn.(18.10), it is clear that both bases m and e 
cannot be Cartesian. But it appears on physical grounds that base m is Cartesian because in the 
same dynamic system the scalar quantity work is found from the equation 
= .du  , (18.16) 
= ~.  u shows that "~ = --f m" Therefore, base e is skew, and 
- -Te  - - / r / ,  - -m 
U .M -U =7.  (18.17) - -m - -m - -e  
- -+  
If U hadn't been a base but just another tensor Q+, then the base symbols in eqn.(18.17) would 
-.-+ 
be m only, and the transpose sign would have become part of the matrix on the LHS., ~_r. As it 
is, U T = U. Note also that in this case from the symmetry of the matrices follows the symmetry ---+ - -+  
---+ __+ 
of the tensors K and M.  The customary expression that "eigenvector space is orthogonal with 
respect o the mass matrix" now simply means that the eigenvector base is skew. 
Comparison with eqn.(18.10) shows that eqn.(18.17) is not in a form that the metric of the skew 
base U e can be recognized. The skewness is given by the metric U • U which is connected 
- -  - - ? ' r~  - -e  ' 
in a complicated way to the stiffness and mass matrices. 
Consider another choice of interpreting eqn.(18.11) as transformation to base m, 
- -T rF~ - - r l l .  - -T r0 ,  " "  m Tm 
K • u + M u = f-  (18.18) - - ~  - - ?$Z 
Checking with eqn.(18.16) whether this is allowable, we find 
du  m 
- -m 
= f - -m'dU , (18.19) 
which is again a legitimate xpression, independent of any skewness of base Um. The symmetry 
---+ - -4  
of tensors K and M is also still valid according to eqn.(18.5) for apparent mixed bases. 
___4 ___+ 
Collect again the eigenvectors to a base ~_? according to eqn.(18.14). The eigenvectors, and 
- -4  
U e are still the same as in the first interpretation, but now we attempt o assume the eigenvector 
base to be orthonormal, so that the consistent transformed eqn.(18.18) becomes 
~ e  - -T r l l  - - r l l  e - -e  - - T m  - - m  ""  m - -e  - - V m  
U .K  .U  .u  + Urm'M "U  u =U " f  
- -Tm - - m  - -e  - -  - - m  - -e  - -Tm 
- -e  - -  - -e  ° °° e ~ 7  e K .u  ~ + M u (18.20) 
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where the vector transformations are 
- -m - -m - -e  
U ~ U "u  , - -e  
(18.21) 
- -m 
_ie = _f .ue, 
but assuming the base e to be orthonormal, 
[s~]T =7 ~ (18.22) 
- -m 
The columns of U are called modes in mechanics, but are specifically displacement modes, in - -e  
which the displacements u m are expressed. The fact that the force modes are different is evident 
- -T in  ~Tm - -  .~___Tm 
from the expansion of force by f = --e . f e, so that the columns of e are the force 
modes. The equation that the eigenvectors are orthogonal w.r.t, the mass matrix is expressed in 
this interpretation by the altered form of eqn.(18.17) 
- -e  Tm - - r r t  
U .M -U =I ,  (18.23) - -Tm - -m - -e  - -  
- -e  
which was still called M e in eqn.(18.20). Eqn.(18.23) is analog to the condition of an orthonormal 
tensor, where 
- -e  - -TTn  - -T~ 
• U • U = 7, (18.24) U T?7~ - - 'D~ - -e  
- -mm 
which means that in this interpretation the mass matrix M is the metric of the skew base m. - -~T I  ---+ 
If we call base U the modal base, then the customary expressions "modal force" and "modal 
displacement" coincide with the force vector array in modal base and displacement vector array 
in modal base. The abstract space concept allows the interpretation that both displacement 
- -m - -e  
vectors u and u are merely transformations of the same vector. It is, therefore, allowable to 
call both ~-m and u e the displacement vector in the default sense of Section 1 (Part I). Similarly, 
we may call both force vectors  fm and fe  the force vector. In this interpretation, it is interesting 
to note that the displacement vector is posed in column form, a contravariant vector, while the 
force vector is posed in row form, a covariant vector. This coincides with another interesting form. 
A conservative force acting on a particle may be derived by the gradient of a scalar potential 
field [29-31], which is a function of space, P(s-~). But according to Section 11 (Part I) the gradient 
is a row vector 
dP 
= grad • P - _,, (18.25) 
ds 
where sand  uare  both position vectors, absolute and relative, respectively. The transformation 
pair of eqn.(18.21) is such that only the transformation matrix ~ is required, independent of 
the assignment of orthogonal base to either base rn or to base e. In fact, we don't need to assume 
any one of these bases to be orthonormal, but put eqn.(18.20) into the form 
- -Te  -~ T f ft  - - /# ,  "~" e - -Te  - -T /12  - - i l l ,  " 'e  - -Te  T f i l ,  
U TT?~ - -m ° U e -{- U Tm"  M • U u = U T~T~" 7 (18 .26)  
~Te - -e  - -Te  ""  e - -Te  
K .u  + M u = f , (18.27) - -e  - -e  
so that the posed form, eqn.(18.18), and transformed form, eqn.(18.26), are completely symmetric 
w.r.t, to base symbols m and e. The symmetry of stiffness and mass tensors is still valid, as well 
as the work equation (18.19). It appears that it is an arbitrary choice to name one base as 
Cartesian if one wishes, yet the advantage of isomorphism of 3-dimensional Euclidean space and 
abstract space is still not lost if generally skew bases are assumed, and adapting the notation 
accordingly by eqns. (18.18) and (18.26). Particularly noteworthy is that we can still distinguish 
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force vectors that are orthogonal to displacement vectors, in both bases, according to the scalar 
product eqn.(18.1), 
- -e  - -m - -e  - -m 
f .u  =f  .U  .U  .u  
=Zm'U , (18.28) 
- -e  
using the inverse U which is still independent of the choice of skewness of bases. If we make 
- -m 
no assumption of the skewness of any one base, then according to case No. 3 we will also never 
be able to determine whether the transformation 
u e = Q.  u (18.29) - -  - -m 
is orthonormal, i.e., a rotation or not. 
We may also consider the opposite conclusion according to eqns.(18.4) and (18.6), particularly 
- -Tm 
in the special case when M = 7. From the corresponding equation (18.23), we may not 
- - m  
___ff 
conclude that U e is an orthonormal base. It is a choice to define it so, and then all transformations 
must be tracked to establish the skewness of other bases. 
The abstraction of matrices into multi-dimensional space is carried out much more consistently 
isomorphic with 3-dimensional Euclidean space by the distinction between tensor and tensor ma- 
trix, carrying the space notation --~ and base notation - -b  over into abstract space. Consequently, 
what is usually called "space" in mathematical treatments, is in our concept "base." Similarly, 
the customary bo ld face  notation for matrices and vectors in many structural dynamics or Fi- 
nite Element or vibration analysis texts [44,45,48,49] does not coincide with our abstract ensor 
concept, considering the correspondence of bo ld face and space notation (see the Appendix). In 
their matrix notation, the distinction between bases is not possible. In our notation, the abstract 
space tensor and vector is cannot be expressed numerically. The numerical expression only occurs 
indirectly through the medium of the base. 
The purpose of abstract space is to use the isomorphism with 3-dimensional Euclidean space. 
The understanding of relations in terms of transformations, orthogonality, symmetry, etc., creates 
much more confidence in the results. It is a fair conjecture to say that if equations violate a law of 
corresponding Euclidean space, they are probably wrong. It is stated that "laws of nature must 
be stated in covariant form," [23], like eqn. (18.27), perhaps this also applies to abstract space of 
which eqn.(18.27) is an example. But, unfortunately, such a rule doesn't apply to general tensor 
equations; there is no way we can bring the equation 
- -Tm - -Tm - -m - -Tm "" m 
R .K  .u  + M u 
= ~Tm 
into such an invariant form with unknown metric of any base. 
There is another direct advantage of abstract Euclidean space. By confident knowledge of 
Euclidean geometry, many relations in abstract space can simply be written down. To be sure, 
they should be proved, but this is algebraically much easier if guided by Euclidean geometry. 
Let us now also state the inverse. The simple arithmetic operations in multiple variables is 
often written using the index notation of tensor analysis, of which computer language loops are 
an example. But the tensor analysis is actually based on tensors, not on matrix algebra. From 
this point of view an abstract space with abstract ensors is therefore always implied. 
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19. SUBSPACE AND SUBBASE 
19.1.  Sub  and  Par t ia l  Base  
In an n-dimensional space any independent k < n vectors can be collected into a subbase, w'dch 
again lies in a k-dimensional subspace. A subspace must be considered as having a particular 
position in space, like a particular surface in a 3-dimensional space, while a subbase doesn't. 
Therefore, a subbase may not be sufficient o describe a subspace. A subspace defined by a single 
subbase is just a particular simple subspace, containing straight lines, which in 3-dimensional full 
space may be a line or a plane. In general, we call it a straight subspace (rather than linear). 
Generally a subspace can be curved, and has a different angent subbase at each point. But a 
subspace is geometrically fixed in total space independent of any base, even a straight subspace 
is not a subbase. This distinction between subspace and subbase is seldom clear in texts on 
linear algebra and vector spaces, e.g., [46,47], or where they are used in Finite Elements [48]. 
Our notion of subspace and subbase is rather an abstract n-dimensional extension of differential 
geometry. The definition of a subspace is usually given by equations of coordinates, giving its 
position in full space, it cannot generally be completely described by a subbase. A subbase is 
only an auxiliary tool that can be used to describe vectors in subspace. Our concept of subspace 
is the analog of a generally curved line or surface in Euclidean space, and this differs from the 
linear subspace of vector spaces. In this section, the notation will be developed, which will be 
used for typical applications in Part III. 
Consider a skew base Z b in n-dimensional space, and its partitioning into the first k and last 
l = n - k base vectors 
___E = ebl • • • ebk ebk+ l " " " ebn  ; b , 
then the two subbases are the partitions 
eb l . . . e b an ebk  + l . . . ebn  , 
for which suitable notations will be developed. Usually we're only interested in one subbase, the 
remaining subbase is then its complementary subbase, complement for short. The base b might 
well be the base q in which we are presently working, and there may have been some reason for 
the partition. Or the base b may have been produced during the course the analysis of some 
problem. 
Whether a subbase is considered to consist of only the base vectors or of the larger full 
n-dimensional array containing also the zero vectors, doesn't really matter as far as the con- 
cept is concerned, but the algebraic properties are different due to the different dimensions, 
therefore, we need to distinguish by notation. We define partial bases of dimensions k and l, 
respectively, by the augmented partitions 
ebl" ' 'ebk:  0 =- Ekb,  and 0 "~, ebk+l ~ ~ (19.1) 
such that 
~ ---4 
=Ek b + E_b __  Elb.  
It is clear that the partial bases E__._kk b and El b are fully n-dimensional tensors, the dimensions k
and I referring to the partial bases which are contained in them. A special case of a subbase is 
the 1-dimensional base ebl, and a special case of a partial base is the base vector ebl augmented 
by zero vectors. The additional subscripts k and l are the equivalent of the subscript number 1 
of the single dimensional subspace bl. By the same token, we may regard the subbases as larger 
dimensional base vectors. 
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--+ --+ - -b  -'+ • v b+ but now we define par t ia l  Any vector v = Eb-  v consists of the n vector components ebi , 
vectors  as  the components which are formed by 
"--> - -b  -'--> -"+ - -b  --'+ 
Ekb.  V - -  vk ,  E t  b .  v - v t, (19.2) 
...+ 
where only 2 partial bases are used to describe the full vector, instead of n base vectors e+. From 
eqns.(19.1) and (19.2), it follows that 
-"+ ---> ~ ---> - -b  -'-+ - -b  
V = V k + V t = Ek  b • V + JEt b • V . (19.3) 
_..+ ---> 
Each of the partial vectors vk  and vl has the full n dimensions, similar to the vector components 
..-4 
of v, see Section 15.1, and can be expressed by the full n-dimensional partial vector arrays of 
- -b  - -b  
scalar components vk  and  vt  , respectively, in the relations 
---+ - -b  ~ +--+ - -b  
v k = E b-v  k ,  vl = E 5 .v+,  (19.4) 
where the partial vector arrays are related to the full vector by the partials 
vb l  
vbk 
vbk  + l 
V bn 
vbl  
vbk 
0 
+ vbk  + 1 
vbn 
(19.5) 
- -b  - -b  - -b  
V ~- V k -t- V l . 
The only difference beween the customary concept of a vector component of a vector and the 
partial vector is that a component is the part in one base vector direction, while the partial vector 
is the sum of all components in the one subspace. Being full n-dimensional arrays, partial bases 
and vectors can be expressed in any other full n-dimensional base, e.g., 
-"+ - '+  - -b  -"+ -"+ - -b  
E__k 8 = Ekb .  Es ,  E__I s = E Ib .  Es ,  
-~s  - - s  - -b  
-~ E b "v  k + 
The corresponding augmented partitions of the 
ebl  
--+ 
e bk 
----4 
ebk + 1 .~_ 
--4 
e bn 
- - s  - - s  - -b  
v l ~ E b • v l . 
inverse base are the reciprocal partial bases 
eb l  
i .  4 
ebk  
+ ebk+l  
.._4 
e bn  
---4 
(19.6) 
b - -b  
.....4 _....4 -l- 
- -b  
E l . 
¢JVlM Zg- l l - (  
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It  is important o note that the symbols Ek and Et do not act like units in a multiplication any 
- -b  ---~ 
more, like E did (Section 15.1)• Ek~ is not the inverse of Ekb, they are like half-inverses of a 
rectangular matrix [5]. Their product is 
Ek "--bEk = 0 0 =-- E;b" (19.7) 
Similar ~-b is not the inverse of Et b, 
- - - '  = 0 I - E~b" (19.8) 
- -b  ---+ 
The half-inverse Ek.__, consists not only of other vectors as those of Ekb, it also spans another 
- -b  ---4 
subspace as Ekb, and the half-inverse E__~ z spans another subspace as El b. This is similar to the 
----* ~ ---4 - -b  
different base vectors ebl and e bl. We might well call Ek b and El b partial column bases and Ek 
- -b  
and Et partial row bases, the column and row referring to the space symbol. This nomenclature 
. . . .4 
is used in matrix algebra, e.g., [48], who calls the collection of column vectors of a matrix column 
space and the the collection of the row vectors row space, but actually meaning bases that span 
the respective space• With the introduction of the half-inverses, there are now two additional 
subspaces defined, with the same indices k and l. We call the subspaces to which Ek b and El b 
- -b  
are tangent, column subspaces k and I, and the subspaces to which ~--~b and Et are tangent, 
- . .+  ___4 
row subspaces k and I. While space is not dependent on any row or column representation, the 
subspace is, by the way it is constructed from a base. If it is created by other means, it will have 
to be decided whether it fits in with a column or a row subspace. In the special case that the 
partition is made in an orthogonal base, the two column subbases are orthogonal and the two 
row subbases can, at the most, be affine transformations of the column subbases, and therefore, 
the column and row subspaces are identical, and the name subspace k or subspace l is sufficient. 
In the general case, the row subspaces are orthogonal to the column subspaces, but the two row 
subspaces and the two column subspaces, respectively, are skew to each other. 
With the partial bases, the extraction of the partial vectors can be achieved formally by 
- -b  - -b  --+ - -b  - -b  ---4 
vk = Ek .v,  vt = El .v.  (19.9) 
---+ -..¢. 
It is clear that the group of vectors that comprise the subbase, although from base b, cannot 
be denoted by b, which already denotes another group. We use another symbol to denote the 
subbases 
eb l ' ' ' ebk  = Ekk, and ebk+l"' 'ebn --__El t, (19.10) 
with which we distinguish between partial base and subbase. Similarly, for the reciprocal sub- 
bases: 
e~bl 
- -k  
~bk + l 
e bn 
- - I  
= (19 .11)  
The subbases are smaller dimensional half-tensors and cannot be added like the partial bases, 
they are the partitions of the full dimensional base 
_E b = E__kk E__.~l t ' (19.12) 
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and similarly, the reciprocal base is partitioned into subbases 
~__,b = 
- -k  
Ek 
- -4  
- - I  
El 
(19.13) 
- -k  - -k  --+ --* 
We call E k and E l sub column bases and Ek b and El b sub row bases. There may be an occasion 
when we want to indicate the full base explicitly in its partitioned form, then we use the symbols 
--Ek,l = RHS of eqn.(19.12), ~_,k,l = RHS of eqn.(19.13). (19.14) 
The corresponding partitions of the vector array are called subvectors, 
y bl 
V bk 
- -k  
-.~ V k , 
vbk+l  
vbn  
- - l  
= ~l ,  (19.15) 
where a subvector in the extreme can become a scalar component. While the partial vectors can 
be transformed in full space to another base, the subvectors can't. They can only be transformed 
to another subbase within the same subspace. With all the defined quantities the partitioning of 
a vector into subvectors can formally be done by the operation 
- -  - - -4  
(19.16) 
and the partial vectors can be obtained from the partitions 
-Ek  - -k  ~ --+ .v--~l • V k V l = E l  l vk  -'~ k ~ - -  " (19.17) 
The total vector is again the sum of partial vectors 
v=Ekk 'Vk  + E_.2~l'vt, (19.18) 
where the partial vectors are two vector components. The meaning of the term "partial" is taken 
from the definition of partial differentials. The partial bases and partial vectors correspond to 
partial differentials, whose sum make up a total, while subbases and subvectors correspond to 
scalar components as partitions of the total, which is obtained by stringing partitions together 
but not by their sum. The subbases have one full and one partial dimension. With this they 
form the connection between subvector arrays and full vectors in eqns.(19.16) and (19.18). 
Another set of partial vectors can also be obtained from the inverse base, 
v ~ vk  
---4 
- -b  - -b  
+ V_~I=Vb. Ek + Vb.E__l (19.19) 
- -k  - - I  
=vkk" Ek + _vtt" El__, (19.20) 
- -b  - -b  
=vk b.Ek + vt b .E  l~ (19.21) 
- -b  - -b  
~- v._k.k b " E ~- v~l b • E , (19 .22)  
corresponding to eqns.(19.3), (19.18), (19.2) and (19.4), respectively. 
formally extracted from the full vector by 
vk b =v .  Ek  b, vl b =v .  E l  b, 
The partial vectors are 
(19.23) 
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corresponding to eqn.(19.9), where 
Vbl . . .  Vbk 
= [Vbl "'" Vbk 
n t- [ 0 Vbk+l 
The subvectors are extracted by 
vk  k = v .  Ek  k, 
Vbk+l " " " Vbn] ~-~b 
0 ] ~ -~ Vk b (19.24) 
• "" Vbn ] "~ Vl b. 
---¢ 
~l  = v -E l l ,  (19.25) 
corresponding to eqn.(19.16), where 
_-[V lV 4 , v,,-_ v 4 
If the explicit indication of the partitioned form of the full vector is required, we use the symbol 
- -k, l  
v = LHS of eqn.(19.5), vk, I = Top LHS of eqn.(19.24). (19.27) 
We are not able to define a subspaee symbol, like the --* for the full dimensional vector, for 
the subvector. The subvector exists as an array only. This corresponds to the use of__,full 
3-dimensional notation in 2-dimensional problems, e.g., a vector u = i ux + j uy, yet u is 
still a full 3-dimensional vector, but the array ux, u~ is not the vector array of a a-dimensional 
vector. Similarly, we cannot express the subbases in space notation, but the partial bases we can. 
All full dimensional base symbols can be transformed to space notation, even though in higher 
than 3-dimensional bstract space the space dimension is abstract anyway. 
In all of the equations above, the actual computation must be made in a particular base. The 
space notation --* in all of the equations above can be replaced by Cartesian base symbol - - s  or 
by skew base symbol - -q,  using column and row bases. 
Within the subspace, any rotation or deformation of the subbase is possible. The bases k or l 
can be transformed to other bases with the same dimensions, e.g., u and v, producing a subbase 
---+ 
with another name, e.g., Ek and El . These bases are still in the same subspace, and still have 
--~ or any other full dimensional base symbol. It can be shown that the subbase Ek  k multiplied 
- -k  
by any k x k transformation matrix E__kk u will not lead out of the subspace. These considerations 
demonstrate he justification of using a subscript name as well as subscript base symbol for the 
subbase. 
For the subspaces and subvectors only, the additional name k and 1 as part of the names is 
- -k  - - I  
necessary. It is not possible to denote the subvectors as v or v , because according to our 
base symbol rules they could then be transformed to full dimensional base by an equation like 
- -b  - -k  - -b  - -b  
__E k " v = v , so that v would be a partial vector, while it was a full vector in the beginning. 
- -k  - - I  
As we have chosen our notation, the symbols v and v are not possible. The rules of sub and 
partial notation are different from the rules of base symbol notation. 
The multiplication with the subbase symbol follows the rule that the E acts like a unit, but the 
subbase subscript may migrate over as in eqns.(19.2), (19.9) and (19.16), or it occurs two times 
in one product term but doesn't cancel, as in eqns.(19.18) and (19.20). There is no consistent 
rule of sub and partial symbols as there is for base symbols. This can be explained by the fact 
that the subbase symbols k and l are actually part of new names of bases or vectors, not like 
base symbol representations of the same vector in a new base. 
Another question may be whether the sub and superscripts in eqns.(19.7) and (19.8) are jus- 
tified. According to the transformation rules 
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--~ - -b  ~_,b. E___~k b = Ek  b, 
- -b  --~ - -b  
E k "E_E_b =Ek  b, 
- - b  - -b  ~ b  
but Ekb,  Ek  b and  EZ  b are all the same matrix of eqn.(19.7). Also the reverse multiplication of 
eqn.(19.7), Ek b • Ek , transformed to base b, produces the same matrix. The transformations to
a Cartesian base s by 
produce the same tensor 
and similarly, 
- - s  - -b  - - s  
E__kk b . E s = E__kk , 
- -b  ~ - -b  
Ek  • E = E k , 
- -8  - -8  
E___ b-s .-~b__ ~ = E-~,__s 
- - s  ~ - -b  - -~s  
Eb. -~b.  Ekb .  - -~  = Ek  
8. "E  k "E  = E~ 
b ~ - - s  - - s  
s - - s  - -~s  
Ek  8 = Ek  = Eks ,  
- -  - -8  - -  
- -b  - -b  " - '~b  
b = EZ b = b ,  
- - s  - - s  -~ ls  
Ez 8 = EZ = E~ - -  - -8  - -8  B 
This apparent overnotation is only due to the special 
to a physical tensor 
gkb. 
---+ --~.-.-~ b --~ _Eb.E =Ek, 
--~-£ b . ~b__  ---% E_b.E;  
(19.28) 
tensor E .  Continuing the transformation --+ 
shows that also the physical tensors are equal: 
Ek  = E k = Ek .  (19.29) 
Now it may seem strange that the same physical tensor should represent both the column and 
row subspaces, which are different. But we must remember that a tensor never represents a
base. That  is, the same tensor E_E_, may become base E or base E by different ransformations. - -$  - -q  
More to the point in question here, the tensor E__ transformed to E and transformed to base "Eq 
produces different base vectors. In the case of E~,  the transformations to base _E b and to E 
produce different partial bases. We find that the column base Ekq,  transformed to any other 
full base in this form, Ek or Eks ,  represents the same partial base, i.e. subspace. And the row 
base E---~ , transformed to any other full base in this form, E--~ q or E--~ ~, represents the same other 
partial base and subspace. Indeed, we can show by consistent transformations that 
- -8  - -8  -"~8 
E k "v  =v  . 
- -8  
- -8  
V " Ek  = Vk 
8 '  - -8  - -8  - -  
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where v k is the same vector vk as in eqn.(19.2), and Vk 8 is the same vector v__kk as in eqn.(19.19), 
- -8  
which are two physically different vectors. We note that  E___kk 8 is generally not a symmetr ic  matr ix,  
- -~k  
i.e., Ek  is not a symmetr ic  tensor. We can also in a reverse manner produce the two partial bases 
E~.~b =Ekb' 
b. ---* - -b  
Ek  ~ __~ =E k • 
The need for the double subbase indices starts in the result of the multiplications 
E~ "E l  b = 0 0 = ETb'  (19.30) 
[0 01 Etb  "Ekb = 0 0 -= E~b'  (19.31) 
although the two different matr ix  symbols on the right have the same value. 
-.-> 
We extend now the sub and partial concepts to a (2~) d order) tensor K by the transformations 
with the partial bases: 
I 
i b  - -b  - -b  - -b  I 
K__b . Ek  b = Kk  b = K._..kk ' 0 (19.32) 
I 
I 
- -b  - -b  - -b  
K_g b " E l b = K___ll b = 
mb 
K_A t (19.33) 
- -b  - -b  - -b  
Ek  b" K__ b = Kk  b = 
- -k  
K___~k b
0 
(19.34) 
- -b  - -b  - -b  
Elk " Eb  = KZb = 
0 
- -1  
K~, 
f :i ] i 0 - -b  - -b  - -b  - j~b  
Ekb"  g___b" E._.k.k b = g~ b . . . . . . . . .  
LO:O 
- -b  - -b  - -b  --7-~.~b Ekb "g--b "Ezb :KTb= -k  1 
0 !m~ 
o: oj 
- -b - -b - -~ w.b 0 : 0 
E l  b" K__ b" Ek  b = K~ b . . . . .  ,- - _ 
0 
- -b  - -b  - -b  ""j~tb 
EIb"  K____D" EI b = K~ b = j o : o 
0 , S~'~ l 
(19.35) 
(19.36) 
(19.37) 
(19.38) 
(19.39) 
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All the matrices that are produced in the above eqns.(19.32) to (19.39), i.e., the collection of 
all the partitions, represent full dimensional partial tensors, and can be transformed to any 
other skew base q or Cartesian base s. But generally the partitions will then not remain. The 
partial tensor matrices are full-dimensional matrices. They are all different, and both sub and 
superscripts as part of their names are required for complete distinction. We can also write them 
in space notation 
---4 
K"  Ek  : 
- -+ --.q. 
Et  • K .  E l  = 
- -+ 
Kk ___+ 
-'--4. 
KI. __-.+ 
(19.40) 
- -b  
The partitioning of the matrix K b into submatrices can be done with the subbases k and l in 
base b only, by the transformations 
- -b  - -b  - -b  
K b 'Ek  k = Kkk, 
- -b  - -b  - -b  
= Kl l K b "m l 
- -k  - -b  - -k  
Ekb " K---b = --oKk'' 
- - I  - -b  - - I  
Etb  " Kb  = --oKi" 
(19.41) 
which are the separate column and row 
mation produces the partitions 
- -k  - -b  - -b  -~.kk 
Ek b .K  b.Ek k : K~ k, 
- -k  - -b  - -b  -- kk 
Ek b'_K b 'm l : K~ l, 
- -  1 - -b  - -b  ~ k  
EZ b'_K b'Ek k : K~ k, 
- -  l - -b  - -b  -TTi'zl 
El b'_K b -m t = K} z, 
submatrices of eqns.(19.32) to (19.35). Further transfor- 
(19.42) 
which partitions the whole matrix as 
-jL---kk , -- kk ] 
-b  K~k, K~l 
K" b . . . . . . . . . . . .  J (19.43) 
--j-~. i l .-g-~.~ l J 
K~ k K} l 
In the equations above, the base b can be transformed to any other full base, while subbases k 
and I can only be transformed within the subspace, and the partitions remain partitions under 
these conditions. 
The double subscripts on matrices are commonly used where partitions of matrices occur as 
typically in Finite Element applications [48]. We have xtended them here by the base symbols 
to distinguish between partial and sub bases and vectors, and by the space notation to include 
the physical tensors, albeit abstract. The only dependence that we have not included in the sub- 
notation is that k and I are partitions in base b. This is where we have made a compromise 
between short new names and long names that indicate the chain of dependence, asmentioned 
previously in Section 15.1. 
The numerical form in which subbases are given depend on the base that is presently used. If 
--+ q - -q  
this is a generally skew base Eq, then subbases may be given as E__~k~ and El I where k and I are 
- -q  
the partitions of a combined base given as transformation matrix E_. b. The corresponding full 
- -q  - -q  
dimensional partial bases are E} b and Et b. The partial bases formally satisfy the equations of 
partitioning atensor, 
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- -b  - -q  - -q  
E b 'Ek  b = Ekb, 
- -q  - -b  
E b "E l  b - -q  = E lb ,  
(19.44) 
according to eqns.(19.32) and (19.33), and the subbases the equations for the partitions by 
- -q  - -b  
E b Ek  k - -q  • = Ek  k, 
- -b  - -q  - -q  
Eb'E z = E l ,  
(19.45) 
according to eqns.(19.41). The partitioning is always defined in one particular base b. 
The half-inverse subbases are found by inverting the transformation matrix --a'  
and then doing the same partitioning of rows, which correspond to the formal equations for the 
partial bases 
- -b  - -b  - -b  
Ek b.Eq = --qEk' 
- -b  (19.46) - -b  .~b 
E l  b = E 1 , 
- -q  - -q  
according to eqns.(19.34) and (19.35), and for the partitioning into subbases 
- -k  - -b  - -k  
Ek b'_qz ---- Ekq, 
Ez b - -q  = E lq ,  
(19.47) 
according to eqns.(19.41). 
- -q  
Note particularly that once the column base  E b and its partition is given, all the remaining 
--} 
operations that lead to eqns.(19.46) and (19.47) are independent of the metric of base E . The - -q  
- -b  
corresponding operations can be carried out by the inverse base E and its partitioning in base b. - -q  
As a final remark, all the statements about subspace are interpreted geometrically, independent 
of time. Therefore, subspaces may change with time, or any other one or more scalar parameters 
that are identified as not being a coordinate of space, and all the equations derived are still valid. 
19.2. P ro jec t ion  
The partial vector lying in a subspace is also called a projection. But in skew bases there are 
two kinds of projections, an orthogonal or normal projection, and a skew projection, depending 
on the way the subbase and its complement are given. The part of the vector lying in the subbase 
depends on the kind of projection done, just like the component of a vector in one base vector 
direction depends on the other base vectors. 
A subspace on which a projection can be done, may be one partition Ek k of a present skew 
---+ ----h 
base E so that the complementary subbase E l  l is the other partition of E The result is that - -q  ' _ _  __q"  
the subspace and its complement is known, and that they are skew. Analog to a geometrica_[ly 
skew projection in 3-dimensional Euclidean space, the skew projection of the physical vector v is 
defined as the vector component --E'k  • ~-~k. This definition is based on observation that comple- 
---~ - - I  
mentary component is then E l  z " vZ, according to eqn.(19.18), such that the vector is separated 
into the two skew components as shown diagramatically in Fig.13(a). The definition of the pro- 
jection is that the projected vector is a physical vector (even if abstract), not a scalar vector 
array. Our definition of projection does not define the scalar components of the projection in any 
base, which are dependent on the magnitudes of the base vectors in which the final calculation 
is done. 
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_~_- -~ ' - - -  I ! 
/ i I 
Ek  b 
(a) Skew projection 
7 
(b) Normal projection 
Figure 13. Projections. 
The skew projection can only be done if the complement of the subspace is known. This 
concept is the generalization of the ordinary vector co_.mponent vq ~ , which is a skew projection 
on the 1-dimensional subspace (now the base vector) eqi. 
Unlike in Cartesian base, the skew projection consists of two steps, of which eqn.(19.17) is 
the second. The first step is to obtain the scalar components vk  from v by eqn. (19.16). This 
- -k  
requires the row subbase E k which can only be obtained from the given column subbase if the 
complement is also known, via the inversion that leads to eqn.(19.6) from which the half-inverse 
subspace is extracted. 
~k 
Strangely enough, the eqn.(19.16) looks like a normal projection on the subbase Ek rather 
---+ 
than a skew one on the subbase E__._kk k. But this is not the case for the following reason. The 
---4 - -k  
projection is not defined as the scalar vector array, and the half-inverse Ek k of subbase Ek 
which appears in eqn.(19.16), does not span the same physical space. This is true even if the 
- -k  
base E k consisted of orthonormal base vectors, like a Cartesian subbase, because the half-inverse 
- -4  
depends on the skewness of the full base E b according to eqn.(19.6). We find therefore that the 
projection of v consists of the sequence of the two operations implied by eqns.(19.16) and (19.17), 
respectively, which result in 
vk = Ek  k • Ek  .v ,  (19 .48)  
where the product Ek k • E~kcan be interpreted as a partial space tensor of eqn.(19.29), operating 
_._¢ 
on v to produce the procection. 
---4 
The actual computation must take place in a full base, which may be the skew base _E b. Then 
eqn.(19.48) is transformed to 
~b __b - -k  --b 
v -= Ek  k .Ek  b • v , (19.49) 
- -b  - -k  -'~'~ b 
where the product Ek  k • Ek  b is the matrix E~. b of eqn.(19.7). The conclusion is that the partial 
vector array vk represents the vector array, measured in base b, of the skew projection of v on 
the partial base Ek  k' where the skewness is due to base E b' The projection is the vector vk lying 
in the column subspace k. The complementary vector component vZ is the skew projection of v 
---4 
on the partial base E__ ! l, constructed by the equations 
--+ --* - - l - - *  
vl = E--! z " El  • v, (19.50) 
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- -b  - -b  - - l  - -b  
v l = E_._.ll l "E lb  " v . (19.51) 
By the same steps, the partial vector array Vk b represents the vector array, measured in row 
- -k  
base b, of the skew projection of v on the partial base E k the projection is the vector Vk lying 
in the row subspace k. 
For the skew projections in eqns.(19.48) and (19.50), the computations can be done in any 
skew base q in the place of the indicated space notation. Since the metric of this base doesn't 
enter the computations at all, the metric doesn't even have to be known. Of course it will then 
--~ .-+ 
also not be known if the subbases Ek  k and E__ll l are orthogonal, and the projections are normal 
projections. 
If for some reason a subspace is produced during the course of an analysis, in which a skew 
- -q  - -q  
base E is used, a tangent subbase Ek  k or partial base Ek  b will exist or can be constructed for - -q  
every point in the subspace, depending on the form in which the subspace is defined. The partial 
- -q  - -q  . 
base Ek  b is the matrix Ek  k appended with zero columns, even though base b is not yet known. 
- -q  
We may not call this partial base E__.hk q, which can only be obtained by a further transformation. 
If no complement is given, then a normal projection on the subbase is the only one that makes 
sense. However there is no way that a normal projection can be made without knowing the 
- -xq  --~ 
metric E of base E . The vector to be projected can be given as row vq,  or it can be given - -q  - -q  
- -q  
as column v , from which it can be transformed into a row 
Vq : [v-Tq] T : [~:q  , .~q jT  
The sequence of operations for the normal projection may be done as follows. First, a com- - -q  
plementary column subbase which is normal to the given subbase E___kk , must be found, so that 
eqn.(19.3), transformed to skew base q as 
-qv = --vk q + -~q=-E7  q . v q + ~q . v q - -q  - -q  (19.52) 
- - l  
contains two normal partial bases. Of course a normal rowbase E l - -q  
the aid of the metric by solving 
could be constructed without 
~--~ - -q  -~-Fl 
__  .Ek  k =EL k , (19.53) 
which is the submatrix 0 of eqn.(19.31), but by definition of the symbols, E---7 t is the half-inverse, -- - -q  
which is not generally a normal complement. We note here the similarity with the formula for the 
cross product in skew base, eqn.(15.69) of Section 15.8, that a vector normal to a given surface 
of two column vectors appears as rowvector. 
The true normal complementary subbase can be found in transposed base q, which is xq, by 
solving the equation 
[ i]T __Tq -Tk 
__ .  =0 z (19.54) 
- - .Tk  
The explicit name for the transposed matrix in the equation above would be E Tk _ . The com- rq 
puted subbase is transformed to posed base q by 
.~q __Tq  
• E l  I - -q  --Tq = E__!z. (19.55) 
Now continue as with the skew projection, assemble the subbases as in eqn.(19.12), but in base q, 
to 
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The inverse = E is partitioned horizontally, and the upper partition extracted, which is - -q  
formally be done by eqn.(19.41) in base q by 
--k =K;:. 
Ek  b __q  - -  
The subvector is obtained by eqn.(19.16) in base q by 
- -k  - -q  - -k  
Ek • v = vk , - -q  
and this is transformed to the partial vector in base q by 
• ~ V  k , 
which is the projection as required. 
- -q  
A slightly more satisfactory method is to call the given column subbase E__~k u , then to orthog- 
- -Tq  - -q  
onalize the column vectors, using the metric E and call the new subbase Ekk ,  which is now - -q  ' 
orthonormal within the subspace. Also give the complement row subbase from eqn.(19.54) the 
- -Tq  ~3-q  
name E_At v , then orthogonalize the rowvectors and call the result Ett . The advantage is that 
the inverted matrix of eqn.(19.56) will not produce two other subspaces. 
The operation of eqn.(19.49), which may be carried out in any other base, corresponds to a 
---+ - -b  
perfect f i l te r ing  process of the total vector v, by the filter Ek such that all the components of the 
complementary partial base are filtered out. The choice of the collection of k vectors corresponds 
to a "band"with bandwidth k of a filter. Put the other way round, a perfect filtering process can 
be perceived as a projection on a partial base in abstract space. This gives a geometrical meaning 
to a filter. This filter concept is based on the corresponding process of frequency analysis, put 
into tensor form in Section 12.1 (Part I). A time base vector (sampled function of time) -~t is 
transformed to a frequency base vector ~ by eqn.(72). A partition can be extracted by the 
operation, using F as name for function space base, 
- -k  ~ - -k  
F k • ~- = fk 
where k is a partition of frequency base co. But a partition is a subvector that cannot be 
transformed in full space; therefore, the partial vector is obtained by the operation 
which corresponds to the method of Fourier Transform of using the full dimensional frequency 
vector. The inverse transformation by eqn.(71) (Part I) produces the filtered time function 
- - t  - - t  - -w  
- - t  - -w  - -~  t .  
=F .Fk  .F  t . f  - -Cd  - -~  - -  
- - t  - - t  - -W - -W 
The new tensor Fk  t = --~F . __w Fk  "Ft-- is the filter. Because the Fourier Transform uses an 
orthogonal matrix, both column subspace and the half-inverse row subspace are the same, and 
there is only one projection and one filtered time vector. For partitions in a skew base two types 
of filtering corresponding to the two possible skew projections would have to be considered. 
The partitioning of a tensor equation like 
K -u  = f (19.57) 
is performed formally by the corresponding premultiplication 
- -k  - -+ --* - -k  ~ - -k  
Ek  . g . u = E k . f = fk  
--q" "-"4 --'4 
(19.58) 
- - I  ~ ---* - - I  --+ - - I  
El .K .u  = Et . f  = ft 
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mk - - I  
which produces the subvectors f k  and f t ,  where the partitioning is made in some specified 
base __E b. The vector u is the sum of the partial vectors according to eqn.(19.18) 
---, --+ - -k  --~ - - I  
u=Ekk.uk + Etz.ut, 
which substituted in eqn.(19.58) becomes 
- -k  
Ek  . K .  Ek  k + ~ K"  E t  . -~z  k. 
---..4 - " -4  -'--4 - -  t --..4 
- ,   t.7 7'. Et  .K .Ekk .uk  + Et  .K .E t  .u t  = = 
- -+  - -~  - -~  ~ - -  I 
(19.59) 
Using the projections of eqn.(19.16), the equations above become 
E k .K .Ekk .Ek  .u  + Ek  .K .E t  .E t  .u  = E k . f  = fk  
- - -4  - -4  - -  -.--4 - - -4  ----4 - - t  ~ ~ 
- -  I ---+ ----* - -k  ----* - -  I ----4 ----+ - -  I ----+ - -  I --~ - - I  
E l • K .Ek  .E  k .u  + E z .K .E t  .E  l .u  = E l  . f  = f t  
- -  k ~ ~ ~ t ~ ---+ ' 
(19.60) 
which is the complete formal procedure to transform the eqn. (19.57) into an equation of partitions 
-- kk  k - -U;-kk - - I  - - k  
• u l  Kk k .~;  +g:  t = /k ,  
-:-~. z l - - k  -¢~.t I - - l  - - l  
K~ k.uk + / (~t 'ut  = I t ,  
(19.61) 
where the partitions of the tensor are those of eqn.(19.42) and the partitions of the vectors those 
of eqn.(19.16). 
Instead of subvectors and subtensors, the eqations can be transformed by the same steps to 
partial vectors and partial tensors 
• + K~ b .uz  = fk ,  
• + K~ b • u t = f l  , 
(19.62) 
where now the partials of the tensor are the complete matrices of eqns.(19.36) to (19.39), and 
the partials of the vectors those of eqn.(19.5). Eqn.(19.62) can be transformed to any other base 
Kk -u k + K~ .u l = fk, 
---4 
Kk .uk  + Kz  .u t  = f t .  
----4 
(19.63) 
Similar to the ideal filtering or projection of a vector, the partial tensors are filtered or projected 
tensors, but if_.E b is a skew base, the projections are on four different subspaces rather than two. 
Projection and ideal filtering are equivalent operations corresponding to partition of equations 
in selected generally skew bases. Note, however, from the unequalities 
- "Ok  - "4  - -~  
K~ .uk ¢ fk, 
----4 I ---+ - "+ 
Ki  .ut ¢ fz, 
(19.64) 
that the projection of an equation is not equal to the equation of projections--unless the diagonal 
----4 k ----4 l 
subtensors, Kz and K;, are zero. 
---4 ---+ 
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The limits that were imposed by vector algebra were removed by matrix algebra, but the limit 
is only pushed one order higher, while Tensor notation doesn't have the order limits. Although 
higher than 2 nd order tensors may be less important, they do occur in simple mechanical situ- 
ations, e.g., in the linear relation between stress and strain tensors. Every scalar product can 
be reduced to a matrix multiplication, and therefore it seems warranted to reduce higher order 
tensors to lower order arrays in order to maintain matrix algebra. This is, in fact, done in practice 
in the stress-strain relationship, where the two tensors are arranged as 6-dimensional vectors of 
their differing elements. Their relation is then a 6x 6 matrix, called an elasticity matrix [48], 
which is, however, actually a 4 th order tensor and in tensor notation is denoted as such by Ci~ t
(see [2,26]). 
Matrices that are stored in a 1-dimensional rray, like in computer memory, typically use their 
indices as 2-digit counter to determine the logic sequence, e.g., the array Aij, i, j = 1 to 3 is stored 
as the sequence All ,  A12, A13, A21, A22, A23, A31, A32, A33, practically using a trinary number. 
This operation corresponds to putting the rows of the matrix into one long row, called stretching 
(see [23]). Flattening, used by [50], seems less appropriate for our purpose. Reference [23] 
has developed an elaborate symbolic calculus using the symbols V and A to make all thinkable 
rearrangements of array elements possible. 
To introduce this operation, consider a matrix as a row of columns, i.e., as a row vector that 
has column vectors as elements, a hyper-rowvector. Transposing only the hyper-rowvector, we 
obtain a hyper-columnvector with columnvectors as elements, which is one longer column. This 
operation can be written symbolically by conventional matrix symbols as the following sequence: 
- 
A = , Transpose: = - A 
hyper-row hyper-column 
We call this a partial transpose, particularly the outer partial transpose. The previous customary 
transpose of vectors and matrices is called total transpose if a distinction is necessary or desirable. 
The right columnvector we simply call a stretched matrix. It still represents the same matrix, 
only by a different structure; therefore, we don't call it a vector. We will also identify the 
transposed part by attaching the transpose symbol n-, which must go above the inner column 
symbol, by which the sequence of elements is strictly defined. 
For our purpose, we only need the stretching of a matrix into a column and the inverse process, 
but for symmetry we define another partial transpose to stretch a matrix into a row, by applying 
the transpose to the hyper-column to obtain a hyper-row: 
T 
A = .4_ , Transpose: = A - A 
- - T  T 
hyper-column hyper-row 
Again the transpose symbol -r must be attached to the transposed part which goes below the 
inner row symbol. How the partial transpose operation acts upon the base symbols is shown by 
tracing the base symbols in the following. 
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Outer  Par t ia l  T ranspose  
Stretch matrix with base symbols into column: 
 ans ose 
hyper-row 
T Tb __Tb  
hyper-column 
(20.1) 
Stretch matrix with base symbols into row: 
a 
-° b ]  Ab = b , Transpose: 
hyper-column 
- -  TO, TO, 
hyper-row 
(2o.2) 
When a stretched matrix is transposed, all the rules of the total transpose of a matrix apply, 
which means that the vector symbols must get a transposed symbol, and the matrix must also 
get a transposed symbol. We also specify that the sequence of vector bars from inside to outside 
remains the same, i.e., the transposed vector bars are a mirror image of the bars before transposing 
Ao, = A T A b (20.3) 
Ta  ' ~-TO, 
- -  b 
On the other hand, a matrix can be transposed first by a total transpose and then by a partial 
transpose to obtain the same result. All these possible operations are shown diagramatically by 
eqns.(20.6), (20.7), (20.8), and (20.9) in the following Table 1. The 2-dimensional rrays we have 
used to show all details of element positions are sufficient for any dimension of array, and in the 
following, we use only 2-dimensional rrays in the examples. 
For purpose of symmetry, or completeness, let us define the two corresponding operations where 
the inner elements of the hyper-row are transposed, which we call the Inner Partial Transpose. 
Inner  Par t ia l  T ranspose  
Stretch matrix with base symbols into row: 
  ns ose : , 04, 
- - b  b b b 
hyper-row hyper-row 
Stretch matrix with base symbols into column: 
a o E]  o [ ] ° 
A b = A b , Transpose: A b = A -vTb _= A T 
hyper-column hyper-column 
a 
Tb 
(20.5) 
How the two operations of eqns.(20.4) and (20.5) work on the elements of the matrix is apparent 
from the first and last terms in eqns.(20.6) and (20.9), respectively; i.e., these operations do not 
produce a new form, they are just convenient. However, we notice that the transpose sign on the 
matrix must be added when the inner transpose is done. This is a consequence of the definition 
of the outer transpose being not to add the transpose sign, yet to be compatible. The result is 
that stretching to a column is not symmetric to stretching to a row, rather its transpose. But in 
any case, we obtain two forms of stretched rows and two forms of stretched columns, allowing all 
possible freedom. 
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~b 
- -a  Ab 
,b  
al l  a12 
.b  
aJa21 a22J 
- -a  Ab 
,b  
- -a  Ab 
.b 
[all a12] 
,b 
ala21 a22 I 
Table 1. 
Tb 1 
a a l l  
,.b 
, Ta 
°~1 I°~ 
* Ta 
a22 I 
Tb 
X a AT - - T a  
- -b  
, Ta 
.b  .b  
loll °1~11a~1 °2~ I 
A b 
Ta  
_ _  a 
~-vTb 
, Ta 
la l l  a2l 1 
J * Ta 
b a12 a22 ] 
,b  
, Ta * Ta 
a22 ] 
wTb 
A T 
- - T a  
A T 
Ta  
b 
, Ta  
(20.6) 
(20.7) 
(20.8) 
(20.9) 
_ _  a --Tb ~--~ T b 
- -a  A T 
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In the end, we don't  have to indicate the formal operations of eqns.(20.1), (20.2), (20.4), 
and (20.5) any more, but simply use the stretched form. 
Note also that in eqns.(20.6), (20.7), (20.8), and (20.9) the matrix elements are indicated as 
values of the initial posed matrix, not their names, because in each differently posed form the 
elements have different names. If the initially posed matrix has already a transpose sign, then 
this must be transposed as well according to the rules. As an example, let us stretch all 8 possible 
different forms of an unsymmetric tensor K in skew base q into a column and into a row in the 
same sequence of outer transpose, inner transpose, outer transpose, inner transpose as shown in 
Table 2. 
Tab le  2. 
__Tb  a 
- -a  - -Tb  
-~a KT  K b :=~ ~ ~ K b =:~ K T 
- -  Ta  
- -Ta  - -  b 
__  Tb  _ _  Ta  
--T~ --RTa KTTb 
K b K b 
- -a  - -  b 
__b  a 
- -a  -~a  
K___ T b =~ =~ -ff-~ b =~ K T b ~ K T 
- - T a  
- -  Ta - -  Tb  
__  b __Ta  
- -Ta  " -~Ta  K----- 7 b 
K Tb ~ :;~ ==~ K Tb ~ KTa 
- -a  - -Tb  
Tb __  a 
T a - -Tb  KT __  
K b ~ -K -wa ~ K ~ b ~ KT~ 
- -Ta  - -  b 
_ _  Tb 
K TTa  
__  Ta  
- - T a  "~Tb 
K T b ==~ ::~ :=~ K T b =:~ K____ a 
- -a  - -  b 
__b  __a  
a -Kb K T K T ~ -~  a ::~ ~ =:~ K T a 
Tb - - T b  - -  
- -  Ta  - -  Tb  
__  b __Ta  
- -ma KTTa  - -  b K T ~ ~ K ~ K T ~ K 
Tb - -Tb  - -a  
- -  a - -Tb  
Choosing a particular stretched configuration we may write the invariant forms of eqn.(18.18) 
and (18.27) as 
Km -~-m __  "" m • + M m u = Zm'  (20.10) 
m m 
- -e  " 'e  K +M (2o.111 
e e 
respectively, which have the same form as the corresponding tensor equations. 
Finding the meanings of the stretched matrices from Table 2, it seems as if K r can have two 
meanings, which are distinguished in Table 1 by K a and Kb, and this distinction is not visible 
- -b  - -a  
any more if a = b. But tracing the operations by eqns.(20.2) and (20.4) shows that they are the 
same if a = b; therefore, the stretched matrix symbols are unique. 
- -Ta  - -b  
Not so are the multiplications. As soon as a matrix from an expression K 5 • u is stretched, 
then multiplication must be incorporated in the stretching operations of eqns.(20.1) and (20.2). 
- -Ta  - -b  
The stretched form from the outer partial transpose of K b • u is from eqn.(20.2) 
outer partial transpose of __K b • u = b 
a 
[K___v _ - -b  , K_  _" u b] K___b - -b  h,a!  " "1£ - -h ,a  9~ ~ • U 
a 
wb 
from which it is clear what K b • u 
a 
means. 
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- -Ta  
On the other hand the stretched form from the inner partial transpose of K b 
eqn.(20.4) is 
65 
- -b  
• u from 
- -Ta  --b [K..I- ] --b 
inner partial transpose of K b • u = a • u 
b 
- [  KT-a,bl "ubl ~- KT  a,b2 "ub2] = KT  U a 
b 
which clarifies the exact meaning of K .  ~-b. But the problem is that  the distinction between 
- -b  
the two operations is only indicated by the different base symbols a and b, where a and ra  also 
- - r  
count as different base symbols. When the expression is in only one base, a -- b, as in K v • u , 
- -T  
the muliplication is not clearly defined, unless the tensor matrix is symmetric. 
For such distinction, we apply two rules which may be used alternatively according to the 
situation: 
1. If the scalar product is with the inner row-bar, it is indicated by a •, if it is with the outer 
row-bar, it is indicated by a o. 
- -r i  - - r  
Kv i 'u  -K  .u  (20.12) - -  - -W ' 
- - r j  - - ? "  
K "u  -K  ou  . (20.13) 
- - I ' j  - - r  
2. Append the affected base symbols with tensor indices. 
g ] - - r i  
• u rl + __Kr,r2-u v2 ------ K "u  (20.14) r,rl - - r  ' 
- - r i  
• -= K • u (20.15) ' - -~r j  
r 
where the tensor index overrides compatible base symbols so that  certain equalities can be ex- 
pressed. In all cases, the sequence as in matrix algebra must be kept. If the tensor matrix is 
symmetric, the multiplication of the elements is not the same but the result is, and then also no 
distinction is necessary. 
By the same method, the product of a row by a matrix is stretched 
outer partial transpose of u - - 'Va  
inner partial transpose of u 
- -Ta  
gb--Ta : [t(b,al .ual  .q - Kb,a2.Ua2] = Kb ' -~a  o 
- -a  
--Tagv [ KT  a,bl --a ' - -a ,b2  KT  "-ua] - -KT ' -aa  • _ _ h  ~-  • U 21, 
b 
The products when the matrix is stretched to a column, become 
- -a  - -Tb  
outer partial transpose of KTb • u 
- -a  - -Tb  
inner partial transpose of  /£n-b " U 
__b  
- -a  
=Ub'K  , 
a 
: "ll, b 'g  -?b , 
__b 
- -0 .  - -a  
outer partial transpose of ~ • ___K.rb = --au • K , 
• K'r  b . • u inner partial transpose of --~u K.rb = --~ 
2g-LI-F 
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The same rules apply to space notation, defining the expressions 
- -a  - -a  -~  --~ ~ --4 
• ,K   o ,etc. 
--C a ~a - -a  - -a  
The stretched forms of the space tensor matrix, or transformation matrix, become 
__Tb  __  a __b  
--~-b : : :~ETa '  Eb  ' ~a  "~Tb - -Ta  - -a  ~a.  , o1" E_ b ~ Eo or __ETb 
- -  b - -Ta  - -b  
The stretched form of the metric assumes the form 
__a  
- -Ta  - -a  - -a  
E ~E or E ~E , 
- -a  - -a  - -Ta  
a 
which correspond to gij and g~3 of tensor notation, respectively. The transformation of column 
to row and vice versa becomes then 
_E .~ -~ =_u,  
- -a  
__a  
~ a - -a  ?.t • - - - -  U , - -a  
remembering that the metric matrix is symmetric, and therefore, the multiplication sequence 
doesn't have to be indicated. These forms are useful to show the connection between the tensor 
notation and the tensor matrix notation. 
The stretched form of the identity transformation matrix becomes 
_ _  a _ _ T a  _ _  
- - a  - -Ta  -~a - -  
E ~ E = = I - -a  
= E = I. => ETa --a 
a Ta  
--+ 
To stretch a tensor K by outer partial transpose in the product -..+ 
TC 
- -a  - -b  - -a  ~a 
A b 'K  c -  =_~L ~ (20.16) 
--4 
requires the outer expansion of A into a 4 th order tensor 
• K = ~b Ab - - c  " ==~ 
c 
TC 
_% Nb,Tcl ] 
= --~Ab.~b,Tc2 
Ab 
__TC __TC TC 2 ~ .N b =Z ° 
~--b  
T¢ 
(2o.17) 
where all the indices are determined by compatible multiplication and the form of the result. 
By eqn.(20.17), the expansion of ~ is  defined. It is a hyperdiagonal 7 multiplied by the hyper- 
- -a  
scalar A b . Of course it is easy enough to write out the linear equations implied by eqn.(20.16) and 
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to collect the coefficients of the tensor matrix elements of K; therefore, eqn.(20.16) can simply 
be read as the consistent notation for just such a coefficient matrix. 
The base symbols are compatible, but even without them, the sequence of multiplications are 
defined by the sequence of inner and outer vector bars. If the expression is in one base only, then 
the base symbols are not sufficient o indicate the required expansion of the tensor A .  In that 
case, the additional tensor indices are appended, i.e., in Cartesian base 
_ s j  _ s j  _s j  
- -  - -  s ---~ s . -~  s * -~  s 
-A  ~ • K ~ = L =*  = 
- - s  - - s  - - s  - - s i  
- -  s j  
This is not the same as the tensor notation would be, because the repeated index j across the 
• sign means a contraction, while the third index j indicates only the matching symmetric part, 
which is not allowed in tensor notation. We assume that the double letter indices s j  and s i  are 
not going to be confused with single letter tensor indices j and i. 
The difference with tensor notation is due to the fact that in tensor notation the expression 
would be 
: 
with the same result but the tensor matrix A not expanded. Actually the tensor notation indicates 
a much more effective multiplication, avoiding the unecessary repetition of A and the empty 
spaces in the expanded matrix, corresponding to the same operation in matrix algebra using 
hyperelements. But the use of hyperelements in matrix algebra requires brackets, destroying 
the conventional meaning of matrix quantities. It is merely a matter to convert the required 
multiplications into a matrix operation with scalar elements that the new notation accomplishes. 
If the expanded matrix is also used in tensor notation, the tensor expression would become 
: n , 
--I 
which does not indicate how the expansion of the matrix A is constructed from the matrix. 
Once the expansion is done, we go even one step further and write the larger matrices again 
with single vector bars but indicating the larger dimensions, as 
__TC __TC __TC 
TC 
- -TCXa - -Tcxb  
-- AT~xb = L 
Applying the stretching of the matrix multiplication of eqn.(20.16) to a transformation equa- 
tion, we obtain 
__Tc  T C  T C  
_E b .K  = =~E b .K  = (20.18) 
- -C  - -C  
TC 
- -TCXa - -TcxD --~TCXa 
- -  E cx b . K = . (20.19) 
Not quite similar is the operation to stretch a tensor K by inner partial transpose in the 
product 
__Tc  - -a - -b  --a ~a 
A b-_K c=_cL ~ . (20.20) 
--* 4t h The inner expansion of A into a order tensor is done by exposing the details of the multipli- 
cation as follows. 
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Ab ] I _cbl] 
A b __c  = A,~21 Ab a2 " Kcb2  
[ A~l 'Kcbl  + Abal'Kc b2 ] 
[ A~l -K--'-fTc'bl al.'-g-"-fTc'b2 + Ab2 
- -~Tc,bl  a2 . -~Tc ,b2  
A'~21 • + Ab2 
__  a b a 
- -  TC  TC 
=-- __ATe . -g  -Y  = K T Tc  (20.21) 
- -b  
where again all the indices are determined by compatible multiplication and the form of the 
--4. 
result. By eqn.(20.18) the expansion of E is defined. It is a hypermatrix of diagonal matrices 
consisting of a single scalar times _I. 
The matrix equation with single larger dimensional matrices become 
__  a _ _  b __  a 
- -  b 
~.×sc. Fb×sc= zO×T~ 
=-- - -bxTc 
Applying the stretching of the matrix multiplication of eqn.(20.21) to a transformation equa- 
tion, we obtain 
__  a _ _  b _ _  a 
- -a  - -b  - -a  - -TC  
E b • K c = K c =:~ ETa-K--VIe = K--vTc (20.22) 
- -  b 
- -aXTC - -bxTc  ~aXTC 
--= Ebxs .K  = (20.23) 
The previous operations can be changed easily to the partial transpose stretching the matrix 
to a row, by simply totally transposing those equations. The following expressions are obtained, 
after exchanging the base symbols to adapt to the given expression 
__Ta  
- -a  - -b  - -a  ~ b 
gb'--cA = --eL =~ K b • A_c = --eL (20.24) 
- -Ta  - -  Ta  - -Ta  
- -Taxb  
-K . raxb 'Asa×c = LTaXc, (20.251 
which can be shown to coincide with the result of a detailed analysis as done before, verifying 
that the symbols are consistent. The corresponding transformation equation is 
__Ta  
- -a  - -b  - -a  ~ b 
K b .E  c -  = __g c =~K b .E_c = __g c (20.26) 
- -Ta  - -  Ta - -Ta  
- -TaXb 
---- K Taxb " ETaxc  = gTaxc"  (20 .27)  
Finally, the inner partial transpose stretching the matrix to a row produces 
__  b 
__.~.~b = ~a=~KS .~Ta  = L s (20.28) 
- -C  - -C  Ta  - -Ta  - - T a  
- -  b - -  c - -  c --bxTa 
K T " A = L T (20.29) 
bxTa - -CXTa  - -CX TO,' 
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and the corresponding transformation equation 
b 
- - ° .  ~b - - °  --Ta KT (20.30) Kb --c = K =>K TTo 'ET~ = ~ 
b - -  c c 
- -bxTa  
-: K T .E  = K r (20.31) 
bxT°  - -CXTa  CXTa" 
Even with all these equations not all combinations that may occur are exhausted, as we demon- 
strate by the following problem, where the unknown tensor matrix X_~_b must be determined from 
the matrix equation 
o 
This equation cannot be solved by applying ordinary matrix algebra with the given matrices, 
but the equations can be written by expanding the unknown matrix into a column vector of 
unknowns. The notation of the expanded matrices is not going to be clear due to the repeated 
base symbols; therefore, tensor indices i and j are appended 
_ o ,  Zb +Xb 'Bb =C b 
The first term is stretched with the outer partial transpose according to eqn,(20.17) 
__  Tb  __  Tb 
--~a - -a i  - -a "xa i  
__ai " Z b ~ Aa i  
- -  Tb 
None of the previous formulas is available to stretch the matrix Xs  of the second term into the 
same column; therefore, the term is transposed first and then stretched with the inner partial 
transpose according to eqn.(20.21) 
__  Tb3 
• gb J  " ' 
Tbj 
which supplies an additional formula 
__TC __Tb  __Ta  
- -Tb  
The expanded matrix equation is now 
- + B" .X  ° 
bj Tb j J  
(20.32) 
Had the bases all been the same, some more additional tensor symbols would have to be intro- 
duced. 
The linear relation between stress and strain tensors contains a 4 th  order tensor, written in 
tensor notation as 
T O = C~-S  kl 
with contravariant stress and strain tensors T 'J and S m, respectively, which correspond to 
stretched column tensor matrices in matrix tensor notation. Let the stress and strain tensors be 
78 - -8  
given in Cartesian base as _ s and _S s" The stretched tensor matrices are 
__8 __8 
- -8  8 ~ I8  - -8  
Ts :vT  S =~S,  - -  - -8  
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where the transpose has fallen away due to the Cartesian base. The stress strain relation is then 
in matrix form 
__8  __8  __8  
Ts _ Us. ~8.  (20.33) 
- - - -8  
8 
If any transformation to another base a must be made, generally skew, then the stress and strain 
tensors are T and S ,  respectively, and the corresponding stretched forms are - -a  - -  
__Ta  __Ta  
- -a  po - °  2" T o S o - -a  ~ - -a  
The matrix form of stress strain relation in base a becomes 
__Ta  __Ta  T a  
T~ -U  a "2a  (20.34) - - -a  
Ta  
- -8  - -a  
With the transformation matrices --aE and _E 8' the transformation of the stretched stress tensor 
is 
- -a  - -a  - -8  - -8  
T =E .T  .E  
- -a  - -8  - -8  - -a  
- -a  - -8  
=E -T  , 
- -8  - -a  
- -Ta  - -8  
= E "T T 
- -8  - - 8  
__Ta  __S __Ta  
- -  - - 8  
8 
- -a  - -a  - -8  
T =E .T 
- -a  - -8  - -a  
__Ta  __Ta  __Ta  
T o ~o T 8 
- -8  
Ta  o] 
- -8  
- -Ta  
__Ta  __8 
8 
..-.•Taxa - -8Xs  
=~ - -8X8 " T .~ 
where tensor indices have been necessary for distinction, but remembering that the symmetry of 
- -TaXa 
the tensor matrices is lost in skew base. Comparing the new transformation matrix E with 
- -8X8  
the  tensor- l ike t rans format ion  equat ion  
__  T a  __8  
~a - -Ta  - -0 ,  8 
=E oE  -T  
- -8  - -8  
then it is clear that 
__Ta  
-~a - -Ta  - -a  
=E oE 
- -8  - -8  - -8  
8 
which can in fact be verified by simply multiplying out 
Ta  
[E 8 °~ °] 
8 
~Ta __.9 
__~ __8  T 
8 8 
and comparing matrix elements. 
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With the larger transformation matrix of the stretched tensor matrix, the transformation of
the 4 th order tensor becomes 
__Ta  __Ta  __s  __s  
C"  =E~ .C~.E~ (20.35) 
- -a  - -8  - -8  - -a  
Ta  8 8 Ta  
To escape all further notation of stretched tensor matrices and their transformations with 
hypermatrices, we can at one stage simply define new vectors and tensors of higher dimension 
but lower order as long as we don't want to have stretched tensor matrices in mixed bases. That  
is, we may define new vectors tt ,  ss ,  and a new tensor CC such that 
- -8  - -8X8  
t t  -- t 
- -S  - -8X8  
88  ~ S 
- -8X8 8 
CC =- C 
- - 8  - -SXS  ' 
8 - -SX8  
EE - E 
- - a  - -axa  
(20.36) 
and then carry out all the necessary operations with exactly the same Matrix Tensor Notation as 
before with up to second order tensors, remembering that the notation is good for any dimension. 
This applies as well to other 2 nd order 6-dimensional tensors that may be defined, such as a 
combined force-moment vector and its translation matrix, which is partly defined by a translation 
theorem in [29], and the corresponding 6 × 6 equations of mechanics that will result if the force 
and moment equations are combined in this manner. 
To end this section on partial transpose, we immediately recognize that it is much more compli- 
cated than tensor notation: first, because of the double dimensional tensors, and second, because 
of the transpose. Also the inclusion of higher order tensors made the addition of tensor indices 
necessary. The question whether the Matrix Tensor Notation is then still useful, depends perhaps 
not so much on what the complications are but what we want to accomplish. Matrix tensor no- 
tation doesn't have any particular advantages in a single base; therefore, one complication is due 
to the recognition of different bases while still recognizing tensor names, which tensor notation 
cannot do. For this purpose, we might do the the addition of tensor symbols the other way round, 
i.e., add base symbols to tensor notation. But if we want to write the tensor equations as matrix 
equations, then the difficulty of distinguishing between covariant and contravariant requires all 
the complications we have presented. If the user decides that Matrix Tensor Notation is too com- 
plicated for higher order tensors, then there is still the large field of second order tensors where it 
is useful; the occasional occurrence of a higher order relation like the stress-strain relationship is 
then perhaps not too much a price to pay, considering the advantage of jumping back to 2 nd order 
as proposed by the equivalence qns. (20.36). 
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21. CURVED SKEW COORDINATES 
For the purpose of demonstration, we use the 2-dimensional space with Cartesian x, y coor- 
dinates as shown in Fig.14. There are many reasons why curved coordinates are used which 
does not concern us here in the discussion of the notation. Let there be functions ~(x, y) and 
r/(x, y) which are geometrically interpreted as surfaces of constant values ~, 77. In 3 dimensions, 
the constant ~, r/values describe curved surfaces; in n-dimensional space, they are subspaces of 
n - 1 dimensions called generalized surfaces, on which one variable has a constant value. The 
subspaces cross in lines, which are 1-dimensional subspaces in any n-dimensional space, and only 
one variable actually varies along such a line. In a higher-dimensional space, n - 1-dimensional 
subspaces are generalized surfaces, while lines are 1-dimensional subspaces. In 2-dimensional 
space, therefore, surfaces and lines happen to be the same. Having realized this, the appropriate 
generalizations from the 2-dimensional figures can be made. 
The lines in Fig.14(a) are meant o be the coordinate lines, which we may regard as a projection 
of the lines in 3-dimensional or higher-dimensional space. The unitary bases derived from them 
are shown at points A and B. In Fig.14(b) the coordinate surfaces are shown, only in 2 dimensions 
they look like lines as in the figure, which we may regard as a crossection of 3-dimensional or 
higher-dimensional space; the hatching indicating surfaces. The reciprocal unitary bases derived 
from them are shown at the same points A and B. 
,, er/  
B --. 
e , ~  { _e 
A 
(a) Coordinate lines 
Unitary bases 
- Surfaces en 
\ 
e~ 77 - Surfaces 
(b) Coordinate surfaces 
Reciprocal unitary bases 
Figure 14. Unitary bases. 
What follows is practically a generalization of Section 12 (Part I) to skew curved coordinates. 
The special cases of skew but rectilinear and uniform coordinates and of curvilinear orthogonal 
coordinates are not discussed separately. All simplifications that occur can readily be inferred 
and are well known, and do not require any extra symbols in our Matrix Tensor Notation beyond 
the ones introduced for the general case. 
At any point x, y the values of coordinates are collected in an array 
s I ql 
s x - ( ( re . l )  
Y ~ 
S n qn 
These are not vector arrays, and although they may be called algebraic vectors according to 
Section 1 (Part I), we will call them coordinate columns, or simply coordinates, to prevent any 
confusion. The name of the skew coordinates has been chosen q as customary in Analytical 
Dynamics for abstract generalized n-dimensional coordinates. Consider the values at a point A 
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in Fig.14(a), -qA, and at point B, qs ,  then the difference qB -- qA is meaningless as a measure 
of distance between the points. Therefore, q cannot be a line vector; there is not a unique base 
in which q could be any vector array in this coordinate system at both points A and B. The 
column s ,  however, is like a very special coordinate column inasmuch as ss  - SA  does represent 
the linevector from A to B like components in Cartesian base. In our previous notation, the 
---4 ---~ 
position vector was called s, and if the Cartesian base aligned with the x ,y  axes is __Es, then 
- -8  
the position vector array is s , see Section 9 (Part I). The special relation between Cartesian 
coordinates and the position vector from eqn.(55) (Part I) is repeated here for convenience 
8 
s = s , (21.2) 
where 
- -8  
s= E-~ • s (21.3) ~8 
- -  - -8  
At any point s, or position s , let's say point B in Fig.14(a), there may be any vector 
v = E . Such a vector is perceived to be located at the single point B only, and not 
- -8  
reaching to any other point, its dimension would not be length anyway. The "length" in graphical 
diagrams, at arbitrary scale, is not a length in space. This is where the position vector s is special, 
as it is associated with both points, from where and to where it is measured. 
The relation between Cartesian base and Cartesian coordinates i shown in Fig.15(a), where 
the column base 
E = [ j J z ,  = ,~y - (21.4) 
- 8  
and generally in n-dimensional space 
--~ ~ 
E = [ Je l ,  e2 " "en = . . . . . . . . .  
- -8 Ids  1, ds  2, ds,~ 
L 
ds  
= - - : .  (21.5)  
ds  
These equations are the same as eqn.(57) (Part I) in more detail. The use of partial and total 
differential symbols is explained in [51]. Using the relations in eqns.(21.2) and (21.3), we find all 
the special expressions 
ds  ds  8 
ds  ds  
ds  
- -=E "--'4 
ds 
ds  ds  8 
ds  ds  
d-~8 - -8  
- E = _7, (21 .6 )  
ds  s - - s  
(21.7)  
= ~___s. (21.8) 
21.1. Un i ta ry  Base 
The well-known definition of unitary base is analog to eqn.(21.5), as shown in Fig.15(b). Choos- 
ing tangents to the coordinate lines, direction vectors e~ and e n are defined and collected into a 
column base as 
= ,e ,  Lee eq 
or generally, 
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E = eql, eq2, , " 'eq ,~ = dq 2 dq n d-q --q dq 1 , , = - -  (21.10) 
This is the unitary base in our notation. It is a generalization of eqn.(59) (Part I). 
---4 
A Unitary base E is shown at Point A in Fig.14(a). It is generally skew, has nonunit base - -q  
---4 
vectors, and varies w.r.t, position; i.e., another unitary base E at point B in Fig.14(a) is different - -q  
from the one at A. 
z x+ dx 
_.4 
Os 
s dy Os 
dz  
s ~:.V 
y -t- uy 
(a) Cartesian coordinates 
4+ d~ 
(b) Skew curved coordinates 
Figure 15. Tangent bases. 
The transformation to skew base is defined according to Section 15.4 
E =E .E  
- -q  - - s  - -q  
Defining the transformation matrix ___~, and using eqns.(21.4) and (21.10), we get 
_8  ds  ds  ds  
E ~ - -  ° ---4 
-~ ds d~ d~ 
-1  
- -8  ds  ~qq 
(21.11) 
(21.12) 
(21.13) 
The derivatives are Jacobian matrices according to Section 11 (Part I), which in this 2-dimensional 
0x cOx 
d~ dr] 
cOy cOy 
d~ drl 
(21.14) 
dq 
ds 
example are 
a~ a~ 
dx dy 
077 Or] 
dx dy 
ds  
dq 
From eqn.(21.9), the reciprocal base can be obtained by the inverse derivative 
~q_ dq 
_._1, ---4 
ds 
= -~q . -E  8 
using eqn. (21.11) . Note that the derivative w.r.t, to s can be expressed 
d d ds  d 
_~0=__0 ._  == _(1.~8 
ds ds  ds ds  
(21.15) 
(21.16) 
(21.17) 
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d dq dO -Eq (21.18) 
=-=0" -= = - - ' _+ 
dq ds dq 
The reciprocal bases are shown in Fig.14(b). They are also skew, have nonunit base vectors, 
and are different between any two points A and B. It is apparent in the figure that the directions 
of the base vectors of the reciprocal bases are normal to the surfaces of constant ~ and r~. This 
-_-+ 
can be shown by the derivation of a base from the gradient. The gradient of any function ~( s ), 
--+ d~ and similar for the ----4, or 7(s  ), is defined in our notation as in Section 11 (Part I), g rad(  - s 
function r/. Having two rowvectors, they can be collected to a base 
where 
grad, rl e_+ ~
= r q (21.19) 
dq 
- _+, (21.20) 
ds 
and from comparing the vector derivatives, it is clear that this is indeed the inverse of base Eq, 
-~q.-~ = dq ds 
- -~"  - -7 .  
- q  ds dq - 
Mathematically different bases are defined by eqns.(21.9) and (21.15), and either one can be 
used in any application; the explanations from Figs.14 and 15 are merely to give the mathematical 
definition a corresponding geometrical meaning. To know that coordinates q are curved, it must 
be known that s are Cartesian coordinates, or at least the metric of the base Es (s  ) must be 
known. The u_+nitary and reciprocal unitary bases can then be expressed in Cartesian components 
by replacing s in the definitions of eqns.(21.10) and (21.15) by s s = -- s, which become then the 
transformation matrices in eqns.(21.11) and (21.16). 
At any one point, the metric of unitary base according to definition in Section 15.3 is 
---> - -Tq  - - s  
-E~q =-E  ~q. E = E . E 
- -q  ~ - -q  - - s  - -q  
referred to space or a Cartesian base, respectively. If the base is orthogonal, it is customary to 
use normalized base vectors to express calar components. We will introduce normalized bases 
even for a skew unitary base for the purpose of demonstrating the generality of formulas. In 
orthogonal coordinates, we have the choice of constructing the normalized base from the posed 
base or from the reciprocal base by two different ransformations. The one base is the inverse 
and transpose of the other, therefore, geometrically the same. In skew coordinates, the two bases 
normalized by this method are skew and neither inverses nor transposes of each other, and the 
Matrix Tensor Notation will have to distinguish between them. 
21.2. Unit Tangent Base 
To  construct a normalized base f rom a posed unitary base, we  use the scale factor diagonal 
matr ix  h f rom eqn.(58) (Part I), and define the single scale factors hi by the ratio of 10s I/dqi. 
This scale factor corresponds to the distances between coordinate lines in Fig.14(a). Let the 
name of the unit base be h, then the unitary base vectors are in terms of unit base vectors 
e~ ---- eh l  . hz, e,7 = eh2 .h2, - . .  eq i  = eh+ " h i ,  " "  , 
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which becomes a transformation equation like eqn.(58), 
E =E h. h .  (21.21) - -q  
To construct the diagonal matrix h ,  the scale factors are determined from the diagonal terms of 
the metric 
-h = diag 
The base h has unit base vectors but is skew and corresponds to the skew base E - -q  
- -h  - -Th  
Section 15.1. It has the inverse E and the transpose E_, , 
(21.22) 
of Fig.S(a) of 
- -  - - ' rh  
~h = -h. Eq ~Tq h" E (21.23) 
Actually, the scale factor h is the tensor matrix of an affine deformation tensor H, corresponding 
to the deformation tensor ~ of Section 17, here in the relation 
=H.E. 
and a transformation matrix, where 
- -  - -q  - -h  - -h  
h=H = H h = E 
21.3. Un i t  Normal  Base 
Eq corresponding to EP of Fig.8(d) of The normalized base from the reciprocal unitary base __,, --~
Section 15.1, will have to have another name, for which we choose g, normal to Eq, with scale 
factors gj = I grad qJl such that 
therefore, 
_ Eg (21.24) 
with the diagonal matrix g whose elements are other scale factors consisting of Igrad q~l. To 
construct the diagonal matrix _g, the scale factors are determined from the diagonal terms of the 
inverse metric 
Eq , 
which of course is only the inverse of _ if the coordinates q are orthogonal. The base g is also 
skew and has the inverse --gE and the transpose _ETg, 
E = E .g ' ,  E = E Tg .g .  (21.26) - -g  - -q  __  - - - rq  - -  _ _  
The scale factor matrix ~ can be interpreted to be the tensor matrix of another affine deformation 
.--+ 
tensor G in the relation 2
E =G.E  - -g  ~ - -q  
2Confusion of this tensor should not occur with the velocity gradient G used later. 
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and a transformation matrix, where 
- -Gq  = Gg = Eq . (21.27) __ - -q  - -g  - -g  
Contrary to unitary base, there are no variables h and g from which the unit bases can be 
derived, generally no such variables can be constructed in curvilinear coordinates. 
__E h is the collection of unit base vectors denoted by el ,e2,e3 in [27], 61,~2,~3 and called 
covariant unit vectors in [23], and hi are the same as the customary scale factors, although 
rarely used in tensor analysis texts, but rather in treatises on curvilinear coordinates in vector 
analysis [27]. E J is the collection of unit base vectors denoted by El ,  E2, E3 in [27]. 
--* ~q 
The unitary base vectors E and their reciprocal -~ , are indicated by a i ,  ~i, respectively, [27], - -q  
el,  e2, es, e 1, e 2, e 3 [12], al ,  a2, as, a 1, a 2, a 3 [23], but mostly by g~, gJ [2,26], which is consistent 
with the name g of the metric. In our notation, the consistency between the name of the metric 
- -Th  - -Tg  
and base vectors is preserved by having _E h and E as metric for bases h and g, respectively, - -g  
see also Section 15.3. 
We call --Eh the tangent unit base and E_J the normal unit base, which corresponds to covariant 
and contravariant unit bases; but the reciprocal bases  ~h and E are not units. ----+ - -g  
Each of the unit bases can be transformed to Cartesian base as well, which for orthogonal 
coordinates defines a rotation matrix, by: 
- - s  ---, - - s  d s -~h h. = -h  . d q , 
E h = ES .E  h = E .h  "i = - - .h  "1 = E_~ -E = h . -E  q 
- -q  - -  , - ,  ' - - s  - - s  s - -  
dq ds  
- - *  - - ,  - -  d s - -  -~  g =-~g. -~ = g-  ' " -~  q = g-  ' d q 
-~8 = -~8.  E = E " g = - - "  g '  - - ,  - ,  - - s  - -  8 " - :  
- -g  ~ - -g  - -q  - -  dq  - -  ds  
The scale factors in the diagonal matrices are usually employed to transform unitary scalar 
components to unit-based scalar components by 
- -h  
v = _-E" v q , (21 .28)  
v = v • g. (21.29) - -g  - -q  - -  
- -g  
In skew coordinates, the vectors v h and v are not unit-based, and in orthogonal coordinates 
components o fv  h, v h, v and -g  v are all the same. - -g  
-..-+ 
All the transformation laws for skew base of Sections 15.1 to 15.7 apply to the unitary base E - -q  
and the normalized bases of this section, the only difference being that, in previous ections, the 
skew base was not derived from coordinates, 
--~ - -q  ~ --+ - -h  ---* ~ - -g  
v = E .v  , v = E .v  v = E .v  - -q  h ~ - -g  
~. -~ -9  ~.~ - -q  q - -h  h.  
V = 73 . -~q ~h --4 - -q  ---> , V = V h "~ , V = V "Eg  
v .E  v = v .E  , Vh  = h '  V = v 'E  - -q  -~  - -q  - -g  --~ - -g  
_ ,  --g (21.30) - - s  - -h  ~-s  
v ~ = -ES"vq  v ~ = Eh 'V  = E "v  - -g  
-q  -~q -~ -h  -h  _~ -9  -~  v ~ V -~ "V  , V = S "v  ~ v = • 
- -8  - -8  - -8  
v = v . -~q -~" - - s  - -q  s ' V s = V- - -h"  s ' V s = V . -Eg  . . . .  g - -8  
- -8  - -8  - -8  
v = v "E  , v_h = v "E__ v = v "E  
- -q  - - s  - -q  - - s  h '  - -g  - - s  - -g  
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Similarly, all transformation laws of tensors in these bases are given by the equations of Sec- 
tion 15.7. 
In the remainder of this section, we will use the base name a to include all three bases and 
their reciprocals, unitary _Eq , tangent un i t  E h , and normal unit Eg__+ to express their common 
transformation properties. 
But there is a question whether the transformation of the position vector 
8 = s = E "S 
- - -4 - -8  
(21.31) 
can be allowed. The problem is that the base E varies along s. Consequently, a distance 
- -OL  - -Or  
between A and B cannot be expressed in base a by s A - -  8 B, because ach vector has actually a 
different base, expressed explicitly by SA (A) 
--e(B) 
- s s . Eqn.(21.2) expresses the special property 
of Cartesian coordinates, that the coordinate colummn and the vector array are the same. Also 
- -8  - -8  - -  
the line vector from A to B, s B - SA = S B - -  SA. This is not so with the coordinates q, which 
are always associated with the point given by the coordinates ~, ~ only, not at the same time with 
the origin (~ = 0, r / = 0). But compare this to the special case where a vector v = f ( s  ). The 
- -4  - . .+  
vector VB is located at point B only, and by association, the position vector s may be thought o 
be associated with the end point B only. By the same argument, we restrict the meaning of s ~ 
to be a vector array associated with the point given by the coordinates ~, ~ only, not at the same 
time with the origin (~ = 0, 77 = 0). 
__+ 
At this stage, some clarification about the use of the position vector s may be in order. To 
- -8  
indicate a position in curved coordinates, the vector s is replaced by the coordinate column q. 
The finite distance vector is required only in rigid body dynamics, for which skew but rectilinear 
uniform coordinates may be used, where s ~ is the position vector. Curved coordinates are applied 
in continuum mechanics where the distance vector is not required. In continuum mechanics we 
deal with forces but not with moments about a distant point. If there is really a need to calculate 
a finite distance vector between curved coordinates q s and q A, then we must transform to linear 
coordinatesss -- SA = E B)  -- S (qA  • 
- -8  
21.4. D i f ferent ia l  Pos i t ion  Vector  
Differentiating eqn.(21.3), or following the details of Fig.15(a), the differential vector ds  can 
be expressed in terms of the differential Cartesian coordinates 
ds= E .ds  = E .ds .  
- -8  - -8  
(21.32) 
The differential dq is considered to be a quantity between the positions given by the coordinates q 
---4 - -4  ~ - - '4  
and q + d-q, or by the position vectors and s + ds,  and as ds  ---* 0 it seems from Fig.15(b) that 
d q indicates~ a straight line_at one specified position in space. We want to use it as a linevector 
from point s at coordinates q, to point s + ds  at coordinates -q + dq-. Note that eqn.(21.9) may 
be interpreted as an equation for the differential vector 
ds=E .dq , (21.33) - -q  
which satisfies our heuristic requirement. In words: dq are the components of ds  measured in 
- -+  
base q. The reason why this works in contrast o the finite coordinates i that E --, Constant - -q  
as ds  ---, O. Now we must not get carried away with base symbols because ds  # E • ds  q, or - -q  
generally, ds# E .  ds  ~. The problem is that base x differential column ¢ differential (base 
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x column) in curved coordinates. The differential ds  ~ is not the differential vector E a. ds ,  
the differential sign cannot be carried over in a base transformation like a constant in curved 
coordinates. To comply with the meaning of the differential sign, we define 
but ¢E_,a. [ s ( -q+d-q) -s (q ) ]  
with the restricted meaning of s ~. We find then that the quantity ds  a is defined only to be 
consistent in our notation, but it is pretty useless. This is due to the fact that ds  a may be zero 
when dq  is not. Therefore, it may happen that if ds  a is used in a derivative, a singular matrix 
will result. In fact, it will be shown that ds  a is not a vector, in the sense of a vector array. The 
same principle as eqn.(21.34) applies to any vector v , 
dv~=v~(-q+d-q) -  v~ (-q) (21.35) 
but ¢ ~_,a. [v  (-q -t- dq) - v(-q)]  . 
We conclude: The differential line vector in unitary base or normalized bases a cannot be ex- 
pressed by the base symbol - -a ,  but instead can he expressed with the differential coordinate 
column dq, by a transformation of eqn.(21.33) 
ds= E h .  h .dq  = E . g-l .dq  . (21.36) 
- -  - - g  
We express the differential vector ds in base a by a notation with brackets, defined as 
ds= E • s , = 21.37 
- -o  
and the differential vector dv in base a as 
dv= E • (dv) ~,  - ~  = -E~.dv  . (21.38) 
- -  0~ - - -4  
Eqn.(21.33), transformed to Cartesian base, shows that differentials of columns are related like 
the transformation of vectors 
therefore, 
m 
ds=-~S . d-q dq  = -Eq . ds"  (21.39) 
~ q  ' - -S  ' 
(ds)  q : "Eq. ds  = d-q 
S 
but ~ h  
(ds)  _ .-~h . - - (~q h . dq  
- - q  - -  , 
(ds)  g -~-Eg . ' -~  q : g-~ .dq  . - -q 
Immediately the question comes up, if q is a function q'(s), then 
(21.40) 
(21.41) 
(21.42) 
dq= d__qq .ds  = __dq. ds  s ' (21.43) 
ds  ds  
which we find coincides with the transformation of the differential vectors from eqn.(21.33). 
Therefore, ds  and dq- are vector arrays of differential magnitude, and this is what we mean by 
differential vector array, in contrast o differential of a vector array ds  ~ or dv  ~. In space or in 
Cartesian base, the two are the same. 
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There is some discrepancy between the symbols of eqn.(21.33), because names and base symbols 
don't agree. It is an equality, not a transformation. By this time the analogy with strain, 
Section 17.4, is apparent. Let us try to find a transformation by considering q as coordinates 
which have at some previous era coincided with the Cartesian coordinates .  Then q (s) is a 
mapping of old Cartesian coordinates on new ones, but contrary to the mathematical concept of 
mapping from one space to another, we consider the mapping of one system on another within 
the identical orthonormal space, the two only being separated by a par_,ameter, like time. We have 
then the situation as in Section 17.4, where the new position vector r indicated a deformation of 
- -8  
the original unstrained vector s. That  vector, s measured in base s, is the analog of the present 
proposed meaning of q. Instead of a mapping, we prefer to interpret he change from previous 
orthonormal coordinates -q to present curvilinear coordinates as a deformation, whether this is a 
real deformation, as in Section 17, or not, and all vectors are measured in the same fixed base s. 
Going back into the past era, the position vector there may be called q, with the differential 
- - -4  - -~  
dq = E__ 8 • d q (21.44) 
- - -4  
like the vector ds in Fig.12. But according to transformation symbols in Cartesian base, 
dq= E .dq  . (21.45) 
- -8  
From eqn.(21.44) and (21.45) follows 
d-q = dq  8 . (21.46) 
- -4  
Our interpretation is therefore: q is a position vector in a past era, indicating another position 
in the same space as the curved coordinates q. 
The orthonormal coordinates -qfrom a past era are deformed into curved strained~ coordinates q 
at position s in the present era in the same space. The differential vector dq is in a different 
orientation in the past era, and has now been deformed, in the general sense of Section 17, into 
- -4  
its present orientation and deformed length into the differential vector ds. The position of the 
differential vector ds is at the present coordinates q. In terms of mechanics, q serves as Lagrange 
- - -4  
--* ds --* 
coordinate for s. In complete analogy with Section 17, --~ -- Q~, the deformation tensor. And 
dq 
finally, the base symbol q in Eq serves itself as a Lagrange coordinate column q, or a pre-mapping 
coordinate column q, a method of notation that proves extremely useful in mapping. 
- -8  
Although from eqn.(21.39) it can be inferred that a row differential exists as dq  = d s • E 
we are not going to use it; it would define a new row variable q of coordinates normal to the 
curved coordinates q in the present Cartesian base. Instead, we are going to use the notation 
T r 7 
T 
T 
dq T 
21.5. The  Grad ient  
Derivatives in multiple variables occur in many applications that are not necessarily related to 
3-dimensional physical space. Let s be a column of coordinates. The elements may be physical 
coordinates, generally curved, or they may be any independent variables which are taken as 
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coordinates in abstract higher-dimensional space. Considering a vector as a single quantity, the 
column s is regarded as a single quantity. Let -q be another column of coordinates in the same 
space, related by a given function q(s)  to coordinates . The function, regarded as a single 
function of a single argument, consists of the number of nonlinear functions that make up the 
elements of the column q. In view of this perspective, the differentials d s and d q are total 
dq 
differentials, and the Jacobian matrix --:-_ is a single total derivative, with the symbols for total 
ds 
and partial differentials and derivatives as in [51]. If for one point s is given and -q is required, 
the nonlinear function q(s) is simply evaluated. If -q is given and s is required, the solution 
must be found by iterative methods, and the proper oot of the multiple solution must be chosen• 
Once this pair of values is known, all the derivatives can be evaluated explicitly. 
The elements of the derivative ~ are obtained from the given function by partial derivatives 
Oq~ d s 
• The inverse derivative is found by matrix inversion according to eqn.(21.13). Whether we 
dsj 
axe dealing with real or abstract coordinates, the derivatives may be interpreted as transformation 
matrices between different bases according to eqns.(21.12) and (21.13), even though neither the 
metric of base s or base q have to be known. With the interpretation of the transformation 
matrix as tensor in mixed bases, the derivatives are tensors. The columns s and q are vector 
---4 ---~ 
arrays of abstract position vectors and q in abstract space, where one may be a deformation of 
the other as in Section 17.4. 
The gradient of any scalar function ¢(s)  in space with position vector s i s  defined in Section 11 
(Part I), repeated here for convenience, as the rowvector 
de  
grad ¢ = . __, . (21.47) 
ds 
Using the definition of reciprocal unitary base of eqn.(21.15), 
g rad¢= d¢__, = d¢ .dq~ = __d¢.___~-~q, (21.48) 
ds d-q ds dq 
which compared to the transformation of a rowvector, eqn.(21.30), shows that 
d¢ 
= - - :  (21.49) grad ¢ q d q 
The gradient determined by this formula is always normal to the surface of ¢ = constant in any 
n-dimensional space, independent of the skewness of the unitary base or the curvature of the 
coordinates q, without knowing the metric of the base. This is apparent from the equation 
d¢ = 0 on the surface ¢ = constant 
d¢ .  d-q d¢ (-~S) q (21.50) _ - - - -  ~__ ~ .  . 
dq dq 
de 
The vector (ds) q is a column vector (contravariant), while --_ is a rowvector (covariant), and 
dq 
therefore, the scalar product in base q is a true scalar product. Then it is clear from the condition 
d~ 
of eqn.(21.50), that - - :  is normal to every infinitesimal vector (ds) q in the surface ¢(q). 
dq 
29-21-G 
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A further part of the definition of gr_~ad ¢ is that the derivative is w.r.t, space coordinates only. 
Therefore, if ¢ is a function of space and time, ¢(~, 7/,-.., t), then the gradient is only the part 
[005,005 ] (21.51) 
grad05q= [~-~ d--~' "'" 
excluding the partial derivative 0¢ ~-/. The parameter t is not included in the differential ds  of 
the definition of the gradient. In any abstract n-dimensional space, it must therefore be stated 
if anyone of the variables acts as a parameter like time in 3-dimensional space if the abstract 
concept of gradient is used. This is not a restriction, because by simply not defining any one 
variable of a multivariate problem as a special scalar parameter, the term gradient can be used 
without violating the definition of gradient in abstract space. This is, for instance, the case in 
the application of the Newton-Raphson iteration method for solution of a multivariate root of 
simultaneous nonlinear equations. 
If any time parameter is involved, then the gradient should correctly be denoted as a partial 
derivative 005 the other partial derivative being 005 ds  ' ~-~, where the total differential is denoted by 
de = 0;.¢ +0re, the notation of [51] applied to the partial derivative w.r.t, a vector variable. 
We will assume that, in the use of the gradient, the time differential dt  = 0, and therefore, 
and denote the gradient with the total derivative symbol :--~¢o~ . Only when time 0705 d05, 
005 
dependency must explicitly be excluded, will we use the symbol --= for the gradient. 
ds  
If the gradient vector array must be used as a column, the notation for the transposed is
T 
If the gradient must be expressed as a column vector in posed base, then the metric of space is 
required to be able to transform according to 
grad'¢ = Eq • grade q , (21.53) 
In the normalized bases 
T 
gradCh=--~.Ehd¢ _q  = __de.h-- i- 
dq dq  
de  . ..Eq de  - -  
grad~g dq --g dq "g '  
(21.55) 
(21.56) 
with the scale factors ~ and g of Sections 21.2 
according to Section 11 (Part I), repeated here for convenience, 3 
- - -4 
dv  --* dv  s 
G = _ , -E  " - - 'E  ~ 
--* d s - -  .9 d s 
- -8  8 
=E .G  .E  , 
- -8  - -8  - - '4  
and 21.3. The gradient of a vector v is a tensor 
(21.57) 
3Confusion of this tensor should not occur with the rate of deformation tensor G used before. 
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where the tensor has the name G,  which can accordingly be transformed to any mixed bases 
- -O¢ - -Or  ~8 - -8  
_G b =E • "E  b. (21.58) - -8  - -8  
To obtain the gradient of a vector in terms of its components in a variable base, v ~ , the 
differential dv must be analyzed first, see Section 21.7. 
d 
The Hamilton, or nabla, operator corresponds to the differentiation -~,  so that the correctly 
ds 
posed relation is d 
v = (21.59) 
ds 
Therefore, V is a rowvector and transforms as 
d d ds --8 
V__q0 = - -0=- : - ( ) "  - - V-s()'--qE (21.60) 
dq ds dq 
With this transformed operator, the gradient is obtained in operator form in unitary base by the 
same formula as in Cartesian coordinates 
grad ¢8 = V--s¢ ' (21.61) 
- -8  
__gradCq=Vs¢ ' - -qE  = Vqq~. (21.62) 
For the normalized bases h and g, the transformations of eqns.(21.28) and (21.29) can be 
applied to the nahla operator by 
d _q  
--Vh() = ~( ) "  h---~-~ = V~q 0"--Eh = V-h ' (21.63) 
dq 
d _ Eq = V (21.64) v( )  = 
Unfortunately, because of the sequence in matrix algebra and the sequence of differential oper- 
ator and argument, the operand of the transformed nabla does not sit at the end of the actual 
terms. This complication seems to be preferable to two transposes to change the sequence of 
the differential and the matrix operation. Once this is recognized, the nabla operator can be 
transformed to nonunitary base. 
With these definitions, the transformed eqn.(21.62) becomes 
grad¢h = ~7h¢, 
grad____¢¢ 9 = ~Tg~. 
(21.65) 
21.6. Second Order  Der ivat ives  
The expressions in this section up to now contain vectors and matrices which can be expressed 
efficiently by our Matrix Tensor Notation. Higher derivatives produce higher order tensors. We 
express these, and operations with them, essentially by tensor notation. The elements may be 
arranged in stretched matrices as explained in Section 20, but this is only one concrete storage 
method, it is not a requirement. The Matrix Tensor Notation is retained but the tensor indices 
are appended if the order of multiplication is not clearly defined by the arrangement of terms, or 
they can be used freely as auxliary measure. We may interpret ensor notation as prescription 
for a computer program where the indices are the running counters in a loop. In matrix tensor 
notation, we have to add these indices anyway in a computer program. The Matrix Tensor 
Notation places more emphasis on the tensors as single quantities instead of the computation 
with elements. 
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The second derivative of a scalar function ¢ is 
- -  - - -  _ _ , (21 .66)  
ds dsds  
and is stored in a row of rows according to Section 20. The storage of the second derivative 
becomes 
d2¢ =[  02¢ 02¢ ..-] (21.67) 
dsds  dxds '  dyds '  ' 
but the proper base symbols for such an expression are not obvious and will be worked out in 
d2¢ _ 
the next section. Any post multiplication with a differential or finite vector _ _ • a -- b is 
dsds  
unique because the stretched expression is symmetric w.r . t .s .  If the derivative is w.r.t, different 
columns, the expression becomes 
aq = = , _ , ,  (21 .68)  
-- dqds  Ld~ds d~lds 
while the derivative in the other sequence becomes 
- -  - -  = , , . - -  (21 .69)  
d7 ds dq Ldxd  dyd-  
Any post multiplication with a vector must now either be clear from the coordinate symbols 
d2¢ • dq  = db ,  or it must be indicated with appended tensor indices 
dsdq 
d2¢ • d-~ = db and ~d2¢ • da  j = db. 
ds~d-~ - dsd-~3 - 
To express the second order derivative of a scalar function as matrix, one of the derivatives 
must be transposed 
02¢ 02¢ 
d~ds dxdq 
d2¢ d2¢ 
= 02¢ , - 02¢ 
dq  T ds  dq  d s 
d~ds - dydq 
The s column doesn't get a transpose sign if it is known that it is Cartesian. 
Quite similarly, the second derivative of a column is obtained, whether this be a coordinate 
column or a vector array, 
(21.70) 
in the generally unsymmetric case. 
The second derivative is a convenient method to represent a stretched matrix in Matrix Tensor 
Notation. 
02¢ _ 
For a continuous function ¢ (s )  the sequence of partial derivatives may be changed Ox Oy 
02¢ but this is not true for total derivatives, and therefore, 
Oy Ox' 
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and similarly, for the elements 
d2¢ d2¢ 
dqds  dsdq  
02¢ 02¢ 
oT, oTj ' 
because the variables r~ and s# come from two different columns. The relation between second 
derivatives of different sequences can be obtained in the same manner as for total derivatives of 
scalar variables 
d2¢ _ d . 
aTd-  aq j 
d2¢ ds* de d28 
dsds  ~ dq ds dsdq  
d2¢ ds  ~ de d2-s 
ds 'ds  d-q + ds  dsdq  
d2¢ d~ ds '  
. . . .  . * , 
d-qds ds  ~ d-q ÷ 
dqds  
de d2s 
ds  dsdq  
d2¢ de d2s 
_ _ + - - .  _ - - -~-~_  , (21.71) 
ds  ds dq 
where the tensor index i has been used to explain the switch of order of multiplication with the 
symmetric second derivative. The sequence of scalar multiplication may not be changed. For 
comparison, this expression i  tensor notation is 
02¢ 02¢ 0¢ 02 s k 02¢ 02 s k 0¢ 
- - - -  + -- + 
ds~ dqJ dqi ds j ds k dsi dqJ dq~ ds j dsi dqJ ds k , 
where the sequence of multiplication may be changed. Eqn. (21.71) is equally valid for a coordinate 
column r (q) 
d2r d2r - d7 d2s 
_ _= _ _ + - - .~_  (21.72) 
dsdq dqds  ds dsdq  
The inverse second derivative is obtained from the posed second derivative as with single 
variable derivatives, by taking the derivative of the unit tensor expressed as a product 
therefore, 
ds  dq .~ 
d-q ds  
dq - d-qd-q ds  dq dqds  
d2s dq ds  d2q ds  
---- " - -  -t- --~" "--:; 
dqdq ds  dq dsds  dq 
d2s ds  d2q ds  ds  
dqdq dq dsds  d-q dq 
(21.73) 
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Eqn.(21.73) is the well-known inversion by chained erivatives which is used to invert dependent 
and independent variables of a set of second order partial differential equations, put in com- 
pact Matrix Tensor Notation. Higher order inverse derivatives are obtained by differentiating 
eqn.(21.73) again 
d d ds 
- -  . -=_ [LHS of eqn.(21.73) ] = d7 [RHS of eqn.(21.T3) ] • - - ,  
dq dq 
etc., to the order required. 
An expression of the derivative of the inverse can be found 
-1  
ds ds dq ds  dqdq ds 
and then using eqn.(21.73), 
-1  
ds dsdq  dq dsds  dq 
(21.74) 
A change of derivative variable from -q to r is obtained by 
dqdq dq 
dr  dr  dq 
d2s dr  d r  ds  d2r dr  
_-- . . . . .~ .  + - - - -~_ . - -  _ _  
drdr  dq d-q dr d rdq  dq 
d27 dr  dr  d7 d2r 
dr dr dq dq dr dqdq 
(21.75) 
- -  m 
if s ( r )  and q ( r )  is known. 
To obtain the derivative of variables connected by an implicit equation 
f(q, s ) = 0 , 
consider that 
from which follows that 
_ o f  _ df Of d-q + ds  O, 
d-q ds  
0y \07 d; -  (21.76) 
where the operation of left matrix division Of  \ is equal to the operation of multiplication with 
dq\  
the inverse [0~ ] -1. . Eqn.(21.76) is the tensor equivalent of the well-known scMar formula 
o¢ 
dz d-'-s 
ds 0¢ 
for the implicit relation ¢(z, s) = O. dz 
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While all these forms if written in tensor notation, look equally familiar for a person comfortable 
in tensor notation, they are in Matrix Tensor Notation in a form which makes them suitable to 
transformation to other bases. We also believe that the compact form with names, vector symbols 
and total differentials make the equations easier to read because they are exactly the same as for 
ordinary single variables with the same name without vector symbol. This is the purpose of our 
notation. In contrast, tensor notation represents the detail of computational procedure of the 
operations. 
21.7. The  Dif ferent ial  Vector  
..-+ 
In Cartesian base s, the differential of a vector v is 
dv  = d . v = E .dv  s . (21.77) 
S - -S  
---0 
In this section, differentials and derivatives due to ds  are considered only, not due to a change in 
time, dr. In curved coordinates q, the variable bases a change with position, and the differential 
must be expanded 
dv  = d ~ .v  (~ = dE  v + --aE dv  (21.78) 
which shows that dv  ~ is not a vector array because it differs from (dv)  ~ by the amount 
---+ .~- -O~ ---+ 
dE . The term dE is a new differential quantity which is likewise not a base because 
- -Or  - - (3~ 
----+ 
it doesn't behave like a base in eqn.(21.78), or in a base transformation, in fact dE  = O,  and 
the Cartesian dE = 0 . The result is that any differential of a tensor array is not a differential 
- -8  - -8  
tensor array. 
21.8. The  Der ivat ive  of  a Vector  
Differentials of coordinate columns are differential vector arrays, and therefore, the pseudo- 
division of a differential vector by a differential column creates a gradient ensor 
but more generally, 
dv  dv  d s ---* - - s  -~ 
. . . . .  G'E  =G 
- - s  - -q  - -q  ' 
dq ds  d-q 
(21.79) 
- ,  dv  - - s  
a =G -E  = - - .E  (21.80) 
- -a  - - s  - -a  tt-S 
Applied to eqn.(21.78) 
- -4  
v °] G- -  - -~  - -  ---4 c~ 
ds  ds  
Alternatively, using Cartesian base, 
o]_  
- -~  ds  ds  
d --~ --a - ,  dva  
E .v  + E . - -  (21.81) 
ds  ds  
d __~ dv  ~ - -8  ~O/  
E -v + E . - -  (21.82) 
- --~ ds  d8 - -a  
Even more generally, using changing base a, the expression becomes lightly longer, 
---, dv  _s  
G . . . . .  E (21.83) 
--~ ds  --~ 
d [Er  vOlj d To _s  - dv  ° 
ds  - -~  . E = E • . E + E . - -  . -~s  (21.84) 
- -  - -  ds  . . . . .  ~ ds  --(~ ' 
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and even transformed to any other mixed bases a and b, 
in which the quantities - -  
transformed part ly by ~ E'  • d_s 
ds  - -  dq  
_o  _o  d _s  _o  ev  a _s  
_G b =E . - - - -~ .E  v a .E  b + E - - 'E  b ,  (21.85) 
- - s  ds- -~ - -~ ds  
d --* dv  ~ 
E and - - _  are created, which are not tensors, but they can be 
ds  - -~  ds  
d ~ dv  ~ ds  dv  '~ 
- - -  E and - -  
dq  - -  ~ ds  dq- dq- 
The problem that causes nontensor quantities is the differential d of a quantity expressed in 
changing base a in the numerator, not in the denominator. To distinguish the derivative 
dv~ ¢ G a from (dv) c~ _ -G'~ (21.86) 
- -  - -8  - -  - -8  ' 
ds  ds  
we use the symbol for the derivative of a vector array 
dv  ~ _ ,~ dv  ~ 
- -  - -  V 
d s - -s  ' -* ds 
of which the lower base symbol can be transformed to 
- G_.'~ (21.87) 
dv  ~ ds  dv  ~ _,,~ 
- -  - -  G 
ds  dq  dq  - -q 
• E = G (21.88) 
ds  - -a  - -a  
For the particular two bases h and g, the explicit expression becomes 
] ] _G h - _ ~ 'v  q " -~-  G 'g  - "v  q "g  (21.89) 
dq - - '  - -g dq  -- ' 
but obviously the advantage of the notation is to avoid the explicit forms and use the com- 
mon general forms instead; any expansions are rather done separately, in a computational  or 
mathematical  subroutine. 
The well-known fact from tensor analysis, that a derivative of a tensor array is not a tensor, 
does not point to the fact that the problem is the differential, not the derivative. In tensor 
notation, the distinction is indicated in different ways: 
dv  q Ov i - (~q 
d-q - dx  j but d-q - VJV~ 
dvq  - Ovi but (dv) q _ Dv  i 
d q dxJ d-q dq 3 
dv  q Ov i (dv) q 
dq  = dxJ but dq-- - vi,3 
dv  q (dv) q 
d'q - v:j but __ v~j 
dq  
dv  q (dv) q 
dq  - v~j but _ vZlj 
dq 
[7,17] 
[12] 
[23,271 
[26] 
[2] 
Our notation is not equivalent o any of these; our ' in eqn.(21.87) indicates the result of an 
operation on the produced quantity. In our notation, we allow differentiation w.r.t, different 
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coordinate columns q and s ,  which is not possible by the comma "," of tensor notation. In fact 
in the defining eqn.(21.87), the upper a comes from v a, while the lower s comes from ds.  These 
can be any other unitary bases 
d~ q
dr 
--v:, d _- 
- -  dq 
due to the chained derivatives 
. . . .  =0 "-- 
ds dq ds dr ds 
d 0 "Eq d 
dq dr 
The --la symbol denotes a column which is not transformable, i.e., 
(21.90) 
_~._G ¢_G, 
and a base ~,a doesn't exist. The tensor notation that is nearest to our notation, is the I, which 
separates the nontransformable index on the left from the transformable symbol on the right. 
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22. THE CHRISTOFFEL SYMBOL 
Starting again with eqn.(21.78), the derivative w.r.t, position is 
-~  dv  ~ dv  d --* - -~ --~ 
- E .v  + E  . - -  
- ' -+ - ' - )  - -o r  - -o r  ~ " 
ds ds  ds  
The well-known Christoffel symbol F 
here in the unfamiliar form 
(22.1) 
is used to define the derivative of base a and is presented 
E _= F (22.2) 
ds 
where the first and second kind is not distinguished. The Christoffel symbol in tensor notation 
can be replaced by the derivative of the base. The tensor symbol gi is the same as our base 
symbol _Eq, and the metric symbols gij and g~J correpond to our --qE~q and ___ETq , -q  respectively, but 
- -8  
there is no single symbol in tensor notation of our base E . If curved coordinates are given in - -q  
the form q ( s ), then it is much more convenient to express the gradient of a vector in terms of 
- -8  
the derivative of base E than in terms of the metric. - -q  
We immediately recognize that the space symbols can be transformed to other bases, by ex- 
panding the term 
-~ d _8  ds  - ,  d --8 
d E = - - [E  E ] ---~ E E .-E 8 
---~ - -  Ol 8 - -  0~ - -8  - -  - -Or  
ds  ds  ds  d s 
=--Es" - - -a"  ~ - - -E8"- -  " , 
ds  - -b  
where s is the Cartesian base. The customary definition of the Christoffel symbol corresponds 
to a transformation of the upper Cartesian base symbol, and therefore, the general definition of 
the Christoffel symbol in mixed bases is 
--a d --8 --8 - -a  
E . - - _~E .__E b -= __F,~, (22.3) 
- - s  d s  - - b  
where a, a and b are all changing bases, and the - - /a  symbol denotes the row which is not 
transformable. Note that the reference to other curved coordinates i included 
because 
- -a  d --8 - - r  
• , ° Es  dr  -Ec* Eb = --~aa (22.4) 
- -b  
d --8 - - r  d - -8 d~ _~ d _8  ~s  - - r  d _8  --8 
E .Eb=- -E  • "~b -- E • "~b -- E "~b"  
dr  - -~  d~- -~ dr  d~- -~ ds  
Using the arbitrary transformation definition of the upper base, the Christoffel symbol can also 
be transformed to mixed bases in our notation by 
_ 8  __To 
- -8  ds  --o~ "Zb  ~ I~ t¢~" (22 .5 )  
- -b  
Our definition of the Christoffel symbol is the complete generalization of the special kinds used 
in tensor analysis, 
. . . . . .  -7  - (22.6) 
--8 ds  -q  - -q ds  aq  - -q - - 'q '  - -q  
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which is the Christoffel symbol of the second kind in our notation, and 
T 
_ d=;_~; .? ;= X d~-0-_~ 
which is the Christoffel symbol of the first kind in our notation. But particularly, the base 
transformation symbols allow us to define the Christoffel symbol in normalized bases 
[ ] - _ d~ d d~ ~-1 .~  __ r_-_,) ~-~ cA. d d~-.~ .~ _- T~ (22.s/ 
-~~-~2~ ~ ~ ~-~ - ='~~ 
Of course the actual determination of the symbol is quite lengthy, which is just the reason of 
having a new symbol. But in an application the final expression should be written as a chain 
of terms of which the first are the derivatives and second derivatives. These are determined 
numerically first, then the chain of terms is simply computed numerically. Avoiding thus very 
long analytic expressions of the final symbol in terms of the first, all equations become easier 
to read and to compute. Very seldom a complete analytic expansion is worthwhile. That is, 
- -h  
to compute the symbol r',h at one point -q in the field, the eqn.(22.8) is only the last step. 
- -h  
The previous steps are in the following backward sequence, assuming either q ( s )  or s (q)  is 
available analytically: determine --~ or its inverse analytically, then numerically; determine the 
ds 
base and the metric numerically; determine h and h-___~_ ~ numerically from the diagonal of the 
metric; determine the second derivatives analytically, then numerically; expand 
d -~-i-] _ d __  d2s  
dq dqdq --q dq 
expand d __  __  d 
~h- l=-h - l . - -h .h  -1 ; 
dq dq 
d 
obtain the derivatives of the diagonals ~ -h analytically as a combination of elements of first 
dq- -  
and second derivatives; then evaluate numerically. This is the beginning of the chain of numerical 
evaluation for the eqn.(22.8). 
In all the preceding formulas, the sequence of multiplication after the stretched matrix is not 
indicated explicitly because it is unique by the base symbols as explained in Section 20; i.e., 
d ~, v .  --~ d --~ .v~ --~ - -  • .E  - E o E ,  
ds  -- ~ -- ~ ds  -- ~ -- 
E . - -E  .E  b - - , -E  . - -E  oEb ._~,  
--~ ds--C, --s ds--C~ 
- -a  - -b  - -a  - -  - -b  - -a  - -b i  
• -72. .r_2 -72. E E -E  oE =- E • E 
. . . . .  8 - -8  - -  - - s  
- -b  - -b  - -b i  
The Christoffel symbol corresponds to the second derivative 
d2s  
F -- 
-~'q dsdq 
d a d2-; 
ds  drd~ 
(22.9) 
(22.10) 
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d2s  
--~-q8 _ ds  dq 
d2s 
F- i  q - -  dqdq 
(22.11) 
(22.12) 
and has the transformation property 
-~-~ - - , ,  . Tb . - -~  ~ -~ = E b E = ~a.  E r  (22.13) - - /q  - - /q  - - r  ~ ~tq " - -  ' 
- - r  - - C  
--Ta --Ta.-~--b. ~c = ~Ta ~ • ~'~ (22.14) 
r c 
The customary form of the Christoffel symbol of the second kind in tensor analysis corresponds 
to the expression in our notation in base q 
-~q = d_~_. d2s  
- -  Iq - -  
- -q ds  dq dq 
and of the first kind, to the expression in our notation 
T 
--L /qq -~ d q d q 
(22.15) 
(22.16) 
noting that 
ds  _s   _.IT 
-~_=E , = 
dq --q -- 
The transpose symbol on the upper base symbol corresponds to the lower index in tensor notation, 
which would become in our notation 
ds  d2s  
F = F = -- (22.17) - -  /q - -qxq×q - -  
~q dq dqdq 
q 
Using the inverse of the 2 nd derivative, the Christoffel symbols of the second and first kinds 
can also be expressed as 
~.q =_  d2-q .__ds.__ds 
- -q dsds  dq dq 
(22.18) 
_V_v;:= _r (22.19) 
q q 
The first and second kind are merely representations in the two different unitary bases. The 
transformation of the top base symbol had no logical reason that can be deduced from existing 
transformation laws. It defines a particular, convenient, grouping of quantities that does not vio- 
late existing transformation laws. We have done it here to comply with the customary definition 
of the Christoffel symbols, albeit generalized to arbitrary base. The consequence is that we are 
prevented from defining a similar symbol in the pre-era configuration of Cartesian coordinates q 
of Section 21.4, i.e., F"q ~ d2q • i.e., in the application of the Christoffel symbols, it must 
- - / 8  - -  - -  
- - s  dsds  
be strictly defined which base is Cartesian. This restriction doesn't occur with the expressions 
as second derivatives. 
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In some texts, the definition of the Christoffel symbols corresponds to our the definitions given 
here by deriving them from the base [2,26] as follows, compared to our notation: 
Tensor Notation: Matrix Tensor Notation: 
d --~ --~ Tq  
g 'J = g" dq _Eq E_q = 'q  
q 
--~ d-q --q - -q 
Other notations for the Christoffel symbols of the first kind and second kind, respectively, are 
i 
{ jk } and [jk, i] [23,27] 
Fi,jk and F~k [12] 
Fkji and F~cj [2,26] 
--~ Tqi  - -  " 
- - tq j  and F_.q~j 
- -qk  - -qk  
where in the last row our symbols with matching indices appended are given. 
The so-called transformation f the Christoffel symbols means that the symbol in base q must 
be transformed to the symbol in terms of base r, using the explicit form r(q ). From eqns.(22.9) 
to (22.12), it can be seen that this is merely a transformation of second derivatives, using the 
method and notation of Section 21.6, 
d r  d2s 
. . . .  (22.20) 
- - r  ds  dr dr 
dr  dq d2s dq dq dr  d2q 
- + - - .  (22 .21)  
dq ds  dqdq dr  dr  dq drdr  
which is the expression where all functions 7" ( s ) have been eliminated. In classical tensor notation 
only one of the second derivatives i a Christoffel symbol, so that eqn.(22.21) becomes 
- -  . - - .  - d7  .~--r r=  dr  .-F-q dq d_qq + __ . __  (22.22) 
- -r  dq --q dr  dr dq drdr  
The intended matrix multiplication of eqn.(22.22) is unique, meaning 
dr.--~-q dq'  dq 3 dr d2q 
- -r  dq - -q j  d r  dr dq drdr '  
which corresponds to the rules of Section 20, but even if the i and j were interchanged, the result 
would be the same because the two factors after the 3 rd order stretched matrix are the same. 
The corresponding transformation i  tensor notation is [12], but changed to revised partial 
derivatives notation [51], 
__ aOX a 032 b Ox  --6 02x  a 0-~ 6 
F:~ = Fab~-- ~ dx ~ dx d 4- d~ ~ dx z dx a , 
where the terms are arranged in other order as is customary in tensor analysis. 
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Because of the arbitrary combination of terms in the definition of the Christoffel symbol, it 
cannot be used to express all the second derivatives occurring in its transformation equation. 
With the definition of the Christoffel symbol of the first kind in eqn.(22.14), we obtain by the 
same method the so-called transformation equation 
T T 
- -  ° ° - - ~  o - -  ° _ _  _ _  , 
F-F-'r = dr  d r  d r  + " ~qq (22"23/ - -~  drdr  
which in tensor notation is [12], changed to revised partial derivatives notation 
OX a OX b OX c 02X a OqX b 
F-~,~Z = Fc,abd-2a d-2~ dE-y + gab'~xa dEg dE- Y , 
- -Tq  
where gab is the metric of base q, corresponding to our E - -q  
Eqn.(21.81) provides the equation for the vector gradient i.t.o, the derivative of the vector 
array 
~s=__d  ~Z.v  q + ~8.G,q  (22.24) 
- -q  dq" - -q  - -q  - -q  
d2s --q --8 
= ---~--=. v + E .G'q (22.25) 
dqdq --q --q ' 
uq = ~q.  __d ~8 + u,q (22.26) 
-q  -8  dq- -q  - -q  
d-q d2s  --q 
= - - "  _ • v + G'q , (22.27) 
ds  dqdq - -q  
which becomes with the Christoffel symbol the well-known formula for the tensor, called the 
covariant derivative (referring to the pseudo-division by a contravariant vector) of a contravariant 
vector, dv  q 
- -q  - -q  
Gq = F__,q. v + - -  (22.28) 
- -q  - -q  dq 
- -q  - -q  
= r ,q .v  + (22.29) 
q 
Referring to our equivalence of column and row vectors with contra and covariant vectors, this 
is the row derivative of a column vector. 
Again, the post multiplication of the Christoffel symbol is defined by the rules of Section 20, but 
even if another order is taken, the result is the same because the Christoffel symbol is symmetric 
in the derivatives, so that ~-q  - -q i  --~-q --qj 
. ' Y  = 0 '0  
- -  l q~ - -  I q  
q q) 
where the intended multiplication of eqn.(22.29) is shown above. 
From eqn.(21.81) and (22.2) follows our generalized transformation of the gradient of a vector 
in terms of the derivative in changing base, which is the whole purpose of the Christoffel symbol, 
G=F . v  + E .G , (22 30) 
which can then be transformed to any mixed bases 
~-G-_~ b =~.  r ,~ - -~ --, -. --. = • -E  b + E • G -E  b (22.311 
- _ _ ,  • + E -_G b . (22.32) 
- -b  
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This  includes the two special cases 
- -h  - -h  - -h  - - th  
G h -- - -F__,h.V + G__ h , (22.33 / 
- -h  
99 = --F--9 . v 9 + ~ 'g  (22.34) 
- -g  - -  tg - -g  
g 
where M1 neccessary transformat ions are already included by the meaning of the symbols. The 
result is that  the customary tensor equations can be appl ied direct ly to normal ized bases. 
A vector in reciprocal base, a covariant vector in tensor notat ion, is wr i t ten in our t ransposed 
- -TO~ 
form as column v . The derivative of this vector and the vector array is defined with a I symbol  
the same way as for v ~, considering Tc~ just  another base as explained in Section 15.2 and 15.6. 
The gradient  of a vector according to eqn.(16) becomes in any mixed bases 
- -a  - -a  d - -8  - -TO~ - -8  - -a  dv  - - s  
__Gb=E - - -E  .v  ._E b + ETa"  _ ._E b .  (22.35) 
- -8  ds- -T~ - -  d8  
Therefore, compar ing with eqn.(22.32), the vector array derivative is defined 
dv  T~ 
d7  
- - IT ( : [  
- - - _G  8 , (22.36) 
and a new Christoffel symbol  is defined 
- -a  d _8  - -8 
- -E  ._Eb _-- ~-a  
Es  d 8 - - T a  - -  ,TO~ ' - -b  
(22.37) 
which is not s imply a base-transformat ion f the Christoffel symbol  of eqn.(22.3), because the 
untransformable symbol is different. The gradient ransformat ion with these symbols becomes 
or  
- -a  - -a  TO/ - -a  - - ITO~ 
G b = F ,Te 'V  + E ._G5 (22.38) 
- -b  
- -Ta  - -Ta  - -TO~ - -Ta  - - ITO~ 
-~-~b ~-  L /TQ~ ° V ~-- E TOt "Gb (22 .39)  
- -b  
These forms include the customary case when a = b = a = q, but  also the impor tant  cases 
whena = b = a = h ,anda  = b = a = g.  
Referred to Cartes ian base, 
--8 = T~" v + E • G (22.40) 
- -  - -TOt  - -8  
- -  8 
Instead,  the derivative can be obtained from the row form, but then stretched matr ices nmst 
_ - -8  GT  __ o 
' ~ ds  ds  vq  8 
dv ._~q d -~q 
- - -q  + v 
ds  --8 --q ds - -8  
be employed, 
-G  T .~q ,q - -8 + v "-F-'q (22.41) 
- -q  - - s  ' 
8 8 
where GT is the part ia l  inner transpose of the tq 
8 
is defined 
- - tTq  
previous __G s , and the new Christoffel symbol  
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-~--,q= d ~q = d2-q 
- - s  ds  dsds  
In terms of space notation as in eqn.(22.2), 
(22.42) 
d2q (22.43) 
P~q= d-sds '  
and consistent with the transformation f the Christoffel symbol, eqn.(22.3), both space symbols 
can be transformed to any base, 
--- T~q=a d2~ "--a ~q'-- -~ • (22.44) 
- -b  dqds  
Because of the arbitrary transformation definition of eqn.(22.3), this transformation is also not 
logically consistent with our other transformations. 
We can get eqn.(22.41) back to matrix form of the derivative by a partial transpose of the new 
Christoffel symbol, 
ST • -~tTq  - -S  - -Tq  
=-E q -8  + L ,Tq'v  , (22.45) 
8 
which shows that the new Christoffel symbol is but a partially transposed version of the previous 
one, a complication that doesn't occur in tensor notation. In Matrix Tensor Notation a mere 
rearrangement of terms requires a new name which is derived from the old name by the transpose 
rules of Section 20, applied now to the the third order array. 
Because r__~ qis defined as a second derivative, it can be transformed to the second derivative 
- -8  
of the inverse by the rules of Section 21.6 
d92_ . . . .  
- - s  d~ dqdq ds  d~ 
-q  ~q . -~q . -~q 
- -  - ~- ,  "-if-- - ,  -8  
q 
nq  . --~q 
= - r__~q --s ' (22.46) 
$ 
which contains the previous familiar Christoffel symbol. Again doing a partial transpose, we find 
that 
F-~Tq = -E~q" F'"~q (22.47) - -  - - - - ' rq  ' 
8 8 
and the corresponding expression for the gradient becomes 
-~-  IT  q - -  Tq  
8 
mad ~+q = ~rq .~.~s  
- -q  u s  u ~ q  
- - ITq  - - tTq  ~ Tq 
=G - rTq .v  - -q  - -  ' 
q 
which corresponds to the customary tensor equation 
(22.49) 
Ovi pk .  . 
vdj = dx j , ~ vk 
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except that our Christoffel symbol is rearranged in such a way that it produces a matrix as 
derivative. 
As before, by the proper transformations, it is possible to express in normalized bases 
- -  Th - -  Th  -..~8 ~8 
G__h = S "E  h - -8  - -8  
- - tTh  "~- tTh  - -Th  
= V h - -  l ' Th"  V , 
- -h  
- -g  - - s  - - s  - -g  
- .~lTg - - lTg  - -Tg  
__g -- L - rg"  V 
g 
(22.50) 
(22.51) 
All the possible forms and transformations that may be required in any bases derived from 
curvilinear coordinates can thus be obtained by the generalized efinition of the Christoffel sym- 
bol, where the base symbols define the proper transformation or arrangement. 
In tensor analysis, a more familiar way to derive the Christoffel symbol and its properties is 
to refer to the metric of the base, while the foregoing expressions for the Christoffel symbol are 
based on the coordinate functions q ( s ) or s ( q ). There may be a theoretical reason that the 
coordinate relations to Cartesian base are not known, except for merely the metric ~Tq. The - -q  
metric is a variable of the coordinates 
d .~Tq d - -Tq  - - s  - -Tq  d --8 
--d s - q = -~s~ E 8 " __ + - -  • -d-~s ~ E q . (22.52) 
Because, in our notation, we cannot ranspose lements of a 3 rd order tensor, we cannot represent 
the familiar inverse result from eqn.(22.52 other than by appended tensor indices 
[ d --Tqj 
--~k F--qqj- -71 [~-7  Eqk (22.53) 
d --Tqk d ~Tqi] 
+ dq  j Eq, d~_k__qj j .  
Our formulas are more suited to a particular Cartesian base to which the curved coordinates 
q (s) are referred, while in tensor notation, the equation (20.53) gives the Christoffel symbol in 
terms of the metric without any reference to a particular coordinate system. Our definition of 
the Christoffel symbol in eqn.(22.15) apparently uses the Cartesian coordinates , but in fact 
these can be transformed to any other Cartesian base r by 
dq  d2s  d-q d2r  
_ .  _ _ = - -~ . - -  (22.54) 
ds  dqdq dr  dqdq 
because the transformation matrix 
_ s  ds  
E - - - - -  
- - r  d r  
is independent of q. 
While our Matrix Tensor Notation may be able to define a more general Christoffel symbol, the 
notation is not sufficient o describe unique manipulations with any third order, or higher, quan- 
tity. However the use of the second derivative instead provides a possible asier handling of third 
order quantities, even though auxiliary tensor indices may have to be appended. Alternatively 
perhaps, our base symbols may be appended to tensor notation. 
29-II-H 
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22.1. Cur l  
In Cartesian base, curl of a vector can be obtained from the vector cross product 
curl v '  ~-8 --s ---- =~Sx V 
Let the 3-dimensional ntisymmetric tensor of the elements corresponding to curl v 8 be ~,  then 
C ds  [ ds  ] (22.55) 
which transforms to unitary base as 
ke ;  - Le; j -E,  
where in view of the cross product only the one physical base q is used. Transforming 
] 
dq 
d - -~q -8  dv  8 
= - -  E . v + -E ~q. - 
- -8  
d 2s "v  8 :q dvS  __~ 
=- - - - - '~-  +-E  - - 'E  
d-~dq_~ d7  - -~  
dv rq  
dq 
I 
T 
L d-q J [dqrdq  [ds  J --q 
(22.56) 
Because of the symmetry of the matrix in the first term on the right, this matrix is eliminated 
in the difference 
d~ [d~ J --8 [~s LdsJ J --~ 
= -E T q . - c  s . --SE 
- - s  - - s  - -q  
= -C Tq (22.57) - -q  
In this form neither the metric nor the curvature nters the formula. 
Using the nabla operator in unitary base as defined in Section 21.5, and the scale factor due 
to the cross product from Section 15.8, the equation for the transformed curl vector is 
~q =___~" F ,  (22.58) 
:q (1/x/~)V q x v = . (22.59) - -q  
Transformed to any other bases his formula does not have the same simple form, the curvature 
of the coordinates then enter the formula by way of the derivative of the base, or the Christoffel 
symbol. 
22.2. D iv  
No simple formula for div v exists. The well-known form from tensor analysis, [12,27], written 
in our notation 
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div v = ~ • + trace 
is a compact form, but the actual differentiation of the square root of the determinant of the 
metric contains the curvature in terms of Christoffel symbols. We write, therefore, directly in 
our notation 
div v = trace 
= trace • G • 
=trace(___:)  , (22.60) 
where the last line follows from the fact that the trace is invariant under a similarity transfor- 
mation. Substituting the expression for the velocity gradient in terms of the derivative from 
eqn.(21.85), with a = b = a, 
d ivv  t race(~ [d~_:  ] v ~ ~: )  ( dv~ :) 4= . • • + t race \ds  "----- ' 
where the derivative of the base can be replaced by any of the forms for the Christoffel symbol. 
22.3. Conc lus ions  
The Christoffel symbol may not always be easy to read. Our notation provides the notation as 
derivative of a base, which is clear and explicit. But the matrix symbols become very complicated 
as soon as a quantity is more than second order, be it a tensor or a symbol. The transpose also is 
not defined for a higher than second order quantity. It seems, therefore, that our Matrix Tensor 
Notation is not suitable for higher than second order quantities, seeing that, in some cases, tensor 
indices are necessary anyway. But one way that Matrix Tensor Notation seems still to be useful 
in curved coordinates is the notation in terms of derivatives, avoiding the Christoffel symbol 
altogether. The distinction between physical tensors and components, and between different 
bases is shown clearly without too much complication of symbols. 
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23.  CONCLUSION 
Matrix Tensor Notation as introduced for skew bases provides a rational symbolic method to 
analyze problems where several skew bases occur, and distinguishing between base and space. 
Tensor notation in comparison has no rational provision for transformation between several bases. 
Applications may occur, like robotics or graphical projections, where coordinates are not involved 
at all, which is not the domain of tensor analysis. 
The Matrix Tensor Notation of Part II, which includes the notation of Part I, has been demon- 
strated as a kind of notational algebra with the purpose of its application. No attempt has been 
made to actually formally prove this notational algebra. As far as we are aware, no such proof 
has been made for the consistent tensor notation either. But it might be possible to do so by Lie 
Algebra, such as has been made for rigid body rotations by Argyris and Poterasu [52], and with 
particular application to robotics extensively by Mladenova (see, e.g., [53,54]) 4. 
Matrix symbols become very complicated as soon as a quantity is more than second order, be it 
a tensor or a Christoffel symbol. The transpose also is not defined for a higher than second order 
quantity. It seems, therefore, that Matrix Tensor Notation is not suitable for higher than second 
order quantities, seeing that, in some cases, tensor indices are necessary anyway. Nevertheless 
the complication of the transpose is usually not serious because, although discussed at length, it 
doesn't occur much in the applications. Matrix Tensor Notation is still useful for any higher order 
quantities that can be expressed in terms of vectors and 2 nd order tensors. The explicit notation 
of some higher order quantities in terms of second order derivatives based on curved coordinates 
that must somewhere be expressed explicitly by Cartesian coordinates anyway, is more explicit 
than the Christoffel symbol, which avoids reference to the Cartesian base. 
Therefore, Matrix Tensor Notation seems to be a useful alternative, where expressions in terms 
of vectors and 2 nd order tensors in several skew or Cartesian bases occur, and in the treatment 
of different curved coordinates which are related to Cartesian coordinates. 
APPENDIX  
MATRIX  TENSOR NOTATION FOR PR INT ING 
In printed material, books and journals, physical tensors are often written in boldface,  but 
relations are still written in matrix-vector mode, with the noncommutative s quence in multipli- 
cation, and distinguishing tensors of 2 nd order in capital letters from physical vectors in small 
letters, and scalars in ordinary print, and using the transpose. The textbook [3] also uses this 
system. Texts on tensor analysis usually use the same small letter boldface notation for vectors 
while avoiding physical tensors altogether, e.g., [2,3]. Textbooks in mechanics use boldface small 
and capital letters for physical vectors, also avoiding physical tensors altogether, e.g., [8,21,27], 
while [16] uses boldface for physical vectors and tensors but doesn't distinguish between them 
by notation. Many books on matrix algebra [5] and applications of matrix algebra in Finite 
Elements [48] use boldface for algebraic vector arrays and matrices. In applications of dynamics, 
boldface is sometimes used for the physical vector arrays as well as tensor arrays and transfor- 
mation matrices [15,55], which makes it awkward to distinguish beween tensors and bases. 
One particular and important aim of Matrix Tensor Notation is to make it easily written by 
hand. But it can also be usefully applied to the printed boldface method to attain all the other 
aims as stated in Part I, with the following rules. 
All vectors are still written in small letters and 2 nd order tensors in Capital letters in boldface.  
The boldface symbol represents a physical part of the tensor, which is written with either one or 
two arrows in the Matrix Tensor Notation. How many arrows it represents, and on which side 
they are, is completely evident in the equation where they occur. When they are standing alone, 
it is either implied by the other symbols or it doesn't matter. The base symbols are then added 
4The author is indebted to C. D. Mladenova for drawing his attention to those publications. 
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to the boldface symbols.  A vector array or tensor matr ix however is again in ordinary print as 
in this article. The fol lowing self-explanatory examples make this clear: 
v ~ vor  v 
E=_E 
-___+ 
N - E - -q  - -q  
~q _ Nq 
-.__4 
K - K  
K - -K  - -q  - -q  
~ _= ~q 
-...) 
E = [eq i%2eq3]  -E  = eqi %2 eq3 - -q  - -q  
[ eq l  ] --+ I 21  
= e q2 - -  = 
e ql e~ql 
---4 
f . v  = f .v  
---+ --,  
K.u  = K.u  
u.K  =- u .K  ---4 
u 'K  s = u" K s 
---4 
- -q  ---* --~ -~-q 
V = S -v  = ~ v = E "  (2 - -q  - -q  
-~  ~.v  -~ ~.~ V ~--- ~ V --~ --~ 
v = v -gq-v  = v .~q - -q  --..+ - -q  
v = v 'E  -= v = v 'E  - -q  - -q  - -q  ---, - -q  
E = E .E  - E = E .E  - -q  - - s  - -q  - -q  - - s  - -q  
Kq = EqK 'E  - K 'E  
.~q  : Nq  " --4 ----, 
- -q  - -q  - -q  --~ ~ - -q  
- -Tq  - - rq  ---+ ---~ 
K = ET~'K 'E  -= K = ETq 'K 'E  
- -q  - -q  - -q  --4 ~ - -q  
Eq.K  ~ -~ Kq .E _= Kq  q. = =-E  K .E  
- -8  - -8  - -8  ~ ~ - -8  
- - s  . - -~q 
K = E .R~.g  ~- -~ = E .K  
- -  s - -q  ---4 
ds  ds  
d-~ a-4 
dv  dv  
e~ e7  
d d ---, 
- -E  - _ _ ,E  
ds  - -q  ds  - -q  
- -  s - -q  ----4 
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d2s d2s 
dsd-q ds-~d-q 
d d 
d--~ Q = ~ 2"  ds 
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